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ABSTRACT
Toward a Contextualized Church in a Unified Korea/Corea:
Exploring Resources in Wesleyan Theology and Eastern Philosophies
Ohoon Kwon
Someday Korean unification will occur and present opportunities for
church renewal and growth in both South and North Korea. Political unification
may be the boost needed for the potential of Korean Christians to flower.
The focus of this research can be stated as a question: In what ways do
John Wesley's theology, ministry, and missiology provide resources or insights
that have relevance for the life and mission of the church in South Korea
anticipating a unified Korea/Corea? This study finds answers to this question in
two ways. First, by investigating three aspects of John Wesley's theology,
ministry, and missiology: (1) his theological tendency (which may be called
conjunctive theology); (2) his ministry to and with the common people (which may
be called grassroots ministry); and (3) his missiological method (which may be
called flexible missiology and could be a stimulus for a Juche church, a North
Korean indigenous church). Second, by inquiring into the relevance of these
themes for the ministry of the South Korean Church in the light of the
missiological challenge of Korean unification. As an interpretive framework, the
author uses Howard A. Snyder's diagnosis of what he calls "four shackles"
affecting Wesleyan theology and Anthony F. C. Wallace's revitalization
movement framework.
Wesley's conjunctive theology is shown to be congruent with East Asian
ways of thinking, especially with Chung Yung, Yin and Yang, and L/and Ch'i.
This study explores two significant missiological implications ofWesley's
grassroots ministry: Ministry to and with the poor, and the ministry of all believers.
This research demonstrates Wesley's flexible missiology and argues that South
Korean Christians should give the Juche idea (the dominant worldview of North
Koreans) serious consideration in order to be faithful and effective missionaries
to North Korea.
Finally, this dissertation discusses the missiological challenges and
strategies, and offers suggestions and recommendations. The author concludes
that Wesley's conjunctive theology, grassroots ministry, and flexible missiology
could be the three main ridges of the key to unlock the shackles of the Korean
church.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
When I was a freshman at Mokwon University, the largest Wesleyan
school in Korea, a colleague of mine, Lee, visited my dormitory room. It was the
spring semester of 1982. The student democratic movement against Doo Hwan
Chun, a military dictator, and his regime was in full swing. After a lengthy
conversation, Lee revealed his intentions for the visit. He wanted me to join an
underground study group, which was a front for the student democratic
movement. "I wish I could," I answered. "First of all, I am too busy to be a
member of the study group, because I have already been selected to be the next
drummer of the university sponsored praise band, 'Jesus First,' as well as being
a reporter/editor for the Mokwon University Newspaper. Second, I have to focus
on my regular study, because I want to be a scholar in the future." At the end of
the conversation, I added something like the following: "I really love what you
guys are doing; keep up the good work. I will commit myself to this cause after
gaining my Ph.D. degree, because then I will have more influence. By then, I
might be more radical than you guys." However, I promised him that I would join
any kind of demonstrations led by the study group as an outside supporter.
Two years later, in 1984, there was a big strike against the university and
the political regime. I was deeply involved in the demonstration. In the midst of
the demonstration, there was a major split among the students. This split was
similar to the dichotomy Christians often have between evangelism and social
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2responsibility. I saw the deep wound created by the split, and decided to work
toward healing it by sacrificing my time and energy. So, I ran for president of the
Student Council of the Theological School of Mokwon University and was elected
by a direct election, even though it was forbidden by the military regime. The
whole time, my colleague, Lee, was working in the shadows, in an effort to get
me elected.
In fall of 1984 it was our school's turn to run the National Federation of the
Student Councils of Theological Schools. By God's grace, I was able to serve for
one semester as president of the federation. During my presidency, I met many
bright, future leaders of the Korean church. I found out that there were not many
differences among denominations in terms of the content of theological
education. As members of the federation, we promised to maintain an
ecumenical spirit and work together on the bigger issues, for example, the
missiological issues surrounding Korean unification.
I took a course entitled "Wesleyan Theology" in the spring semester of
1985. The most important lesson I learned from reading John Wesley was that
he had a remedy for the wound of the dichotomy between evangelism and social
responsibility. Wesley was the theological and missiological answer of my year
long quest. As my study has continued, I have become convinced thatWesley
has many more remedies for the various wounds of Koreans.
This study is a way of keeping the promises I made to both Lee (being
radical) and the members of the federation (seeing the bigger picture). John
Wesley's theology and practice have been helpful for me to be radical and yet
3still see the bigger picture of the Korean context.
A kingdom is where a king rules. North Korea is not a kingdom, as its
official name indicates: The Democratic People's Republic of Korea. ^ There
have been, however, two king-like figures in North Korea since 1945: II Sung Kim
and Jong II Kim. I therefore refer to North Korea as a "Kimdom," i.e. kingdom of
the Kims. II Sung Kim and Jong II Kim have been building their own kingdom in
North Korea. II Sung Kim ruled North Korea for nearly five decades (1945-1994)
and his son Jong II Kim was able to take power immediately after his father's
death as a result of their succession preparation. Jong II Kim came into his
kingdom in 1994.
The Kimdom has thus been transmitted from one generation to the next.
In his harshly entitled book Rogue State: How a Nuclear North Korea Threatens
America, William C. Triplett II makes the assertion: "Nepotism has certainly run
rampant in all of the communist countries. But none of the communist regimes
except North Korea has dared to turn its political system into a red monarchy"
(2004:1 30). It is ironic that the communist dream in North Korea has turned
virtually into an old-fashioned monarchy. Triplett asserts: "While the Kim family
and their supporters live like modern pharaohs, the North Korean people are in
bondage, both physical and spiritual" (2004:6).
Over the course of 5,000 years of history, Koreans have suffered from
many unjust kings. Today, the government systems of both South Korea and
North Korea are no longer traditional kingdoms. Because of their national
^ Throughout this study, for simplicity's sake, the Democratic People's Republic of
Korea will be referred to as North Korea and the Republic of Korea as South Korea.
4history, South Korean Christians prefer the term "God's nation" (Hananimui Nara)
to the term kingdom of God (Hananimui Wanggug). There is, however, no
significant theological difference between the terms.
The kingdom of God is where God rules. North Koreans should be a
people of the kingdom of God instead of Kimdom people. Transforming people
of the Kimdom into people of the kingdom is what South Korean Christians hope
to see in a unified Korea/Corea (see the discussion a unified Korea/Corea in
"Explanation of Key Terms and Concepts" on pages 21-23). I have been praying
about living with numerous people of the kingdom in a unified Korea/Corea.
Laborare est orare: "To work is to pray" has been my inspirational phrase during
my study. This study is an extension of my prayer.
Missiological Assumptions
The following assumptions form the necessary beginning point of this
study about the present and future of the Korean church:
1. The unification of North and South Korea will happen, though no one knows
when and how.
2. The Christian church of South Korea will be the primary external mission force
for the evangelization of North Korea due to a common language and cultural
heritage, geographical proximity, and its missionary vision.
3. Not all mission, however, will come from the South. Therefore, the North
Korean church must also be enabled to do mission. The South Korean church
should expect and encourage the development of an indigenous, contextualized
church in North Korea. Although the North Korean church will of course be
5Korean, it will also have its own distinctive characteristics due to a history which
has been very different from that of South Korea, especially since the Korean
War.
Background of the Problem
Chi Ha Kim, a South Korean poet, was convicted in early July, 1974, and
sentenced to death because of his democratic activity against the military
dictatorship of South Korea. In working for his release, an international group of
his friends and associates along with the editorial staff of Autumn Press
translated his poems into English and published a book entitled Cry of the People
and Other Poems, in September 1974. In her introduction to the book, Nicola
Geiger states the historical circumstances of Korea as follows:
Among present-day nations, Korea was one of the first to emerge as a
united country, its boundaries and ethnic composition remaining today
what they were over a thousand years ago, when the rugged mountainous
kingdom first came to be known as Koryo, or "high and beautiful." Since
that time it has only been in brief transitional periods that Korea has ever
been divided�as it is today along the 38*^ parallel. (Chi Ha Kim 1974:9)
A generation later, Koreans are still living in this "transitional period" of a
divided Korea. From 1945 up until today is at least a time of two generations,
arguably three generations. To Koreans it does not seem a "brief transitional
period." It is, however, a "transitional period," which most Koreans hope will pass
sooner rather than later.
In his inaugural address on February 25, 2003, Moo Hyun Roh, the
sixteenth president of the Republic of Korea, invited North Korea to "join in
building mutual trust by becoming a full partner in the peaceful resolution of the
6international standoff over Pyongyang's nuclear program, thus advancing peace
on the peninsula" (Young-jin Oh 2003:1). Roh suggested four principles in
promoting the "policy for peace and prosperity" on the Korean Peninsula:
"Solution of problems through dialogue; mutual trust and reciprocity; pursuit of
international cooperation based on principles drawn by North and South Korea;
and public participation and bipartisan cooperation" (Jeong-Hun Kim 2003:1).
The president of South Korea envisioned a genuine age of a peace for Northeast
Asia in his inaugural speech, which was entitled "A New Takeoff Toward an Age
of Peace and Prosperity":
We have to soon bring the day when passengers will be able to buy a train
ticket in Busan and travel all the way to Paris in the heart of Europe via
Pyongyang, Shinuiju and the many cities in China, Mongolia and Russia.
So far, we have made great efforts to promote peace in the land
and the results have been remarkable. Exchanges of people and
merchandise between the two Koreas are taking place routinely, almost
on a daily basis. Inter-Korean travel routes are open on land and sea and
in the air. (Roh 2003)
The World Christian Encyclopedia has cogently articulated a pervasive
problem this study seeks to address. In depicting the condition of North Korea, it
states: "Although Marxism is an egalitarian and materialistic ideology, in practice
it works against both equality and material prosperity. The result in North Korea
has been a society that is more and more grotesquely nonegalitarian and an
economy that is stunted" (Barrett, et al. 2001 :1 :559). A half-century of
communism in North Korea has produced a society of common poverty rather
than a society of common wealth, as portrayed by the ideology and propaganda
of the North Korean elite.
7Ordinary North Koreans would presumably be attracted to concepts of
true equality and overcoming poverty, because they have not experienced such
freedom before. How can the Christian faith make a redemptive contribution to
North Korea's needs? This disertation proposes that important resources may
be found in the Wesleyan tradition. Historical and theological research about
John Wesley's theology and practice may give guidance and methods for
evangelizing and discipling North Koreans who continue to suffer from poverty
and merely nominal equality.
In anticipating the "future trends and prospects" of Christianity in North
Korea, The World Christian Encyclopedia states:
Increased contact with Christian South Korea could result in massive
church growth in the 21�* century. Christians [in North Korea] are
expected to increase from 2.0% in 1990 to 4.9% by 2025.
If North Korea opens to South Korea in the early part of the 21�*
century, Christianity could grow rapidly to 30-40% before AD 2050. If the
North remains closed, then Christians will remain few, perhaps growing to
5% before AD 2050. The nonreligious will remain dominant in this second
scenario. (Barrett, etal. 2001:1:560)^
^ In his article "North Korea's Missionary Position" in Asia Times Online, Andrei Lankov
describes the current situation of North Korea with positive notes:
There are reports about the growing Christian underground. Alas, these reports
cannot be verified. Still, it seems that some sort of catacomb church is fast
developing in North Korea�a development that has nothing to do with the
elaborate performances staged by the authorities in the officially approved
churches.
The real turning point came in 1988 when the first North Korean church was
opened in Pyongyang. This was done under some pressure from overseas
religious circles, but was significant nonetheless.
The existence of two churches is hardly a sign of revival in a country that once
boasted 3,000 churches and some 250,000 believers. Nonetheless, it could be a
sign of liberalization. North Korea has also opened a Catholic church, also
located in Pyongyang.
8Living together again in a unified nation is the common wish of Koreans. South
Korean Christians' desire is, however, deeper than that. We want to live together
with North Koreans as one people of God's nation as part of the larger worldwide
people of God, of course including openness to non-Koreans. That is why South
Korean Christians want so badly to build a unified Korea/Corea. Wishing and
praying is not enough. Now is the time to develop a mission approach to North
Korea�whether Korea is unified or not.
One thing South Korean Christians must understand is that North Korea is
not just a promising fishing hole, but also a huge spiritual reservoir for South
Korean Christians as well. Unification of the two Koreas could be a great
opportunity for South Korean church renewal. Each can be a giver and taker in
this relationship. There would not be a one-sided donor in terms of spiritual
growth. Both can learn from each other in a two-way spiritual relationship. This
requires South Korean Christians to be humble and receptive. The purpose of
this study is not only to investigate how to equip South Korean Christians to be
effective missionaries to the northern part of a unified Korea/Corea, but also to
provide guidance for South Korean church renewal throughout the entire
unification process, and beyond.
It is remarkable how successful Protestantism is among Northern defectors who
are currently living in South Korea. Many of them converted in the first months of
their sojourn. . . it is clear that North Koreans are willing to embrace the religion
with exceptional zeal.
Perhaps this is a sign of things to come, and Pyongyang is on the verge of
regaining its old title "Jerusalem of the East." ... it seems likely that in many
cases the new-found North Korean Protestantism will take rather extreme forms.
(2005:1-5)
9The Juche Idea
The Juche (or Chuch'e) idea is the dominant political ideology of North
Korea, promulgated by II Sung Kim. (North Koreans prefer the "Juche" spelling
to the "Chuch'e" spelling, so in this study I will use the spelling "Juche") II Sung
Kim, the deceased leader of North Korea, advocated the Juche idea as a political
ideology in 1955 in order to guarantee the survival and independence of North
Korea in the midst of tension between China and Russia. He managed to keep
an equal distance through diplomacy between the two most powerful nations.
John Feffer explains the historical backgrounds of the Juche idea as follows:
Rather than align itself with one or the other. North Korea skillfully played
the two off each other as though they were two suitors destined to woo in
vain.
For Kim II Sung, the worst possible outcome for his new country
was to become a flunky. . . .
Juche is the precise opposite of sadaejuui, [it is] self-reliance
instead of flunkeyism. The philosophy of juche encompasses political
independence from other countries, economic self-sufficiency, and self-
defense (the mellifluous Korean triplet of chaju, chahp, and chawi).
(2003:35)
The literal meaning of Juche based on Chinese characters (�fi), is "the
main body/the core." The Korean pronunciation of Chinese character Ju
(�) stands for "main" or "lord" and Che (ft) stands for "body." In philosophical
terms Juche means the subject (Juche) in opposition to the object (Gaegche).
"Self-reliance" is a common English translation of Juche in the publications of
North Korea. "Self-determination" is also in most cases a good term to define
Juche.
Feffer traces the origin of the Korean word Juche as follows:
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Traditionally, the term referred to the restoration of the sovereignty of
common people and figured in the Tonghak (Eastern learning) movement
of the latter half of the nineteenth century (which advocated treating
"people as though they are Heaven" rather than simply servants to the
king). Because the Chondogyo religion, heir to the Tonghak movement,
was particularly strong in the Pyongyang area, Kim II Sung may have
consciously drawn on its tenets to make his new indigenous communist
philosophy more appealing. (2003:35-36)
Juche is usually used as an adjective to mean autonomous, independent,
and indigenous. Seldom, if ever, is Juche used alone as a noun. The "Juche
idea" is the most common usage of this term. Juche, however, has been used as
an adjective for almost everything in North Korean culture. Hence, Juche has
become the representative worldview of North Koreans. It is seldom used as a
common word in South Korea because of its dominant association now with
North Korea and its ideology.
Statement of the Problem
In light of the above considerations, the research problem may be stated
as follows: The church in South Korea today faces the prospect and challenge of
the eventual unification of the Korean people in one nation. This dissertation will
explore key dimensions of this challenge (theology, ministry, and missiology) in
order to help prepare South Korean Christians for faithful and effective Christian
mission in North Korea and in the united Korea, drawing especially on the
resources of John Wesley's theology and practice. Responding to the following
five research questions, the dissertation will make a contribution to missiological
thought and practice in Korea.
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Research Questions
1 . What issues are likely to arise and confront the church when Korean
unification occurs?
2. What are the distinctive characteristics of North Korean society that South
Korean Christians will need to understand in order to have effective witness in
North Korea?
3. What preparations have the Korean Methodist Church been making in
anticipation of unification?
4. What resources can be found in the theology and practice of John Wesley that
could help prepare the South Korean church for the challenges unification will
bring?
5. What steps could be taken now to prepare the South Korean church to
effectively extend their mission into North Korea, particularly with regard to
concerns for contextualization and indigenization?
Theoretical Framework
A unified Korea/Corea is at this point a hypothetical situation. What I can
do in this study, however, is to inquire into the possibilities of such a future reality.
I am willing to work towards a projection of a contextualized church in a unified
Korea/Corea, not just from pure conjecture but from Wesley's theology and
practice. I find that the ideas associated with Howard A. Snyder's analysis of
Wesleyan theology and Anthony F. C. Wallace's revitalization movement
framework can prove helpful in doing so. The actual result, however, remains
hypothetical until Korean unification actually occurs. What this research provides
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is a coherent and plausible scenario useful for purposes of analysis and planning.
While both the theories of Snyder and Wallace are relevant for answering the
research question number five (on page 11), Snyder's theory is useful in
answering research question number four (on page 11), and Wallace's
framework is helpful in answering research question number one (on page 11).
In his article "The Babylonian Captivity ofWesleyan Theology," Snyder
suggests thatWesleyan theology has great transformative power, but that it has
been hampered by four key limitations for some two hundred years:
Wesleyan theology, which arose within and to date is primarily a part of
the Western Christian theological tradition, has never achieved its
redemptive potential because it has been shackled by an inheritance of
spiritual elitism, philosophical dualism, theological pessimism, and
rationalistic individualism. These form the cultural matrix in which
Wesleyan theology has developed, and they still shape our understanding
of Wesley and of the gospel. (2004a:8 [emphasis in the original])
Snyder thus posits fourfold problem: "The elitism of Eastern spirituality, the
dualism of both Eastern and Western theology, the pessimism of Augustinian
theology, and the individualism of Enlightenment rationalism" (2004:32 [emphasis
in the original]). Snyder maintains that this problem can be traced to:
1 . Neglect ofWesley's understanding of creation.
2. Neglect or distortion ofWesley's doctrine of grace.
3. An eclipse ofWesley's emphasis on Christian community and social
solidarity.
4. In general, a failure to maintain the holism ofWesley's theology.
(2004a:32)
Four keys or resources hold potential for overcoming these "shackles," according
to Snyder: Pentecostal grace, the Wesleyan pentalateral, healing grace, and
social Christianity (2004a:11, 15, 24, 29). Snyder shines a ray of hope by
arguing that "paradoxically . . Wesleyan theology inherently offers the resources
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to break these shackles and end the Babylonian captivity" (2004a:8). Recovering
Wesley's theology of creation, grace, social Christianity, and holistic mission can
be a fresh resource for the church today.
Wesleyan theology in Korea has its own limitations. It may be that Korean
Wesleyan Christians have lost their inherited keys�both Wesleyan keys and
East Asian cultural keys�to these very shackles, due in part to the waves of
Westernization. I will explore Korean Wesleyan Christians' redemptive potential
in this study.
Snyder's proposed four resources ofWesleyan theology can be useful for
answering the research question number four (on page 11). "Wesley's
understanding of creation" and "the holism ofWesley's theology" (2004a:32) can
be helpfully employed in exploring the conjunctive nature ofWesley's theology
and its capacity to overcome dichotomy in mission. "Wesley's doctrine of grace"
(2004a:32) can be useful in exploring both what I call the conjunctive Wesley and
Wesley's grassroots ministry, especially with regard to the ministry of all
believers. "Wesley's emphasis on Christian community and social solidarity"
(2004a:32) is useful in exploring both the conjunctive Wesley and Wesley's
grassroots ministry, especially with regard to ministry to and with the poor.
Snyder's categories will be useful also in a more general way, as I investigate the
flexibility ofWesley's approach and the possibility of a contextualized North
Korean church.
Wesleyan theology grew out of a movement�early British Methodism.
One of the tasks of this study is to answer the question of how one revitalization
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movement (early Methodism) is related to another possible revitalization
movement (the church in a unified Korea/Corea)�how lessons from the first may
provide insights for the second. Wallace's revitalization movement theory is used
here as a framework for the purpose of indicating what could be expected to
happen after unification occurs. This will be relevant for answering research
question number one.
In his breakthrough article "Revitalization Movements: Some Theoretical
Considerations for their Comparative Study," Wallace introduced the concept of
movements of cultural revitalization. The concept of "revitalization" was not
original with him, but the idea of "movements of revitalization" was relatively new.
Wallace defines a revitalization movement as "a deliberate, organized, conscious
effort by members of a society to construct a more satisfying culture" (1956:265).
Wallace cites John Wesley and early Methodism (1738-1800) as an example of a
revitalization movement (1956:264). Wallace's theory of revitalization will be
used for analyzing the possibility of a contextualized North Korean church and
the renewal of the church in South Korea in this study.
Michael A. Rynkiewich validates the word "revitalization" over its "close
synonyms: revival, rebirth, reform": "The term revitalization stands out because it
has a history in religious studies and in anthropology, and because it is a
theoretical concept that still generates interesting questions" (2005a:2 [emphasis
in the original]). He adds:
In a recent retrospective of Wallace's work, a number of
anthropologists apply Wallace's concepts, critique the theory, and extend
it in some interesting directions. Their collective conclusion is that
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revitalization theory is still a helpful paradigm though it has gone through
various "transformations and accretions" . . .
The continuing vitality of Wallace's theory is also seen in a recent
study that asks why people convert to Christianity (Peach 2001). Indeed,
the corporate nature of evangelism, repentance and discipleship remains
a rich area of study. Revitalization studies should continue to contribute to
our understanding of these processes. (2005a:2)
Snyder argues for the usefulness of a "revitalization movement
framework." Such a framework, he writes, "may enable the investigator to 'see
new and different things' when looking in familiar places. As an interpretive
framework, this perspective suggests that Christian renewal movements at least
partake of a broader set of dynamics that are a part of all significant movements
of social change" (1997b:51).
Revitalization, from a cultural standpoint, is a special kind of culture
change. This extreme desire for change indicates that there is something
unsatisfactory about the current system in operation. If we view a cultural system
as providing some sort of stability, its members also experience that stability
individually. When events or ideas appear to contrast or threaten that stability,
stress occurs within that system, especially in the ideological/behavioral areas of
its members.
Wallace uses the term "mazeway" to describe the perceptions a member
has about the society or culture (s)he belongs to. He also uses it to mean the
ways or processes that any stress can be minimized. He asserts that whenever
an individual is under stress and finds that the familiar ways of alleviating that
stress are not working, the individual can do one of two things. One, the person
can continue on the course of the mazeway and live with the stress. The other
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choice is to reduce the stress by changing the mazeway. This second choice
can involve changes in the society, culture, and ways of action or it can be an
effort to change both the mazeway and the "real" system in order to reduce
stress. The "real" system is the newly recognized unsatisfactory aspect of the
previously perceived stable system.
This activity is the effort of revitalization. The effort becomes a movement
when a number of persons become involved. Wallace also adds that
revitalization movements are not unusual, but recur often and have profound
historical importance.
Wallace identifies five functional stages that occur in revitalization
movements: (1) Steady State; (2) Period of Increased Individual Stress; (3)
Period of Cultural Distortion; (4) Period of Revitalization; and (5) New Steady
State.
By "Steady State" Wallace means that the cultural system in place
operates efficiently in reducing stress and meeting needs. Any changes in these
techniques for reducing stress or satisfying needs may occur as long as they do
not interfere with other need-meeting techniques and as long as they continue to
meet the needs that the first technique had performed.
Wallace describes the "Period of Increased Individual Stress" as a result
of decreasing efficiency in stress reduction techniques. He adds that even
though stress is tolerated by the individual and behavior is maintained, there
comes a point when alternatives are looked at. But these can also increase
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stress due to the uncertainty that they will solve the problem, interfere with other
ways, or even threaten the whole mazeway.
During the "Period of Cultural Distortion" the culture or group experiences
disharmony and inconsistency. As these increase along with the knowledge that
the old stress-reducing ways are inadequate along with the mazeway itself,
anxiety over the loss of a meaningful way of life becomes evident. In addition,
disillusionment with the mazeway and apathy toward problems of adaptation set
in.
Once the deterioration builds up steam, the destruction of the society is
possible. But at this point a "Period of Revitalization" may begin. Wallace
believes that revitalization movements must perform these six major tasks:
Mazeway reformulation, communication, organization, adaptation, cultural
transformation, and routinization.
The last stage, "New Steady State," of revitalization movements may exist
when cultural transformation has been accomplished, viability has been proven,
and problems of routinization have been solved. Most likely, the new
organization's culture and pattern, as well as traits from its earlier state will be
different from that of the period of cultural distortion.
Wallace describes the six major tasks of the "Period of Revitalization."
Mazeway reformulation occurs when there is a reconstruction of elements and
subsystems which have already attained currency in the society and may even
be in use. These are known to the person who is to become the leader. The
decision to accept these new elements and engage in some action is usually
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abrupt, dramatic, occurring at a moment of insight in assessing relationships and
opportunities. These are often called moments of inspiration or revelation, or
even "personality transformation dreams" (Wallace 1956:271). The leader may
experience more intense missionary or messianic obligations, a more active and
purposeful way of life and greater confidence in interpersonal relations.
Communication is a primary activity of the movement during later phases
of organization. The message becomes communicated to people either at the
mass or individual level and is directed at various groups.
Organization appears when the leader is joined by a small group of
disciples, some of whom become very influential. Gradual increases follow.
Eventually an action program is largely administered by a political rather than a
religious leader. A charismatic leader calls his people to a power higher than
humanity and distributing this power to other constituents, safeguards the
movement from disintegration in the event of the leader's death.
Adaptation is necessary for long-term growth. Considering that the
movement may be an organized revolution, resistance is inevitable. It may be
slight, but is more likely to be very forceful, determined, and is led by the
leader(s) of the dominant society. To counteract this, strategies of adaptation
take place by the movement. These can be doctrinal modifications, diplomatic
maneuvers, or actions offeree. They are not mutually exclusive.
Cultural transformation occurs. If the movement gains a hearing from a
major portion of the population and gains acceptance, social revitalization can
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occur, thus reducing stress, changing the culture, and leading to further
organization of group action or further social, political or economic reform.
Routinization typically follows. If the group action was successful in
reducing stress, it becomes established as normal in various economic, social,
and political institutions and customs (Wallace 1956:264-281).^
Koreans (South and North) have been suffering from a situation that
resembles the second and third stages, the "Period of Increased Individual
Stress" and the "Period of Cultural Distortion," in a divided Korea. There is no
indication in Wallace how long any of these periods can last. A true revitalization
movement would bring cultural transformation in a unified Korea/Corea and fulfill
the fifth function ofWallace's theory of revitalization.
To be prepared for such a radical challenge, the church in South Korea
must have a new vision. This study attempts to find such a vision. It is time to
work on formation and communication of the new vision, because a unified
Korea/Corea will someday demand a new paradigm for mission among South
Korean Christians. What Korean Christians need to work toward, in light of
eventual Korean unification, is the fourth function of revitalization: Adaptation, a
time of adjustment.
Collection of Data
This is a historical and theological study where historical resources are
employed to support or clarify theological claims. The study collected data
^ See pages 12-20 of Kevin John Smith's dissertation, "The Origins, Nature, and
Significance of the Jesus Movement as a Revitalization Movement," for a through
summary.
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mainly through library research, using both primary and secondary historical and
theological sources related to the topic. The data for this study comes from the
writings of majorWesleyan scholars, from theologians, missiologists, and from
specialists of Korean history, politics, and culture. Although this study relies
heavily on historical and theological data, it also uses missiological data to
explore the significance of historical and theological findings in the context of a
unified Korea/Corea. The study uses direct sources from the writings of John
Wesley, writers of Chinese classics, II Sung Kim, and Jong II Kim. The study
seeks a historical interpretation of sources found in Wesleyan traditions and East
Asian cultural traditions.
The following statement of Howell and Prevenier suggests an overarching
strategy of interpreting sources:
Historians have learned new strategies of reading documents, learned to
be more attentive to (and more cautious of) language, learned to
interrogate their own position as assemblers of "facts," interpreters of
"evidence," formulators of "explanations." What is even important here is
that historians have learned to take culture more seriously, not just the
culture or cultural products of the elite�that historians have always
done�but culture as the system of meaning through which people
experience the world. And they have acquired new skills for grasping
those meanings. (2001:117)
Historian Robert L. Heilbroner observes:
At bottom our troubled state of mind reflects an inability to see the future in
an historic context. If current events strike us as all surprise and shock it
is because we cannot see these events in a meaningful framework. If the
future seems to us a kind of limbo, a repository of endless surprises, it is
because we no longer see it as the expected culmination of the past, as
the growing edge of the present. (1960:15 [emphasis in the original])
This study seeks to make connections between the past and the future. It
interprets the past in order to explore what could happen in the future from a
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missiological point of view. So, ttiis is a missiological hueristic study based on
historical and theological research. This study treats Wesley's theology and
practice as a "type of historical test case to help us track recurring themes in
mission that continue to challenge us today" (Daniel 2000:447).
The following statements of Howell and Prevenier regarding "the role of
the individual" are employed for the research question number four: "A
perennially favorite question is whether, to put it simply, (great) men and women
make history or history makes (great) men and women. In fact, of course, both
statements are to some extent true" (2001 :140). "Historians who wish to focus
on the importance of the individual must, at a minimum, be sure to take account
of the situation that made it possible for one person to have such an effect"
(2001:141). ". . . And the obvious should never be forgotten: that monarchies
and command systems of other kinds, such as armies or the organized church,
place individuals in positions of great and visible power. It is folly to ignore this
structural fact" (2001:142). Needless to say, John Wesley will be interpreted in
the eighteenth-century British context. However, I am transferring Wesleyan
ideas within a new context, the Korean context, not Wesley's English context. I
argue that is a relevant application ofWesley to the Korean context.
Explanation of Key Terms and Concepts
A unified Korea/Corea refers to successful unification of South and North
Korea."* My hope is that we can use the term, a unified Korea/Corea, in the near
" The terms unification and reunification are interchangeable. South Korean government
uses the term "unification" and North Korean government uses the term "reunification" in
their publications. They mean essentially the same thing, though perhaps with slightly
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future. Eventually, the unified Korea may be simply designated as either Korea
or Corea. Corea is the older spelling used for Korea and has been preferred by
younger generations of Koreans. Many South Korean soccer fans used the
spelling Corea instead of Korea in their cheering section during the 2002 World
Cup Korea/Japan.^
different nuances.
^
"Every cloud has a silver lining"�and I saw a ray of hope in the thick clouds of the
North Korean nuclear crisis in the following News entitled "North 'Corea' Proposes
Debate" (12/27/2002):
Korea or Corea? North Korea yesterday proposed a debate over the
romanization of the nations' titles, claming the current form is a relic of the
Japanese colonial rule. After holding a related debate in Pyongyang Thursday,
the North's linguists and historians proposed a joint debate be held between
North and South Korean scholars and ethnic Korean scholars worldwide,
according to the North's Korean Central Broadcasting Station yesterday.
'A joint debate by scholars of the North, the South and abroad should
take place soon in Pyongyang or in a third country," it read. . . .
"From 1250s to late 1800s, the international community used Corea,
regardless of language differences," the report said. The Choson Dynasty (1392-
1910), the last Korean kingdom, also used the spelling, it pointed out.
The change came with the 1910-1945 Japanese colonial rule, it pointed
out, accusing Tokyo of enforcing the change on grounds that Japan should come
before its colony in alphabetical order.
"Correcting the nation's standard romanized spelling is about restoring
our nation's history and doing away with the remnants of the Japanese colonial
past," it said, quoting North Korean scholars at the debate.
A corresponding movement advocating the "Corea" spelling also exists in
South Korea.
Rep. Lee Sin-bom of the Grand National Party proposed an inter-Korean
meeting on the issue during a National Assembly session in 1996.
"Research shows that both 'Korea' and 'Corea' were used before 1910,
when Japanese colonized Korea, but the form with a K' took over aftenwards," he
said at the time.
Lee Ki-choo, then vice minister of foreign affairs and trade, conceded a
problem exists in the spelling but pointed out the difficulties involved in making
such a major change. (Seo 2002.)
A unified Korean situation would be a great chance to solve the problem of the nation's
standard romanized spelling. The international community would willingly bear the
burden of changing the spelling when Korean unification occurs. After Korean
unification, after all, the world map will have to be changed, because there will be no
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The conjunctive Wesley denotes Wesley's preference for a both/and
approach as opposed to an either/or approach in various theological positions.
Wesley's theological tendency and the via media (middle way) tradition of the
Church of England can be mentioned in the same breath. They are, however,
not identical conceptions. In many cases, especially in the case of the perceived
dichotomy between evangelism and social responsibility, Wesley's position is
concun-ent, in the sense of "operating or occurring at the same time" {Webster's
Collegiate Dictionary 2001 :239).
The term grassroots ministry is used here to indicate two of Wesley's
fundamental ministry foci: Ministry to and with the poor, and the ministry of all
believers. As I will argue below, ministry to and with the poor along with the
ministry of all believers are the most important elements ofWesley's grassroots
ministry. To Wesley, people of the grassroots were "the very foundation or
source" {Webster's Collegiate Dictionary 200^:50B) of his church renewal
movement. To whom will the Korean equivalent of the term "grassroots"
{Pulppuri) be the most attractive? Because of economic circumstances (poverty)
and political ideology (equality) in North Korea, North Koreans could be attracted
to the idea of "grassroots ministry."
The flexible Wesley represents Wesley's flexible missiology, which
appears to have been a major factor in his successful contextualization of the
gospel in the eighteenth century England. Wesley was a man of principle, but he
was also a man of practical application. I describe him as "the flexible Wesley"
dividing line between South Korea and North Korea anymore. There will be neither
South Korea nor North Korea, but a unified Korea/Corea.
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because of the flexible way he adapted and applied his theology and
missiological insights to changing circumstances and contexts. In his 1832
biography ofWesley, Richard Watson claimed that Wesley's "skill in logic, or the
art of reasoning, was universally known and admired" (1832:15). Had he been
allowed to teach at Oxford after returning from Georgia, Wesley, a former
missionary who excelled in logic, would have been in a good position to articulate
a theory of mission as an Oxford professor.� God had a different and bigger plan
for him. God did not confine Wesley within the campus at Oxford or the four
walls of a church. So, Wesley was indeed able to think and live "outside the
box." Wesley was led by God to be a missionary to his home country and the
world. W. P. Strickland comments on the providence of God in Wesley's life:
"The doors of usefulness being closed upon him, he was thrown out upon the
world, and he immediately entered upon the wide parish to which he was in the
providence of God appointed" (1851:123). Although Wesley did not formally
elaborate his understanding of missiology, we can trace Wesley's missiology in
his vigorous writings, which are full of missionary activities and insights.
� On January 1 1 , 1785, Wesley wrote a reply entitled "Some Remarks on Article X of Mr.
Marty's New Review, for December, 1784." We can trace Wesley's strong wish for living
and dying as an Oxford scholar in the following statement of that article:
When [December 10, 1734] I return[ed] [from the rectory of Epworth] to Oxford it
was my full resolve to live and die there. . . At my return [from Georgia] I was
more than ever determined to lay my bones at Oxford. But I was insensibly led,
without any previous plan or design, to preach, first in many of the churches in
London, then in more public places, aftenwards in Bristol, Kingswood, Newcastle,
and throughout Great Britain and Ireland. {Works 9:524-25)
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Delimitations
Ttiis is not a study about Korean unification, but an investigation of
missiological issues related to Korean unification. Therefore, not all issues of
Korean unification, such as when and how Korean unification might occur, will be
discussed.
This dissertation assumes that South and North Korea will not become
united under a communist regime.
This study will seek to be a helpful resource for students of church
renewal, evangelism, and discipling in a unified Korea/Corea. This study will not,
however, attempt to be a "user's manual," that is, to prescribe specific steps to be
taken.
CHAPTER 2
THE CONJUNCTIVE WESLEY:
OVERCOMING THE DICHOTOMY IN MISSION
Confucius, in Analects, teaches an important lesson: "If a man keeps
cherishing his old knowledge, so as continually to be acquiring new, he may be a
teacher of others" (1971:149). We find similar expression of Confucius in The
Doctrine of the Mean, too: "He cherishes his old knowledge, and is continually
acquiring new" (1971 :423). This study cherishes Wesley's "old knowledge" by
applying it to the Korean context.
Someone might reasonably ask: Why bring in John Wesley�from a
different age and culture�rather than using a more contemporary figure?
Howard A. Snyder, in the article "Wesleyan Resources for a Theology of
Mission," points out the relevance ofWesley:
The Wesleyan perspective is highly relevant for theology of mission today.
Much of this relevance comes from the fact that Wesley was constantly
engaged in the practice of mission�preaching the gospel to the poor and
all who would hear; forming Methodist classes and societies; writing letters,
sermons, and pamphlets; counseling and sending out preachers; and
constantly reflecting theologically on what he was doing. Wesley was
amazingly well informed about what was going on in his day intellectually,
philosophically, and scientifically, as well as in the church and in the lives
of the Methodist people who were his special concern. (2006:2 [emphasis
in the original])
Snyder adds: "John Wesley's own life and theology, however, are the
fountainhead of the Methodist missionary enterprise. And they provide highly
significant learnings that can and should instruct our practice of mission today"
(2006:2)
As a Korean Methodist pastor who studies history and missiology, I see
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Wesley as the most relevant historical figure for the life and mission of the church
in South Korea in anticipation of a unified Korea/Corea.
I regard Wesley as a person for all Christians and all generations.^ I,
however, do not want to treat Wesley as a master key which opens all theological
and missiological doors. I want to avoid the so-called "Wesley hero cult" and
"Methodist triumphalism" (Meeks 1985:37) of many Wesley fans. So, I am also
not a so-called Wesley fundamentalist. M. Douglas Meeks states: "Christian
scholarship in the broadest sense is the act of remembering the past and saying
what it means today" (1985:10). John Wesley is useful insofar as he may
provide some key insights and useful answers for my context as a South Korean
Christian waiting for unification.
Remembering John Wesley for the present South Korean church and
future church in North Korea is thus important for this study. I explore the
relevance in particular of what I term John Wesley's conjunctive theology.
grassroots ministn/. and flexible missiology as frameworks for Korean Christian
mission in the context of a unified Korea/Corea.
A particularly important aspect ofWesley's theology, missiologically
speaking, is his conjunctive tendency. This is seen in his ecclesiology and in the
way he appropriates the Anglican via media (the middle way). The root of
^ D. L. Moody preaches in 1896: "But there is one thing you cannot bury with a good
man [person]; his influence still lives. They have not buried Daniel yet . . . Joseph
Paul . . . John Howard Is Henry Martyn, or Wilberforce, or John Bunyan dead?'
. . Is Wesley or Whitefield dead? The names of those great evangelists were never
more honored than they are now" (65). Moody mentioned just one more name, John
Knox, in his list of dead-but-not-yet-buried.
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Wesley's conjunctive ttieology is found in ttie following three main controversial
areas of the church.
The Three Main Controversial Areas of the Church in Weslev's Era
John Wesley regards "opinion," "worship," and "congregation" {Works
2:94) as the three main controversial areas of the church in his era. These are
presumably relevant to our era as well. When we think of a contextualized
church in a unified Korea/Corea, we can check into these three areas as main
components of the church.
John Wesley, in 1750 sermon "Catholic Spirit," describes a person of
catholic spirit as follows:
One who knows how to value and praise God for all the advantages he
enjoys: with regard to the knowledge of the things of God, the true,
scriptural manner of worshipping him, and above all his union with a
congregation fearing God and working righteousness. One who, retaining
these blessings with the strictest care, keeping them as the apple of his
eye, at the same time loves as friends, as brethren in the Lord, as
members of Christ and children of God, as joint partakers now of the
present kingdom of God, and fellow-heirs of his eternal Kingdom, all of
whatever opinion or worship or congregation who believe in the Lord
Jesus Christ; who love God and man; who rejoicing to please and fearing
to offend God, are careful to abstain from evil and zealous of good works.
{Works 2:94-95 [Bold added])
Wesley here mentions opinion, worship, and congregation. Why did Wesley
emphasize these three elements? Wesley's emphasis relates to the peril of
three sorts of latitudinarianism: speculative latitudinarianism, practical
latitudinarianism, and another sort of latitudinarianism, which Wesley mentions in
his sermon "Catholic Spirit." The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church gives
this definition of latitudinarianism:
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A term opprobriously applied in ttie 17**^ century to the outlook of a group
of Anglican divines who, while continuing to conform with the Church of
England, attached relatively little importance to matters of dogmatic truth,
ecclesiastical organization, and liturgical practice. It found
characteristic representatives in the "Cambridge Platonists." In general
the sympathies of Latitudinarian divines lay with the Arminian theology.
Their views did much to prepare the way for the religious temper of
England in the 18*^ century. (Cross and Livingstone 1997:956 [Bold
added])
Isser Woloch depicts the "latitudinarianism" of England as a backdrop of
the Methodist movement:
Anglican doctrine was now "latitudinarian"�easy-going and admiraly
accommodating, but also lacking in vitality. It was now so easy to be a
good Anglican! Services were dignified, rituals undemanding, and
spirituality subdued. All this was "reasonable" in the way John Locke had
hoped Christianity might become, but it had little appeal to those men and
women who still felt deep spiritual hunger. (1982:297)
In his 1750 sermon "Catholic Spirit," Wesley distinguishes a catholic spirit
from speculative latitudinarianism related to opinions: "It is not an indifference to
all opinions" {Works 2:92). A man of a truly catholic spirit, Wesley goes on, "does
not halt between two opinions, nor vainly endeavour to blend them into one"
{Works 2:93). Wesley explains also that a catholic spirit is not any kind of
practical latitudinarianism related to modes of worship: "It is not indifference as to
public worship or as to the outward manner of performing it. . . . But the man of a
truly catholic spirit, having weighed all things in the balance of the sanctuary, has
no doubt, no scruple at all concerning that particular mode of worship wherein he
joins" {Works 2:93). Wesley also mentions the peril of another sort of
latitudinarianism related to congregations: "A catholic spirit is not indifference to
all congregations" {Works 2:93). A man of a truly catholic spirit, according to
Wesley, "is fixed in his congregation as well as his principles. He is united to one.
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not only in spirit, but by all the outward ties of Christian fellowship" (Works 2:93-
94).
Are these three aspects of the church Wesley's own invention? The
evidence reveals that Wesley's view on this was not original to him. In his article
"A Letter Concerning Toleration," John Locke mentions the three sets:
For whatsoever some people boast of the antiquity of places and names,
or of the pomp of their outward worship; others, of the reformation of their
discipline; all, of the orthodoxy of their faith. (1947:21)
... by the purity of doctrine, holiness of life, and decent form of worship,
they may draw others unto the love of the true religion. (1947:42)
. . . heresy relates to errors in faith, and schism to those in worship or
discipline, we must consider them under that distinction. (1947:68)
In Wesley "the modes of worship" are one of the most important
distinguishing aspects of Christianity, along with "a set of opinions, a system of
doctrines," which is most clearly seen in his 1744 sermon "Scriptural Christianity"
(l/l/or/cs 1:161) and 1759 sermon "Original Sin" (Works 2:182). In his 1748
sermon "Upon our Lord's Sermon on the Mount, IV," Wesley identifies
Christianity with the method of worshipping God: "By Christianity I mean that
method of worshipping God which is here revealed to man by Jesus Christ"
(Works 1 :533).
Leslie F. Church paints a picture of the development of the Methodists'
mode of worship: "In the beginning Wesley intended them [the Methodists] to be
ancillary to the Church of England, and their worship no more than supplemental
to the morning and evening prayer in the local parish church" (1949:212). As
time passed, however, "Evidently the element of worship in the Methodist
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services was by this time becoming more than supplemental" (Church 1949:212).
Church goes on:
During this period Methodism developed its own 'means of grace,' and the
reaction of the people in the preaching services, classes and band-
meetings, love-feasts, watchnights, prayer-meetings and covenant
services showed that though, for a long time, such forms of worship
remained supplementary they were tending to become complete in
themselves. (1949:213)
Church gives a brief comment on the order of Methodist worship as follows: "The
services themselves consisted, generally, of hymn-singing, extempore prayer,
and an exhortation or a more ordered sermon" (1949:215). Church offers
important observations of the two main contents of Methodist worship services,
the preaching and hymn-singing:
The first Conference (1744) was deeply concerned with the whole problem
of proclaiming the Gospel. 'Which is the best general method of
preaching?' Its members asked one another. Their concise answer
remained the ideal for the long line of Methodist preachers who followed
them. Its four simple phrases have been the best test for their sermons
ever since: 'To invite. To convince. To offer Christ. To build up. And to
do this in some measure in every sermon.' (1949:216)
There was one important factor which helped to stabilize Methodism more
than most others, and without which it might not have survived. The
hymns of Charles Wesley taught the people the fundamental truths on
which Christianity was founded, helped them to understand their new
spiritual experience, and challenged them to transform their vision of
Christ into Christian service. He offered them Christ as directly in his
hymns as did any of the evangelists in their sermons, and the very metres
he chose helped them to remember the offer, and to ponder over and over
again the fullness of its meaning. Through all the formative years, when
the Societies were divided on ecclesiastical or theological issues, the
hymns helped those who sang them towards a deeper unity than
Conferences or Trustees meetings could effect. (1949:228-29)
Wesley knew the power of music. In his 1779 article "Thoughts on the
Power of Music," Wesley clarifies the "Power of Music" as follows:
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1 . By the Power ofMusic I mean its power to affect the hearers, to
raise various passions in the human mind. Of this we have very surprising
accounts in ancient history. We are told, the ancient Greek musicians in
particular were able to excite whatever passions they pleased: to inspire
love or hate, joy or sorrow, hope or fear, courage, fury or despair; yea, to
raise these one after another, and to vary the passion just according to the
variation of the music. {Works 7:766 [emphasis in the original])
Wesley's notion regarding the power of music led him to concentrate on
innovative ideas for church music throughout the Methodist revival. One
wonders how many worship leaders today know of the power of music. If they
were as aware of the power of music as Wesley was, the whole Christian
worship experience might be totally different today. At least there would be no
hesitation to renew church music.
In his article "Contextualization: The Theory, the Gap, the Challenge,"
Darrell L. Whiteman argues that the genius of the Wesleyan revival was
contextualization in preaching, music, and social organization (1999:45). George
Hunter states:
They "agreed to become more vile" and preached in the fields and town
squares�on the unchurched people's turf. They wrote Christian poetry to
be sung to the tunes the people knew and loved to sing in the public
houses. They created an architectural style for chapels in which common
people would be comfortable. They coached Methodists to speak in "the
most obvious, easy, common words." (1996:66)
These insights and practices are of abiding relevance in the Korean context.
Lesslie Newbigin's six characteristics of the congregation as hermeneutic
of the gospel is worth considering in light ofWesley's beliefs: (1) a community of
praise; (2) a community of truth; (3) a community that does not live for itself but is
deeply involved in the concern of its neighborhood; (4) a community where men
and women are prepared for and sustained in the exercise of the priesthood in
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the world; (5) a community of mutual responsibility; and (6) a community of hope
(1989:227-233). This study will explore "congregation" in the next chapter,
Wesley's grassroots ministry. In the following section, this study focuses on
"opinion" in light of the via media tradition of the Church of England.
The via media
John Wesley's conjunctive theology is within the via media (the middle
way) tradition of the Church of England. Wesley's own theology was influenced
by his cultural context.
To understand the philosophical foundations ofWesley's contextualization
one needs to compare John Wesley with John Locke (1632-1704), an eminent
philosopher of the Enlightenment. As The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian
Church notes, John Locke's "ideal was a national Church with an all-embracing
creed that made ample allowance for individual opinion, on the ground that
human understanding was too limited for one man to impose his beliefs on
another" (Cross & Livingstone 1997:832). This idea is closely related to the fact
that "Locke was the foremost defender of free inquiry and toleration in the later
17*^ century." The vindication of tolerance is the best contribution of Locke to
Christianity and may be compared with Wesley's emphasis on "catholic spirit."
Both John Locke and John Wesley contributed to the spirit of tolerance
that developed within the Church of England and without which Methodism could
not have survived. Snyder's evaluation on the historical circumstances is worth
considering:
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Since Wesley was never kicked out of or disciplined by the Church of
England despite his rather extraordinary innovations, he was able to
develop his views and practices in a basically Anglican way. And since
the Methodist societies were never given official status within the Anglican
Church, they developed independently, under Wesley, rather than being
officially recognized as an evangelical Anglican order. (1996b:150-51)
Wesley and Methodism were blessed by the spirit of tolerance prevalent in
England, even though they also encountered opposition and at times persecution.
In his 1787 sermon "On God's Vineyard," Wesley asserts, "Every opinion, right
and wrong, has been tolerated, almost in every age and nation. Every mode of
worship has been tolerated, however superstitious or absurd. But I do not know
that true, vital, scriptural religion was ever tolerated before. For this the people
called Methodists have abundant reason to praise God" {Works 3:514). Wesley's
context helped make him a man of tolerance.
Secondly, similar to Wesley's, Locke's system was "a combination of
Christian rationalism and empiricism." In his 1781 sermon "The Case of Reason
Impartially Considered," Wesley comments:
Is there then no medium between these extremes, undervaluing and
overvaluing reason? . . . That great master of reason, Mr. Locke, has done
something of the kind, something applicable to it, in one chapter of his
Essay Concerning IHuman Understanding. But it is only remotely
applicable to this: he does not come home to the point. {Works 2:588-589)
But, as Snyder comments, Wesley was "both [a] practitioner and [a] theologian.
For in Wesley, theology and practice really were one. From the beginning, his
theological work grappled with practical issues. His theology was shaped by his
experience, and he most earnestly cared that his action be grounded in sound
doctrine" (1996b:5 [emphasis in the original]).
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Here one finds a point of contrast between Locke and Wesley. As Robert
Bellah notes, Locke's concept of social contract has been used as a
philosophical foundation for North American socio-political-economic society, but
also for North Americans' understanding of all human relations, including both
family and church (Bellah 1999:106). In other words, partly as a consequence of
Locke's influence. North Americans have a loose sense of community. In
contrast, Wesley had an emphasis on small groups which he related to the
biblical concept of covenant. Value was placed on close community. This
approach could be instrumental in working with societies where close community
is important but is being eroded as a result ofWesternization. In other words,
through Wesley we can emphasize the value of close community in a unified
Korea/Corea. Wesley can to some degree be used as an antidote for Korean
societies, including both family and church.
Although the term via media (the middle way) is used among theologians
to designate the attitude of the Church of England in the tensions between
Calvinism and Catholicism during the Elizabethan Settlement, in this study, the
term will indicate John Wesley's whole theological attitude. In this study, the
term via media is employed not primarily in terms of Richard Hooker's three-fold
emphasis on Scripture (but not as used by the Puritans), tradition (but not as
used by the Roman Catholics), and reason (but not as used by the Platonists)
(Heitzenrater 1995:10), but will imply John Wesley's both/and theological
tendency and his catholic spirit.
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In his 1990 essay "John Wesley and Eastern Orthodoxy: Influences,
Convergences and Differences," Randy Maddox places Wesley's theological
stance within Anglicanism's mediating via media (the middle way) tradition. As
early Anglican theologians recovered early Greek writers in their attempt to find
an authentic mediating position, a Protestant/Catholic synthesis, Wesley also
focused on early Greek fathers in his theological formation. Although somewhat
negative toward contemporary Eastern Orthodox traditions, Wesley was in debt
to the early Eastern Orthodox theologians (Maddox 1990). The following chart is
my summary of Maddox's thematic approach, a systematic theological approach:
The Western
Tradition
The Eastern
Orthodox
Tradition
Wesley's
Synthesis
The Nature of
Theological
Activity per se
The relative
priority of
Scripture over
tradition
Scripture and
tradition are in
perfect unity
Embraces the
normative value of
liturgy (E) and a
role for reason
and experience
(W)
Anthropology Bases more on
the Fall
Bases more on
Creation
The wedding of
the doctrines of
original sin and
prevenient grace
Christology Centers around
the Atonement
and the crucified
Christ
Centers around
the Incarnation
and the
resurrected and
ascended King
Emphasizes both
the Atonement
and the death of
Christ (W) and the
Incarnation and
the resurrected
Christ (E)
Pneumatology
and the Nature of
Grace
The difference
between the Spirit
as giver and grace
as gift
Grace as the
actual presence of
God's Spirit (un
created grace)
The Eastern
notion of
"uncreated grace"
uniquely
amenable to
Wesley's
understanding of
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responsible grace
The Trinity and
the Spirit
The unity of the
"persons" of the
Trinity
The distinctness
of the "persons" of
the Trinity
Acknowledges
both distinctness
of the Spirit and
the Spirit as the
Spirit of Christ
General
Soteriology
(1) Focuses on
the issue of
forgiveness for
guilt: juridical
(2) Focuses on
the doctrine of
justification
(1) Focuses on
the issue of
healing the
corruption of
human nature
resulting from sin:
therapeutic
(2) Focuses on
responsible
human
participation in the
divine life
Emphasizes both
"pardon"
(justification) motif
and "participation"
(sanctification)
motif
Sacramental
Spirituality
(1) The faithful
communicant
actually received
grace through the
Eucharist
(2) The purpose of
infant baptism is
forgiveness of
inherited guilt
(1) The uncreated
grace of God is
mediated
sacramentally
(2) The purpose of
infant baptism is
restoring a power
of life to the
baptized, who
then commences
the growth in
Christ-likeness
(1) Acknowledges
receiving grace
through the
Eucharist and
rejects
philosophical
attempts to
explain this reality:
the role of the
Spirit
(2) The conviction
that baptism
conveys spiritual
vitality to the infant
and the belief that
this grace can be
"sinned away"
Table 1. Maddox's analysis ofWesley's theological synthesis
(Maddox 1990:29-53)
Maddox's argument is congruent with Justo L. Gonzalez's analysis of
three types of theology. According to Gonzalez, Christianity had three major
theological perspectives generally considered orthodox in the end of the second
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century and the beginning of the third. He calls these three theological
perspectives Types A, B, and C. The given order is not in chronological order of
their appearance, but in the order of our contemporary familiarity with them:
"While Type A and B are best known to twentieth-century Western Christians,
Type C is much older" (Gonzalez 1989:18). Gonzalez describes the distinctives
as follows:
The difference between these three types of theology does not lie
specifically in any one point of doctrine, but rather in their entire
perspectives, which then are reflected in their understanding of every
theological theme, from creation to the final consummation.
. . . although one finds elements of one of these types in the
others, there are perspectives and emphases that are characteristic of
each of the three, and these provide for a theological outlook that is quite
distinct. (1989:18)
The following is Gonzalez's summarizing chart:
A B C
Three Areas Carthage Alexandria Asia Minor
and Syria
Three
Theologians
Tertullian Origen Irenaeus
Main Interest Moral Metaphysical Pastoral
Main Category Law Truth History
Philosophical
Orientation
Stoic Platonic None in particular
Forerunners Clement of Rome
Hermas
Second Clement
Philo (Justin)
Clement of
Alexandria
Ignatius
Polycarp
Theophilus
God Lawgiver
Judge
Ineffable One
Transcendent
Shepherd
Father
Creation Complete Originally spiritual
Double
Begun
Sin Breaking the Law Not contemplating
the One
Anticipatory
disobedience
Original Sin Inherited Individual One sinned for all
(human solidarity)
Human Moral debt Forgetfulness Subjection
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Predicament Obfuscation
\Nork ofChrist Expiation Example Victory
Forgiveness Teaching Liberation
New law Illumination Opening the future
Sacraments Wastiing Reminders Grafting
Merit Symbols Nutrition
Final Kingdom of Contemplation Kingdom of
Consummation law and order Return freedom and
growth
Scriptural Moral code Allegory Typology
Interpretation Proptiecy Prophecy
Table 2. Gonzalez's three types (Gonzalez 1989:76)
According to Gonzalez, in general, Wesley belonged to Type C. However,
Wesley's theology in some ways incorporated both Type A theology and Type C
theology: "Wesley's conservative political stance�with the notable exception of
his opposition to slavery�prevented him from underscoring the historical
dimensions of the gospel, which he continued to interpret, in typical Type A
fashion, as the means of attaining salvation through the grace of God, who has
paid for our sins in the cross of Christ" (1989:129). Wesley did not remain in
Type A theology, through his emphasis on sanctification, but moved into Type C
theology:
However, in contrast to German Pietism, which developed within a
Lutheran framework, Wesleyanism took shape within a Calvinist context.
Except on the issues raised during the previous century by the Arminian
controversy, Wesley was a Calvinist. Therefore Wesley and his followers
were not content with affirming the doctrine and experience of justification,
as the Pietists had done on the Continent, but insisted also on
sanctification. For Wesley himself, and aftenvard, for the entire movement,
that sanctification took on a social and collective character well beyond the
purely individual, and thus approached the vision of Type C theology.
(Gonzalez 1989:129-30)
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In addition, Gonzalez notes: "It should also be remembered thatWesley
was a patristic scholar and that in his studies of early Christian theology, he
discovered insights that had long been forgotten" (1989:130). Indeed, Wesley
owed a great deal to the Greek Fathers. Both Gonzalez and Maddox place
Wesley in between the Western tradition and the Eastern tradition.
Wesley advocated and practiced a "conjunctive" tradition in contrast to
Luther's "disjunctive" tradition. He preferred to substitute both/and for either/or.
Manfred Marquardt points out that the uniting strengths ofWesley's theology
were his combination of four complementary pairs of concepts in tension: "faith
and works," "love and reason," "individual and society," and "praxis and theory"
(1992:135-137). Snyder also states that Wesley held together as pairs "Faith
and works, doctrine and experience, the individual and the social, and the
concern of time and eternity." Snyder writes that Wesley's "genius and originality
lay precisely in his borrowing, adapting and combining diverse elements into a
synthesis more dynamic than the sum of its parts" (1996b [1980] :143).
Albert C. Outler writes similarly ofWesley's theological method: "For all
this borrowing and mixing under the pressure and heat of a great popular
movement, Wesley's theology emerges clear, consistent and integral" (1964:120).
Cutler's terminolgy for Wesley's theology is quite appropriate. He describes
Wesley's thought as "a sort of catalytic theology," "a linkage theology," (Meeks
1985:44) and "a sort of 'high-church' evangelicalism" (Outler & Heitzenrater
1991:157). W. Stephen Gunter comments on how Richard Heitzenrater has
stressed "the enigma ofWesley studies that is reflected in such labels as 'radical
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conservative,' 'romantic realist,' and 'quiet revolutionary.' These are simply
different ways of expressing the conjunctive nature of many ofWesley's practices
and teachings" (1989:44).
Scott J. Jones, in United Mettiodist Doctrine: The Extreme Center, reveals
missiological implications ofWesley's conjunctive theology:
For far too long Christians have selected one part of the mission and
neglected others. Persons committed to evangelism have opposed
ministries of social justice and vice versa. Persons committed to social
justice have de-emphasized ministries of spiritual formation and worship.
Persons involved in education ministries have seen their work as a good
substitute for evangelism. (2002:281)
Jones gives more details of the dichotomy between evangelism and social
responsibility: "For too long, many of those churches have been internally divided
into fractions variously labeled fundamentalists and modernists, evangelicals and
proponents of the social gospel, conservatives and liberals. In the words of Jean
Miller Schmidt's important study, it is a conflict between the competing concerns
for souls and the social order" (2002:18). Wesley's conjunctive theology can be
a remedy for this perennial disease of the church.
Though the conjunctive tendency is typical ofWesley, it is not a
characteristic exclusive to him. Such a balance and pursuit of a middle course
between extremes is found in many ancient Greek philosophers and also
Confucian thinkers of East Asia. Sherley-Price notes:
"Nothing in excess" was inscribed on a portico of the temple of Delphi,
while Aristotle, and in a lesser degree Plato, made adherence to the
"middle way" the basis of their ethical philosophy. Thus, to the Greek,
virtue is "a kind of health and beauty and good habit of the soul: vice will
be the disease and deformity and sickness of it." According to this
doctrine, the good man by holding the mean between extravagance and
miserliness will achieve generosity; between recklessness and cowardice
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will achieve bravery; between shamelessness and prudery will achieve
modesty; between gluttony and asceticism will achieve moderation. The
life of the good man will thus be a life perfectly poised and reasonable,
well-ordered and practical. This Greek ideal, therefore, has very definite
affinities with that advocated by Confucius and by the author of The
Doctrine of the Mean [Chung Yung], who was possibly his grandson, Tzu-
ssu. The Chinese follower of the Mean will seek in practice to balance
within himself the desires for action and for inaction. He will shun
extremes of all kinds. (1951:166-167 [emphasis in the original])
The conjunctive attitude or middle way is not just Wesley's own
possession, but finds parallels in many of the world's greatest thinkers. This
makes Wesley particularly relevant for the Korean context.
The Both/And Approach of East Asian Heritage
Finding links between Chinese classics, which largely form an East Asian
worldview, and John Wesley's life and writings is an important objective of this
section.
In past ages, reading the Chinese classics was the only way for Koreans
to become scholars or government officials, especially during the 500 years of
the Choson (Yi) dynasty (1392-1910). Studying Chinese history and culture is a
shortcut to studying East Asian history and culture. It is also a deep way of
studying Korean history and culture: 'To the east the only civilized peoples with
whom commerce was possible were the Koreans and Japanese. Culturally both
of these borrowed from rather than contributed to the Middle Kingdom"
(Latourette 1934:23). James Legge expresses well the value of Confucius'
books as: "The foundations of the moral, social, and political life of the people
(not only Chinese people, but other East Asians as well)" (1 971 :iii).
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For a long time, reading the Chinese Seven Military Classics and training
in military arts were essential preparations for Koreans to become military
officers. It was also true for the Chinese: "The seven works thereafter furnished
the official textual foundation for government examinations in military affairs and
concurrently provided a common ground for tactical and strategic
conceptualization" (Sawyer 1993:2). Studying the Chinese Seven Military
Classics is a good way of studying an important aspect of East Asian ways of
thinking.
Sawyer explains the value of the Seven Military Classics as follows: "Far
from having vanished and being forgotten, these ancient Chinese military works
have extensively influenced twentieth-century thought and are experiencing a
new vitality in Asia" (1993:xii). Sawyer goes on: "Not only in the military realm . . .
but also in the business and personal spheres their resurgence is particularly
evident. . . . Naturally, tactics from the classics also frequently appear in novels,
movies and on television, and their words are quoted in contemporary media
throughout Asia" (1993:xii-xiii). With his twenty-five years' experience as a
technical and business consultant in Japan, China, Taiwan, Korea, Hong Kong,
Singapore, and Southeast Asia, Sawyer confidently states: "For a startling
number of our Asian associates, the various military classics remain
compendium of effective tactics and strategies, providing approaches and
measures that can be profitably adopted in life and employed in business
practices" (1993:xv).
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One good lesson from the Seven Military Classics is the importance of the
both/and approach in mission in East Asia:
The employment of soldiers requires uniting both hardness and softness
(Sawyer 1993:217)
[Li Ching said] If they employ orthodox tactics without any unorthodox
ones, they are defensive generals. If they employ unorthodox tactics
without any orthodox ones, they are aggressive generals. If they employ
both, they are generals to preserve the states. (Sawyer 1993:326)
[The T'ai-tsung said] Gaining and losing, success or failure�our aims and
the enemy's are at odds, but attacking and defending are one! If you
understand that they are one, then in a hundred battles you will be
victorious a hundred times. Thus it is said: 'If you know yourself and you
know the enemy, in a hundred battles you will not be endangered.' This
refers to the knowledge of this unity, does it not? (Sawyer 1993:352-353)
Confucianism, according to Facts about Korea, published by the Korean
Overseas Information Service, has been a major part of Korean history and
culture:
. . . Introduced to Korea in the course of inflow of Chinese
civilization which began in 108 B.C., Confucianism played a dominant role
throughout the Yi Dynasty in every walk of life, especially in political as
well as family activities and rituals.
Confucianism was adopted by the Yi Dynasty as the national
teaching, which resulted in suppression of Buddhism. The families of
scholars and high-ranking officials began observing the Confucian rituals
in their family activities. (1972:108)
The 2003 edition of Facts about Korea, describes Confucianism as follows:
Confucianism was the moral and religious belief founded by
Confucius in the 6*^ century B.C. Basically it is a system of ethical
percepts�benevolent love, righteousness, decorum and wise
leadership�designed to inspire and preserve the good management of
family and society.
Confucianism was a religion without a god like early Buddhism, but
ages passed and the sage and principal disciplines were canonized by
late followers. (165)
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Confucianism in Korea, however, may not be categorized as a religion: "In
fact, Confucianism is accepted by the people more as a social philosophy and
standard of conduct than as a religion" (1972:108). Terry C. Muck, in his book
How to Study Religion: A Beginning Guide to Method, introduces Confucianism
as follows:
Confucianism teaches the Chinese a pattern of behavior in regard to
elders, employers, kings, children, siblings, husbands, and wives that
hearkens back to the good old days, a golden age when everything was
more ordered and harmonious than it is now. For centuries, the teachings
of Confucius, collected in five major works, have been the basis of an
ethical system that influences Chinese culture to this day. In one sense,
some Confucianists raise the tradition of a long past culture to the status
of an absolute standard of truth. (2005b: 104)
In his article "Confucianism: Korea," Young-chan Ro evaluates Korean
Confucianism as follows:
Confucianism was the most influential intellectual and spiritual tradition in
Korea: it provided the most common moral practice, the longest-sustained
ideology, the most widely observed family ritual, and spiritual and moral
self-cultivation. Korean Confucianism is characterized by the theoretical
development and philosophical sophistication of the fundamental neo-
Confucian ideas and concepts that determined the nature and the shape
of Korean neo-Confucianism. (2003:102)
How are the Chinese classics related to the North Korean context?
Contrary to China where, according to Han S. Park, "Confucianism was
considered as an obstacle to socialist consolidation" (2002:10), in North Korea,
Confucianism "helped the development of a charismatic leadership and
paternalist socialism to the extent that without Confucian cultural influences
inherent in the historical heritage, the system itself would not have been
constructed in the way it has been" (2002:10-1 1). Park goes on: "In fact, when
discussing the politics, society, and culture, or more specifically the political
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culture, of North Korea, primary importance has to be placed on Confucianism"
(2002:1 1). Park adds: "Although the North Korean regime made efforts to
eliminate Confucian beliefs and behavior from North Korean society and political
culture, it can be argued that strong vestiges of Confucianism persist in the
current North Korean political and social structure" (2002:13).
There are three important concepts that represent the both/and approach
in the Chinese classics: Chung Yung, Yin and Yang, and Li and Ch'i. In this
section, I will present the three concepts.
Chung Yung appears to be the central philosophical idea among East
Asians. To understand the concept of Chung Yung is to understand an important
aspect of East Asian ways of thinking: "Zhongyong (Zhong yong, Chung yung)�
The Doctrine of the Mean or Centrality and Commonality�\s," according to
Yanming An, "one of the most important Confucian classics" (2003:888).
Yanming An comments on Chung Yung as follows:
Zhongyong is unusual in the Confucian tradition because it deals
systematically (if briefly) with two subjects, human nature and the Way of
heaven, on which Confucius's disciples "could hardly hear his views"
{Analects 5.12). This may account for the fact that, in comparison with
other Confucian classics, it elicited more enthusiastic commentaries and
exegeses from the Confucian circle, as well as from certain Buddhist
schools. The most notable were by Zheng Xuan and Zhu Xi. (2003:888)
Legge interprets Chung Yung as: "The state of equilibrium and harmony"
(Confucius 1971:383).
Confucius' concept of Chung Yung resonates strangely with the via media
tradition of the Church of England, because the via media tradition builds the
harmony and equiblibrium valued in Chung Yung. Chung Yung is important in a
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unified Korean/Corean context because of the South Korean church's current,
inherited dichotomy between evangelism and social responsibility. Wi Jo Kang,
in his book Christ and Caesar in Modern Korea: A History of Christianity and
Politics, explains this problem:
It is true that the majority of Korean Christian churches are of a
conservative nature and that they closely identify Christian faith with
support of anti-Communist governments. However, political involvement
and dissent by Korean Christian churches, in opposition to injustice and
political repression, are not lacking in the history of Christianity in Korea.
(1997:99)
This strange dichotomy between evangelism and social responsibility still
prevails in South Korean churches and it is a main stumbling block to the
ecumenical movement and church growth in South Korea. This dichotomy could
be the main hindrance to success for evangelizing and discipling North Koreans.
One thing one should remember is that although Chung Yung and the via
media can be good remedies to heal the dichotomy between evangelism and
social responsibility, there is a serious danger. One must beware of taking the
both/and approach to the extreme where the deep contradiction between truth
and falsity is lost. Andrew Kirk introduces "the extreme centre," in his book Good
News of the Kingdom Coming: The Marriage ofEvangelism and Social
Responsibility:
One aspect of this reality is the belief (often supported by
Christians who have a mistaken view of reconciliation) that 'extreme'
solutions are necessarily and invariably wrong. We view political life on a
scale from ultra-right to ultra-left, and judge both ends to be wrong. This
view, however, is emotional, superficial and culturally bound. It assumes,
without any debate, that there must be a more-or-less neutral middle
ground from which the distortion of the extremes can be measured. What
it never considers is that this central position may itself be an extreme.
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Once an Argentine political party fought an election under the slogan, 'the
party of the extreme centre.' Precisely! (1983:78)
What we must know is that pursuing the middle way is not just staying in
the neutral zone. Holism means incorporating both sides! I see Wesley's via
media as a ski slope. To be a good skier, one has to use both sides of the slope
by weaving back and forth, especially when one skis down a steep slope. Using
just the middle part of a ski slope is dangerous because it accelerates one's
speed to extremes. What will be needed for South Korean Christians is a skillful
traverse on the steep ski slope, which is a unified Korea/Corea.
Kirk shows why we have to use both sides in mission when he says the
following: "Until both the verbal and the visual, and the personal and the
corporate aspects of God's good news are fully emphasized as equal parts of the
one evangelistic enterprise, until the whole notion of priorities is abandoned, both
evangelical and non-evangelical Christians will be guilty of misunderstanding
God's intention for his people" (1983:105).
People who do nothing can also misuse the middle zone as a refuge. We
can think of five types of people in terms of their involvement in evangelism and
social responsibility. The first group includes Christians who do neither
evangelism nor social responsibility. Their Christianity becomes a nominal
religion. The second group includes Christians who do only evangelism. Such
Christianity loses its social status in a society. The third group of Christians
focuses only on social responsibility. As a result, the Christian church's
numerical strength declines. In the fourth group. Christians passively stand in
between and see other Christians who belong to either side as immature. Many
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South Korean Christians see themselves in this category. South Korean
Christians' serious problem is that there is no clear line in between the nominal
Christianity and passivity of the first group and the fourth group. Many first group
South Korean Christians believe that they belong to the fourth group. The fifth
group of Christians does both duties or one duty while seeing both sides as
inseparable. These Christians dwell in the kingdom of God. Wesley's
conjunctive tendency belongs to this category.
The following diagram illustrates these five groups, and provides a visual
representation of Korean Christians' approach to evangelism and social
responsibility:
Figure 1. Five types of Korean Christians
The fifth category can be found in a history of Chinese philosophy. The theory of
the Yin and Yang and the theory of the Li and Ch'i are good sources for
contextualization. Robert Storey comments: 'The South Koreans may well have
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the most philosophical flag in the world" (1997:22). He explains why it is so as
the following:
In the centre lies a T'aeguk, the Taoist symbol of the balance of, or
harmony between, opposites. It was adapted from the Chinese, who
usually depicted it in black and white and divided it vertically. The Korean
version is more colourful and divided horizontally, with the red top half
representing Yang (Heaven, day, male, heat, active, construction, etc.).
The Blue lower half represents Yin (Earth, night, female, cold, passive,
destruction, etc.). These twin cosmic forces cycle perpetually in perfect
balanced harmony, despite their superficial opposition; wisdom doesn't
see them as fighting each other, but as two sides of the same coin.
... It is called the T'aegukki [the flag of T'aeguk]. One may well
wonder whether the top half of the horizontally divided T'aeguk being red
was some sort of omen of the north half of Korea becoming communist.
(1997:22)
Figure 2. The South Korean flag
William C. Triplett II also observes: 'To Westerners, the symbol at the center of
the South Korean flag looks like two interlocking commas. This symbol actually
represents the ancient Taoist principles of the yin and yang, the origin of all
things in the universe: . . . Together they create harmony and balance. If either is
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missing, there is only chaos" (2004:83-84).
Almost all Koreans are aware of the theory of the Yin and Yang, and many
Koreans know the theory of the Li and Ch'i at least by its name. According to
Fung, the Yin-Yang school "represents a scientific tendency in the sense that it
tried to give a positive interpretation to natural events in terms solely of natural
forces" (1948:130). The theory of the Yin and Yang tries to explain the origin of
the world:
The word Yang originally meant sunshine, or what pertains to
sunshine and light; that of Yin meant the absence of sunshine, i.e.,
shadow and darkness. In later development, the Yang and Yin came to
be regarded as two cosmic principles offerees, respectively representing
masculinity, activity, heat, brightness, dryness, hardness, etc., for the
Yang, and femininity, passivity, cold, darkness, wetness, softness, etc., for
the Yin. Through the interaction of these two primary principles, all
phenomena of the universe are produced. This concept has remained
dominant in Chinese cosmological speculation down to recent times. . . .
when an earthquake occurred in the year 780 B.C., a savant of the time
explained: "When the Yang is concealed and cannot come forth, and
when the Yin is repressed and cannot issue forth, then there are
earthquakes" {Chou Yu, I, 10.).
Later, the theory of the Yin and Yang came to be connected
primarily with the Bool< of Changes. (Fung 1948:138-39)
In his book Explanation, the first Neo-Confucian cosmological philosopher Chou
Tun-yi (1017-73) speculates: "The Supreme Ultimate {T'ai Chi) through
Movement produces the Yang. This Movement, having reached its limit, is
followed by Quiescence, and by this Quiescence, it produces the Yin. When
Quiescence has reached its limit, there is a return to Movement. Thus
Movement and Quiescence, in alternation, become each the source of the other"
(Fung 1948:269-70). The core of the Yin-Yang philosophy is that "the Yang is
the principle that 'gives beginning' to things; the Yin is that which 'completes'
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them. Thus the process of the production of things by the Yang and Yin is
completely analogous to that of the production of living beings by the male and
female" (Fung 1948:142).
If one thinks about the notorious Christian dichotomy between evangelism
and social responsibility in terms of the Yin and Yang, one could say that a
healthy Christian community can be produced through the interaction of
evangelism and social responsibility. Evangelism and social responsibility
"become each the source of the other."
Roger T. Ames defines the Yin and Yang as "terms used to express a
contrastive relationship that obtains between two or more things" (2003:846).
Ames goes on:
The image is captured in the etymology of the two characters: yin is the
shady side of a hill, and yang is the sunny side. Since classical Chinese
natural cosmology begins from the presumption of the uniqueness and the
processional nature of all things, this yinyang vocabulary describes how
things hang together in their dynamic and always changing relationships.
When this analogy of shade and sun is applied to the relationship
between two particular things in respect of some characteristic or attribute,
one thing at this particular point in time and in this particular situation will
necessary "overshadow" the other, and hence will be yang to the other's
yin. In some other respect or at some other time and place, however, the
opposite might well be true.
For example, with regard to wisdom younger persons might
generally (but certainly not always) be yin in their relationship to some
older person, who is thus yang in this particular relationship. But when it
comes to physical strength or virility or endurance, the opposite might well
be the case (although again, not always). ... In addition to being a
vocabulary of contrast within particular contexts, yin and yang suggest the
interdependence of proximate things in the world. A teacher (yang)
stands in contrast to her student (yin), but they are interdependent in that
she can be a great teacher only to the extent that she has great students.
This is what Daodejing (42) means when it says: "The myriad things
shouldering the yin and embracing the yang; blend these energies to
constitute a harmony." (2003:846)
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The balance of the two is what creates harmony. Neither Yin nor Yang is evil or
inferior. Only an imbalance of the two is harmful.
Evangelism and social responsibility should "hang together in their
dynamic and always changing relationships." The relationship between
evangelism and social responsibility may be overshadowed by one side in a
particular situation, but we do not have to overthrow one for the other.
The other dominant Chinese cosmology, the theory of the L/and Cli'i, was
well developed by Chu Hsi (1 1 30-1200). Chu Hsi has been the dominant figure
in Chinese thought through his commentaries of the Chinese Classics:
It is to be remembered that the Neo-Confucianists considered the
Confucian Analects, the Mencius, the Chung Yung or Doctrine of the
Mean, and the 7a Hsueh or Great Learning, as the most important texts,
which they grouped together, giving to them the collective title of the Four
Books. ... In 1313 Emperor Jen-tsung of the Yuan, the Mongol dynasty
that succeeded the Sung, ordered that the Four Books should be the main
texts used in the state examinations, and that their official interpretation
should follow Chu Hsi's commentaries. The same governmental
endorsement was given to Chu Hsi's commentaries on the other Classics;
persons hoping for success in the examinations had to interpret these
works in accordance with Chu's commentaries. This practice was
continued throughout the Ming and Ch'ing dynasties, until the abolition of
the state examination system in 1905, when the government tried to
introduce a modern education system. (Fung 1948:295)
Chu Hsi explains the theory of the Li and Ch'i as follows: "The Li is the Tao that
pertains to 'what is above shapes,' and is the source from which all things are
produced. The Ch'i is the material [literally, instrument] that pertains to 'what is
within shapes,' and is the mean whereby things are produced" (Fung 1948:299).
Chu Hsi explans the relationship between the L/and Ch'i as follows:
"It seems to me that the Ch'i depends upon the Li for its operation. Thus
when there is an agglomeration of Ch'i, the Li is also present within it. It is
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so, because the Ch'i has the capacity to condense and thus form things;
but the Li lacks volition or plan, and has no creative power. . . . The Li
constitutes only a pure, empty, and vast world, without shapes or traces,
and so incapable of producing anything. But the Ch'i has the capacity to
undergo fermentation and condensation, and thus bring things into
existence. And yet, whenever the Ch'i exists, the Li is present within it."
(Fung 1948:299)
. . . From these passages we can see what Chu His has in mind is
that as a matter of fact "there is no /./without Ch'i and no C/77 without Li."
(Fung 1948:300)
Ninian Smart, in his book Dimensions of the Sacred: An Anatomy of the World's
Beliefs, explains Ch'i as follows: "Chinese word for material energy, contrasted
with // or 'principle'; the combination of the two constitutes things" (1996:xiii).
Chu Hsi combines the theory of the /./and C/7'/with the theory of the Yin
and Yang as follows: "The Li of movement does not itself move, nor does the Li
of quiescence itself rest, but as soon as the Ch'i 'receives' them, the later begins
to move or rest. The C/?'/ that moves is called the Yang; the Ch'i thai rests is
called the Yin" (Fung 1948:300). "Thus, according to Chu Hsi," Fung says, "the
dualistic elements that are the fundamentals of the universe in Chinese
cosmology are produced" (1948:300).
If one applies this theory of the Li and Ch'i in the relationship between
evangelism and social responsibility, one could say that both evangelism and
social responsibility belong to the Ch'i. The implication of this is that the
dichotomy between evangelism and social responsibility is a matter of practical
application not of principle. It is just a matter of methodology. Evangelism must
coexist with social responsibility. Evangelism and social responsibility
complement one another.
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Young-chan Ro emphasizes the importance of the Li [/] and Cli'i [Ki\ in
Korean neo-Confucianism:
Korean neo-Confucianism took as its metaphysical base a
discussion of the most fundamental neo-Confucian concepts such as
"principle" (/, //) and "material force" {ki, qi[cli'i\) and the relationship
between them. / and /c/ were fundamental to understanding the universe,
nature, and human beings. They also became a foundation for
understanding other paired concepts, such as the "moral mind" {tosim,
dioxin) and the "human mind" {insim, renxin); and the "four beginnings"
{sadan, siduan) and the "seven feelings" or "seven emotions" {ctiilctiong,
qiqing). . . . Thus the discussion of / and ki and their relationship to
cosmology, ontology, and anthropology dominated Korean neo-
Confucianism. Various schools of Korean Confucianism were defined by
their understanding of the nature and function of /and ki. (2003:102-103)
Ro points out the two most outstanding schools of Korean Confucianism: "The
most refined scholarship, and the maturation of Korean neo-Confucianism, was
achieved by Yi Hwang (T'oegye, 1501-1570) and Yi I (Yulgok, 1536-1584)"
(2003:103). Ro introduces T'oegye as follows:
T'oegye had a tendency to divide / and ki, on the understanding
that / was a primary agent over ki. For this reason, he was considered a
champion of the school of "/ primacy" (churipa). . . . From T'oegye's point
of view, although / and ki are interdependent, they are separable in terms
of origin; thus it is possible to speak of / and ki in a temporal sense as,
respectively, prior and posterior. This notion of a separate origin of / and
ki has enormous significance for understanding T'oegye's idea of the
dichotomy between the moral mind and the human mind, and between the
four beginnings and the seven feelings. According to T'oegye, the reason
for the duality of the mind�moral mind and human mind�has to do with
the origins of / and ki: the moral mind is due to / while the human mind is
due to ki. The implication is that / and ki are ontological grounds for these
two minds; there is also a moral implication: / is morally pure and superior
to ki.
T'oegye, then, clearly enhanced Zhu Xi's idea of / and ki as two
separate entities, discarding the idea that they are not to be either divided
or confused.
. . . T'oegye attributed the four beginnings to / and the seven
feelings to ki. (2003:104)
Ro introduces Yulgok as follows:
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Yulgok emphasized, rather, the mind's interaction, interdependence, and
ontological unity. According to Yulgok, ontologically the mind is one, but
morally it does have two distinct aspects�the moral mind and the human
mind. It is important not to confuse ontological unity and distinct moral
phenomena.
Thus Yulgok was in agreement with T'oegye about the moral mind
and the human mind, but he did not with T'oegye's view (originally with
Zhu Xi) about the four beginnings and the seven feelings. Zhu Xi related
the four beginnings (the feelings of commiseration, shame and dislike,
respect and reverence, and right and wrong) in Mencius (6A.6) to the
issuance of /, and the seven feelings (pleasure, anger, sorrow, fear, love,
hate, and desire) in the Book of Rites to the issuance of ki. Yulgok's
disagreement with this theory became a major conflict between his work
and T'oegye's�and also with Zhu Xi's. (2003:105)
Yulgok assumed that there is neither a separate existence between
the "moral mind" and the "human mind" nor a division between the four
and the seven. Yulgok's understanding of the mind was, characteristically,
nondualistic. Yulgok recognized that the moral mind and the human mind
were qualitatively different, and that therefore the two could not exist
concurrently. He reasoned that these concepts were contradistinctive.
The relation between the moral mind and the human mind cannot be
expressed by a static, rigid formula; it is, rather, a dynamic, changing
process, because each aspect can be overcome by the other.
However, the relationship between the four and the seven involved
not contradistinction but rather inclusiveness. The seven are the totality of
human feelings while the four are purely the "good" side of the seven.
Yulgok argued that the seven contained the four, but the four did not
contain the seven. Yulgok did not think that the moral mind and the
human mind were the sources of the four and the seven�the reverse was
true: the four and the seven were the sources of the human and the moral
mind. In other words, the moral mind and the human mind were not the
origins but the appearances of the four and the seven. (2003:106)
Ro analyzes the two schools:
The difference between T'oegye and Yulgok is due largely to their
different assumptions about / and ki. T'oegye saw / and ki not only as
cosmological and ontological principles but also as moral principles. For
Yulgok, / and /f/ were the fundamental principles of the universe, yet they
were not moral principles, although they might have moral implications. It
was wrong to assume that they were the cause of the moral dichotomy
between good and bad. (2003:106)
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The dichotomy between evangelism and social responsibility can be
overcome when Korean Christians see the two sides in terms of Yulgok's theory
of the / and Ki. Young-chan Ro emphasizes: "Another characteristic of Yulgok's
understanding of / and ki was that "/ is one yet ki is diverse" (iilbunju) and "/
penetrates and ki limits" (it'ongkiguk). According to Yulgok, / was the one and all-
encompassing principle, permeating all beings; ki made all beings diverse
shapes and concrete forms" (2003:106). Korean Christians have to overcome a
dualistic tendency and framework of mission.
As we have seen, Chinese and Korean cosmologies are holistic. As a
result ofWesternization, however, many Koreans have lost our inherited holistic
worldview. It is time to recover their cultural heritage. E. Stanley Jones'
statement is worth considering for understanding East Asian ways of thinking: "A
Chinese scholar recognizes three reasons why Christ attracts the Chinese mind:
(1) Because He is the great Synthesizer�brings life into unity. (2) Because of
His scholarhood, instead of scholarship�the latter is analysis, the other is
synthesis. (3) Because of the Kingdom of God" (1946:343). Therefore Wesley's
conjunctive theology would be one of the best theological and missiological tools
for evangelizing and discipling North Koreans. Evangelism and social
responsibility are crucial factors in Christian mission, and Korean unification will
hopefully instill plenty of both.
Two sets of dualism are handled in Samuel and Sugden's The Church in
Response to Human Need (1987): The tension between proclamation by words
and by deeds; the tension between evangelism and social responsibility.
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Proclamation by words Proclamation by deeds
Proclaiming the love of God (18) Demonstrating
his love in a lifestyle of
justice and service (18)
Verbal proclamation, announcing (60) Physical proclamation, demonstrating(60)
The announcement of the kingdom
(146)
Action in keeping with its quality (146)
Deflate our empty words (179) Inflate our actions (179)
Preaching the "gospel of love and
charity" (180)
Practicing the "gospel of love and
charity" (180)
Open proclamation (181) Silent witness (181)
Verbal activity (187) Away of life (187)
Table 3. The tension between words and deeds in methodology of
evangelism
Evangelism Social responsibility
Private acts of piety (109) Public acts of mercy (109)
Spiritual justification, spiritual formation
(121)
Social justice, social formation (121)
"Right faith" (orthodoxy) (122) "Right action" (orthopraxis) (122)
A faith that looks only to the
transcendent (157)
Justice through social action (157)
Eternal goals (173) Temporal goals (173)
Eternal hope to the world (174) Temporal hope to the world (174)
Evangelism (175)
Social concern (175), social action
(176)
The personal spiritual aspect (184) The social concrete aspect (184)
Spiritual conversion (215) Radical social transformation (215)
The spiritual ministries (238) The social ministries (238)
Table 4. The tension between evangelism and social responsibility
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The dichotomy is a worldwide symptom in Christianity. One finds the
dichotomy in both David Bosch's book Transforming Mission (1991) and Norman
Thomas' book Classical Texts in Mission & World Christianity (1995).
Evangelism
Labor for justice (B:400) Social
responsibility (B:403) Social
transformation (B:407) Social action
(B:408) Social concern (T:144)
Evangelistic task Service (T:144)
The evangelistic dimension of the
Christian mission
The societal dimension of the Christian
mission (B:401)
The vertical interpretation of the Gospel
The horizontal interpretation of the
Gospel (T:139)
Religion Politics (T:136)
Spirit Body (T:137)
The needs of the spirit
The needs of the physical and social
(T:141)
[Polarization by Augustine of Hippo]
The divine city in the City of God
The human city in the City of God
(T:136)
[Polarization by the Enlightenment] The
private world of ideas
The public world of facts (T:136)
The personal life The social life (T:143)
The reign of God in individual lives The reign of God in society (B:408)
The spiritual mandate to announce the
good news of salvation through Jesus
Christ
The social mandate to responsible
participation in human society (B:403)
Proclamation of the gospel of Jesus
Christ Participation
in human liberation (T:146)
Proclamation of the Gospel Demonstration of the Gospel (B:407)
The one-mandate strategy "evangelism
1 only"
The two-mandate strategy "evangelism
plus social responsibility" (B:405)
Table 5. The dichotomy
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Thomas shows different streams in the so-called Third World: "The
documents that follow by authors from the South attest that neither the body-
spirit dualism of the Greeks nor the Enlightenment's public-private dualism had
affinity with worldviews in Africa, Asia, and Latin America" (1995:137). The
both/and approach is the answer on the problem of dichotomy. I quote directly
important expressions related to the problem solving of the dichotomy from
Thomas' 1 995 book Classical Texts in Mission & World Christianity:
Excerpts from WCC (4*'' Assembly, Uppsala, 1968), The Uppsala
Report. "We can never be content to treat our concern for physical and
social needs as merely secondary to our responsibility for the needs of the
spirit" (141).
Excerpts from "Evangelil Nuntiandi" (1975): "Evangelization would not
be complete if it did not take account of the unceasing interplay of the
Gospel and of [humanity's] concrete life, both personal and social" (143).
Excerpts from Evangelical Witness in South Africa (1986): We call
upon all committed evangelicals in South Africa to come out boldly to be
witnesses of the gospel of salvation, justice and peace in this country
without fear. . . . For if we fail now we shall have no legitimacy in the post-
liberation period unless we want to join the hypocrites of this world. (149-
150)
David J. Bosch boldly declares that "the perennial dichotomy was
overcome" at a WEF consultation in Wheaton in 1983: "Evil is not only in the
human heart but also in social structures. . . . The mission of the church includes
both the proclamation of the Gospel and its demonstration. We must therefore
evangelize, respond to immediate human needs, and press for social
transformation" (1991:407). What we need is "a full-orbed gospel of the irrupting
reign of God not only in individual lives but also in society" (1991:408). I,
however, believe that Bosch was too excited in 1983. The problem is diagnosed,
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but still untreated! Newbigin calls for a radically new way of understanding whiich
concerns "ttie whole of life�^the public life of the world, the nation, the factory,
the society, and the personal life of each believer" (1989:239). What we have to
do is clear. We need to break the dichotomy. Wesley is one of the most
powerful dichotomy breakers in church history. He is one of the most dominant
figures in this scene.
After mentioning Puritanism, Pietism, Moravianism, and Wesleyanism as
the four early Protestant holistic renewal movements, Roger S. Greenway adds
the modern missionary movement in the list of the holistic approach. He then
asks: "With such a holistic heritage behind us, what happened in the twentieth
century to drive a wedge between evangelism and social concern?" (1998:15)
He answers: "As a backlash against liberalism [of the early 1900s], the inheritors
of the evangelical tradition went into a period of retreat and separatism which had
a profound impact on their social concern. All progressive social concern was
nearly eliminated among evangelicals by the end of the 1900-1930 period"
(1 998:1 5). Greenway summarizes Linda Smith's concept of the "great reversal"
as follows:
Following Marsden's lead. Smith goes on to say that while historically
word and deed had been held tightly together in evangelical missions, now
the strong negative reaction against liberal theology, and especially
against the Social Gospel, had a depressing effect on the fundamentalists'
attitude toward social ministries of any kind other than "emergency" relief.
In an effort to avoid the dangerous mistakes of liberalism, American
fundamentalists, and many of their evangelical offspring, abandoned a
vital part of their own beliefs and historic tradition. (1998:16)
Greenway voices his own thought on the matter:
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The effects of the Great Reversal spilled over into mission
structures and organizations. Divisions occurred Within the evangelical
family which led in the second half of the twentieth century to the creation
of many new and separate agencies. Some emphasized evangelism and
others focused on social needs. Separate missiologies developed, with
books and articles promoting each of them. Overlapping overseas
programs appeared with their own administrations, goals and methods.
Consequently, competition for funds developed, as each program and
agency developed its own supporting constituency. Overseas, each
agency developed its own set of partners. The result was that a confusing
image of the whole missions enterprise emerged.
Worst of all, there occurred a tearing asunder of something the
kingdom of God intended to be united visibly and actually. The holism of
the kingdom vision became garbled. Kingdom ministries that were
supposed to be integrated so as to address spiritual and social needs in a
unified way were turned into a circus of competing priorities and
organizations.
Some of us feel that much of the malaise that missions is currently
experiencing in some places, and some of our financial problems as well,
are prices we pay for the mistakes of the past. Yet we cling to old ideas
and dichotomized structures, though the warning signals multiply around
us.
I believe it is time for us to awaken to the fact that many younger
people in our churches are catching a holistic vision for the kingdom.
They are looking for new paradigms that demonstrate an integrated
approach to kingdom ministry. (1998:16)
In Wesley's theology and practice, we can find "the holism of the kingdom vision"
and a new paradigm of "an integrated approach to kingdom ministry."
Snyder's tenth insight of vital growth-and-renewal sums up well this
chapter. What Korean Christians need is a kingdom vision:
This is a vision for community and worship, but it is also a vision for
reconciling ministry in the world in which evangelism, discipling, and
justice are inseparable strands in the fabric of ministry. Ongoing vitality is
grounded in both the vision and the practice of consistent, continuous
evangelism and compassionate, effective social transformation. It is a
beautiful thing when a congregation gets beyond the evangelism/justice
hang-up and, at the practical level of ministry, does both, unconscious of
the distinction. But reaching this point requires an overarching biblical
vision of God's reign.
... It is the hope of Christ's kingdom that holds together the
evangelistic and prophetic dimensions of the church's mission and keeps
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Christians laboring for that which as yet remains largely unseen.
(2004b:230-231 [emphasis in the original])
Korean Christians should give attention to the kingdom of God as the biblical
integrating vision.
Snyder's following statement is good advice for both groups of Korean
Christians who live in the dichotomy between evangelism and social
responsibility: "But throughout history those people most closely associated with
Jesus, and thus most heavenly-minded and inwardly grounded, have been
among those who did the most for social justice and human welfare" (2000:20).
Those Christians who focus on evangelism have to do more work on "social
justice and human welfare." Christians who focus on social responsibility have to
be more "closely associated with Jesus."
One finds an interesting concept, merism, in The Jewish Study Bible. It
defines merism as "a figure of speech in which polar opposites denote a totality
(like heaven and earth in 1.1)" (2004:16). Evangelism and social responsibility
may be a Christian merism. One without the other cannot be a totality.
Summary
We may contemplate the common expression of "bridging the gap." If we
see each side of the dichotomy as a river bank, the metaphor of building a bridge
makes sense. However, can we see each bank of a river meeting in one place?
No, not at all. The river banks are separated from each other, forever. If we see
each side of the dichotomy as two streams of a river, the metaphor of building a
bridge does not make sense. The two streams meet and flow together as one
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river, naturally. There is a place in my hometown where two different streams
with differing temperatures flow into a river. A stream from a trout nursery is
much colder than main stream of the river. When I think of the dichotomy
between evangelism and social responsibility, I think of the river. After flowing a
little distance separately, the two streams finally become a stream of the same
temperature.
I received a gift for attending my Japanese friend's wedding in the summer
of 2000. At the bottom of the basket the inscription reads: "Lawrence & Sachie
'Two Streams, One River' July 8*^ 2000." This image inspired my own thoughts
of how evangelism and social responsibility should be married. Like a good
marriage, both groups (Christians who focus either on evangelism or on social
responsibility) should look fixedly at one point together instead of looking at each
other for faults.
"Look both ways!" is a kind of universal advice of parents to their children
who have to cross, figuratively or literally, roads in their daily lives. "Both ways"
represents two-opposite-lanes of a highway. Two opposite lanes make a two-
lane highway. In this sense, Wesley's both/and is not "both ways." Actually,
either/or is "both ways." A driver can use only one way. If one uses "both ways"
in a two-lane highway, (s)he is in danger of a car crash. When we think of the
dichotomy between evangelism and social responsibility, people tend to think of
a two-lane highway. A two-lane highway mentality has to be overcome. We
need to think, more in terms of, a four-lane speedway. Evangelism goes hand in
hand with social responsibility toward the same destination, salvation, via the
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same speedway. It is a matter of speed, not a matter of direction. I see, at least,
a six-lane expressway in Wesley. There is one interchangeable extra-lane in
Wesley's expressway.
Figuratively speaking, I see the dichotomy between evangelism and social
responsibility as two eyes of a face. Without one eye we can not see things
properly. We will lose the sense of equilibrium. Both evangelism and social
responsibility are essential for the vision and the life of the Church, especially for
South Korean churches.
CHAPTER 3
WESLEY'S GRASSROOTS MINISTRY AND ITS RELEVANCE FOR
THE KOREAN CONTEXT
While the conjunctive character ofWesley's theology resonates in some
ways with Korean and East Asian ways of thinking, Wesley's grassroots ministry
(as I am calling it here) implicitly critiques the traditionally hierarchical nature of
Korean culture and church practice. However the term grassroots is important to
Korean people today because of recent Korean history. When South Korea
regenerated local self-governing bodies in 1995, many politicians, broadcasters,
and journalists said that it was the starting point of grassroots democracy
{Pulppuri Minjujuui). So, almost all South Koreans know and like the term
"grassroots" (Pulppuri). The term grassroots has two important missiological
implications, which are ministry to and with the poor (within and without the
church), and the ministry of all believers (within the church structure).
The root of John Wesley's grassroots ministry can be found in the
religious societies of the Church of England. Richard P. Heitzenrater, in his book
Wesley and the People Called Methodists, well describes the religious societies:
The religious societies began during the period following the Restoration
when English society was in the throes of a reaction to its recent
encounter with politicized Puritanism. . . .
Started by Anthony Horneck in the 1670s, the religious societies
were also small groups of laity who represent an almost spontaneous
fusion of moralism and devotionalism, with a zeal for the promotion of "real
holiness of heart and life."
. . . Within twenty years, this form of religious organization had established
itself within the structure of the Church of England as a viable expression
of Christian piety and social concern. (1995:21)
... At a very early stage in their development, the societies began
to demonstrate a special interest in the needs of the poor and
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disadvantaged, giving food and money to the needy, visiting the sick and
imprisoned, and teaching the children of the unfortunate. (1995:23)
In the rice seedbed of the religious societies of the Church of England the rice
sprouts ofWesley's grassroots ministry grew and finally the rice seedling (the
grassroots ministry) was transplanted into the rice paddy (the world). W.
Harrison Daniel supports this as follows:
Due to Wesley's participation in the voluntary Anglican religious
societies�the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (SPCK) and the
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel (SPG)�devoted to communal
action in doing concrete "works of mercy" among the poor, Wesley
recognized that God's mission call involved practical action (Schmidt
1973:23). Moreover, these religious societies stressed that God's work
grew out of a network of relationships among people of faith. (2000:445)
In his chapter "Renewal View," in Evaluating the Church Growth
Movement: 5 Views, Snyder emphasizes the importance of rediscovering some
key biblical truths:
Look at history. Renewal movements through the centuries have
more often than not been ignited by a rediscovery of some key truth of
God's Word that the church had buried or forgotten. Biblical truth flamed
forth by the Spirit and reignited the church, whether that neglected truth
was the gospel to the poor, salvation by faith, the certainty of Jesus' return,
or the deeper work and gifts of the Spirit. (2004:21 1)
The most underappreciated biblical truths in the Korean church are "the gospel to
the poor" and "gifts of the Spirit." Although there is a strong emphasis on spiritual
gifts, Korean Christians place importance only on direct spiritual gifts, such as
speaking in tongues and healing. Korean Christians do not see these gifts in
terms of ministy. That is why this study focuses on Wesley's grassroots ministry.
To rediscover Wesley's grassroots ministry is to reignite a church renewal
movement in a unified Korea/Corea. Snyder reckons the gospel to the poor and
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spiritual gifts in tiis eight characteristics of renewal movements in church history
(2004:219).
In his 1891 poem Methodism: a Retrospect and an Outlool<, Charles
William Pearson describes Wesley's ministry with the grassroots as follows:
If few trained clergy in the work are found,
Preachers from life's more rugged walks abound;
The flames of holy love so brightly glow
That from the shop, from bench and forge there go
Men warm of heart and eloquent of speech.
Who, though untaught themselves, are apt to teach.
They thrust no commentator's gloss between
The text and hearer, for themselves had seen
And felt the mighty truths they would impart.
And so they spoke directly to the heart.
Captives who had escaped sin's heavy chain.
They preached that all men might deliverance gain;
Children of God, adopted by his love.
They preached that all men might salvation prove;
Speaking themselves from an o'erflowing joy.
They taught that praise should every tongue employ.
These men are Wesley's preachers; he inspires.
And sends them forth to kindle holy fires;
A consecrated and heroic band.
Obediently they hear their chief's command;
For, if to toil and suffering he call.
Himself out-labors and out-suffers all.
In ceaseless journeys he pursues his way,
And e'en in age still preaches twice a day;
Of every pastor's load he feels a share.
And watches o'er each church with constant care;
From his swift pen amid the busy years
A library of useful books appears;
He clothes the naked and the hungry feeds.
And scarcely knows that he himself has needs;
Wealth flows in golden streams beside his door.
And yet he dies the poorest of the poor;
To heal the body and instruct the mind
And save the soul his only aims we find.
And yet, although unworldly was his aim.
To him belongs the legislator's fame;
He framed that wonderful Church government
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That fits alike a large or small extent;
That takes firm, instant root in every place,
Yet ever on pursues its conquering race;
That gives each part the power of self-control.
Yet in one spirit binds the living whole�
Makes every atom part of one great sphere.
Whose orbit widens with each passing year. (1891:40-41)
Ministn/ to and with the Poor
Snyder gives an answer to the question of why we have to focus on
mission to and with the poor: "Since people are created in God's image they
have value because they are, regardless of what they can do" [or regardless of
what they have] (1996:105).^
Snyder, in his book A Kingdom Manifesto: Calling the Church to Live under God's
Reign, explores the biblical theme of justice for the poor as follows:
The Old Testament is full of the concern with justice, and specially justice
for the poor and oppressed. It is woven into the fabric of Israel's Law. It is a
prominent theme of Psalms, which Diethch Bonhoeffer called the Prayer Book of
Jesus. It is a key refrain in Isaiah, as well as the Minor Prophets. ... In the Old
Testament, oppression is the primary cause of poverty. The Lord promises
liberation and justice for the oppressed and charges his people to work for the
poor. (1985:52)
The kingdom thrust of this theme, however, is not merely that God's
people should maintain justice for the poor, as a moral duty. It is more
fundamental. God's kingdom is consistently described in the Old Testament in
terms of justice for the poor and the oppressed; this is part of the basic character
of the kingdom. The following are a few of the many examples of this: Psalms
10:16-18; 72:1-14; 82:1-4; 113:5-7; 146:7-10. Biblically, justice for the poor is a
pivotal concern and evidence of the kingdom, both in its present reality and in its
final coming.
Jesus said explicitly that he had come to preach good news to the poor
(Lk 4:18; compare Mt 5:3). His life and ministry demonstrated this. He pointed to
his ministry among the poor as proof of his messiahship (Lk 7:22) and said,
"Blessed are you who are poor, for yours is the kingdom of God" (Lk 6:20).
Jesus showed that in him God has acted decisively in behalf of the poor, and that
true liberation and justice for the poor begin at the point of faith in Jesus Christ as
Messiah and Lord. According to Scripture, God's people must be those who are
dedicated to justice for the poor in all dimensions�spiritual, social, economic,
and political. (1985:53)
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Snyder gives concrete examples of wtiat Ctiristians should do when it
comes to ministry with the poor:
1 . Christians are called to meet the needs of the poor within the
church, following the New Testament example (Acts 4:34-35; 24:17; Rom
15:26; 2 Cor 8; Gal 2:10).
. . . But Christians who are sensitive at this point will not stop here.
Their compassion will reach to all the poor, including those who do not yet
know Jesus Christ.
2. Kingdom Christians will work forjustice in government policies
which affect the poor, whether on the domestic or the world scene.
Christians must clearly be on the side of a just world order. . . .
3. Kingdom Christians must proclaim Jesus Christ as Savior and
Liberator of the poor and oppressed.
. . . Evangelizing the poor�from a kingdom perspective, not just
from a church perspective�is the highest priority of the church's ministry
in the world. (1985:57-58 [emphasis in the original])
W. P. Strickland, in his book The Genius and Mission of Methodism:
Embracing What Is Peculiar in Doctrine, Government, Modes ofWorship, Etc.,
introduces someone's definition of the true mission of Christianity (unfortunately
he does not give the name of the person who gave this definition): 'To espouse
the interests of the masses, to seek their enlightenment, their happiness, their
elevation in society to their proper social and political position and rights"
(1851:124). Strickland then evaluates: "There is in this no danger of a radicalism
subverting the established order of things, arraying the poor against the rich, and
fusing all the existing distinctions of society into one vast mass of Communism"
(1851:123). Strickland goes on:
It is one of the chiefest glories of Christianity, that it levels up, as well as
levels down; that it raises up the poor and lowly, the degraded and down
trodden, by requiring that they should be treated as men, with proper
sympathy and kindness, and furnished with the means of self-education,
on the part of those whose position is more favorable. (1851:124)
Strickland praises early Methodism for its mission to and with the common
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people:
It will not be claiming too much for Methodism to say, that, in the
very commencement of her mission, her attention was directed to the
"common people,"�the poor, down-trodden, uncared for masses in the
cellars, and garrets, and mines, and manufactories, and highways, of the
towns and cities of the country of her birth; and, in the erection of her
schools among the colliers of Kingswood, and the more recent
establishment of what are denominated, in England, "ragged schools," she
has given the clearest demonstration of her regard for the poor and
friendless masses. (1851:124-125)
Strickland gives a detailed description of the early Methodists' mission to and
with the poor:
... no preacher was allowed, under any circumstances, to receive a fee
for attending to the ordinance of baptism, or for their services in the burial
of the dead; and thus the poorest could claim their services on an equality
with the richest. The bodies, as well as the souls of men, were cared for
in the economy of Methodism. To relieve the wants of the poor, special
provision was made, and plans were adopted specifically designed to
meet every case of distress. The Methodists did not wait until the half-
starved mother, with her tattered children, knocked at their doors for relief;
but they divided the cities and towns into districts, and threaded their way
into the alleys and streets, to find out their miserable abodes. (1851:125-
26)
Bernard Semmel, in The Methodist Revolution, notes Wesley's initial
success among the poor as follows:
The particular circumstances which saw Wesley preaching to the
minors outside of Bristol in 1739 may have been fortuitous, as were, no
doubt, the special talents which Wesley brought to his mission, but it is
noteworthy that Wesley scored his initial successes among the proletariat
in the mining districts and in the manufacturing towns which, being
marginal in the still largely traditional society of mid -eighteenth -century
England, had been neglected by the Established Church. (1973:9)
Snyder points out three factors ofWesley's success in mission to and with
the poor: (1) "he awakened a new moral consciousness in the nation"; (2) "others
followed his example"; and (3) "as an effective evangelist he was instrumental in
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transforming thousands of lives. He instilled in his converts the same social
concern, thus broadening the popular base for social reform" (1996a:181-182).^
The concept of Wesley's sanctification as the way of salvation includes
not only the individual level, but also the social level. Even though Wesley's
social concern was an extension of that which was applied to the individual, he
actively criticized many of the social evils of his era. According to Peter
Grassow:
Wesley argued that the economic hardships of the poor could be lessened
by taxing the wealthy, reducing both the national debt and the civil service,
and "especially . . .by restraining luxury, which is the grand and general
source of want." While his economic analysis may be open to question,
and his optimism about change was a little naive, his commitment to the
poor is clear and admirable. (Maddox 1998:186)
In the turning point of the economic and social system initiated by the Industrial
Revolution, Wesley tried to reform the society, nation, and church. Wesley could
passionately preach the universal grace to all people and at the same time
preach the place of divine grace for the poor.
Wesley found this in the Scriptures and in his experience with the poor.
Snyder's evaluates Wesley's mission to and with the poor as follows:
Wesley himself did more than just talk about social reform. Among other
things, he agitated for prison, liquor and labor reform; set up loan funds for the
poor; campaigned against the slave trade and smuggling; opened a dispensary
and gave medicines to the poor; worked to solve unemployment, sometimes
setting up small businesses; and personally gave away considerable sums of
money to persons in need. (1996a: 182)
. . . Why did he often preach at 5:00 o'clock? Not for his convenience, but
for the convenience of the laboring men and women who went to work in mine or
factory at daybreak. Wesley assembled the coal miners in the fields before they
descended into the mines, or the crowds in the marketplaces at midday. His
passion was to preach the gospel to the poor, and there he had his greatest
response.
... He went outside the structured church, preaching the gospel to the
poor. (1996a: 184-85)
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This idea is central to Wesley's understanding of the gospel. Looking at what
Wesley did with the poor is meaningful, according to Meeks:
Wesley's ministry with the poor included feeding, clothing, housing the
poor; preparing the unemployed for work and finding them employment;
visiting the poor sick and prisoners; devising new forms of health care
education and delivery for the indigent; distributing books to the needy;
and raising structural questions about an economy that produced poverty.
(1995:9, 10)
Wesley preached for and with the poor, not just to the poor: "Wesley's turn to the
poor, however, was not simply service of {he poor, but more importantly life with
the poor ... he actually shared the life of the poor in significant ways" (Meeks
1995:10 [emphasis in the original]). According to Meeks, the poor were a means
of grace for Wesley: "Wesley understood visiting the poor as an essential means
of grace necessary to the continuance of faith" (1995:10). For Wesley, the poor
brought him the assurance of salvation because he saw the difference God made
in their lives through his preaching. The ministry to and with the poor was
reciprocity, a ministry of mutuality.
In his 1782 sermon "God's Love to Fallen Man," Wesley clearly expresses
the reciprocity:
The more we deal our bread to the hungry, and cover the naked with
garments, the more we relieve the stranger, and visit them that are sick or
in prison; the more kind offices we do to those that groan under the
various evils of human life; the more comfort we receive even in the
present world; the greater recompense we have in our own bosom.
10. To sum up what has been said under [tjhis head. As the more
holy we are upon earth the more happy we must be (seeing there is an
inseparable connection between holiness and happiness), (l/l/or/cs 2:431)
Wesley saw that ministries to and with the poor eventually led Christians to
holiness directly connected to happiness even in this world. The quest for happy
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holiness is the main reason why Wesley did and taught the ministries to and with
the poor.
Wesley's motivation for working with the poor, according to Heitzenrater,
is "first and foremost, because Jesus did so, but also because Jesus told him to
do so and would help him to do so" (Meeks 1995:14). Examining David Lowes
Watson's viewpoint on Christ's work is useful. Meeks notes:
Watson criticizes the prevailing mode of evangelism for its failure to
proclaim the fullness of Christ's work in all his offices. The priestly and
prophetic offices tend to get divided up by conservative and liberal
evangelistic approaches to the near exclusion of the sovereign office.
Watson argues that to hold together the Wesleyan proclamation of the
gospel to the poor requires holding together all aspects of the work of
Christ (Meeks 1995:13-14)
In Wesley, we can find the integrity of both faith and love. Unlike Luther
and Calvin's emphasis on faith as a soteriological focus, Wesley's soteriological
focus was on love. Love was a key word in Wesley's theology, especially in the
process of sanctification. It might be argued that, in Wesley, faith is a handmaid
of love. The soul of the church is at stake over this issue. The life of
sanctification depends upon the object of our love, the poor. So they are
redirected for that love of God and love of neighbor. Snyder, in his book >A
Kingdom Manifesto: Calling the Church to Live under God's Reign, demonstrates
the interrelationship of love and justice: "There is no true love without justice, nor
real justice without love. If we love, we act justly. And in acting justly, we
demonstrate the integrity of our love. Justice is love in action" (1985:55).
In her 1972 book A Theology of Love: The Dynamic ofWesleyanism,
Mildred Bangs Wynkoop emphasizes the importance of love in Wesley: "The
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summarizing word�Wesley's ultimate tiermeneutic� is love. Every strand of his
thought, the warm heart of every doctrine, the passion of every sermon, the test
of every claim to Christian grace, was love. So central is love that to be
'Wesleyan' is to be committed to a theology of love" (101). She analyzes:
Eighteenth-century England was a vest-pocket edition of today's
cynical world. It helped to imprison love in "low" forms unredeemed by
love's "higher" relationships. It glorified a cruel, vulgar, sodden life-style
reaching from the palace down to the lowest level of society. In it, human
life had little value and no meaning. It is significant that in that age of
unrestrained permissiveness�called love�John Wesley, the modern
"Apostle of Love," should have appeared. He proclaimed holiness, the
highest possible spiritual value, in terms of love, in the face of love's
lowest possible connotation.
Wesley equated holiness with love. But the antidote of holy love, in
counteracting its diseased namesake, displayed a morally healing power
which wooed us to the Source ofWesley's concepts, the Bible. (1972:10)
Wesley was convinced that there would be no change in character without
changing the object of our love. Wynkoop asserts: "Religion to Wesley was in
the quality and object of one's love. . . . Every door into his thought leads into
love. Love is the true depth of God's way with men, and nothing less than love
can truly characterize a real Christian" (1972:73). Wesley was concerned about
the reformation of character that was fundamental to any other kind of reform.
The Ministry of All Believers
Perhaps the most powerful concept that we have to rediscover for South
Korean church renewal is the ministry of all believers. To South Korean
Christians the ministry of all believers {Manin Sayeog) is a better term than the
priesthood of all believers {Manin Saje). Many "lay" Christians actively involved
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in Christian ministry call themselves Sayeogja (a ministry doer) not Saje (a
priest/minister/pastor). ""^
How is the ministry of all believers related to the term "grassroots"? Greg
Ogden gives an answer: "The unfinished business and the unkept promise that
has the power to unleash a grass-roots revolution is the logical corollary to the
priesthood of all believers" (1990:11-12). Ogden also uses the term "the grass
roots ministry" (1990:176). It seems to me that the terms "the priesthood of all
believers" and "the grass-roots ministry" are synonymous in Ogden. In this study,
I use the term "the ministry of all believers" instead of "the priesthood of all
believers."
It is important to South Korean Christians to link the term grassroots and
the ministry of all believers. If I use the term grassroots for the ministry of all
believers. South Korean Christians may understand that I am talking about the
bottom-up perspective in contrast to the top-down perspective.
In his 1973 article "Should the Protestant Pastor Be a Superstar?," Snyder
introduces an imaginary superstar pastor:
He can preach, counsel, administer, conciliate, evangelize, and
communicate. Also raise the budget.
He handles Sunday morning better than any quizmaster on
weekday TV. He's better with words than most presidential candidates.
As a scholar he surpasses many seminary professors. No church social
function would be complete without him. (9)
^� W. E. Sangster emphasizes two priestly functions: "But not only does a priest
intercede with God for the people: he intercedes also with the people for God. The
priestly function has this two-fold aspect. The priest goes to God for the people. He
goes also to the people for God" (1947:108). Intercessional prayer and evangelism are
necessary in our daily lives, if we believe in the priesthood of all believers.
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Snyder then observes, "If the pastor is a Superstar, then the 'churcti' is an
audience, not a body" (10).^^ Snyder finds the reason why we are looking for
superstar pastors instead of the gifts of the Spirit in the following:
We've got all the gifts organized. We don't need the Spirit (dreadful thing
to say!). We just need Superstars to make the church Go. We thought
"the gifts of the Spirit" just referred to tongues and healings and got afraid
of them.
So we depend on our structures and our superstars. And we know
the system works�^just look what the superstars are doing in their
superchurches! We've got the statistics and the buildings and the budgets
to prove it. (10 [emphasis in the original])
Snyder points out the problem with relying on the superstars: "There aren't
enough superstars to go around. Thousands of churches, but only hundreds of
superstars" (1973:1 1). Snyder does not leave us there. He writes:
Cheer up, discouraged pastor, discouraged "layman." The problem
really isn't your own inadequacy. Go reread the New Testament with a
question: After Peter and Paul, where are the superstars? How did the
early church Make It without our organization, cathedrals, or superstars?
(1973:11)
Let's face it! James and John and Phillip and Bartholomew would
never have maid it in the twentieth century. At least not within our
churches. Neither would Epaphras, Mark, Aristachus, Demas, or Luke
(Philemon 23). These were no superstars in their day�they only look that
way through the mists of history. But they were used of the Spirit, each
D. L. Moody's sermon, published in 1896, "Seven 'I Wills' of Christ" is worth noting:
I read some time ago of a man who took passage in a stage coach. There were
first, second and third-class passengers. But when he looked into the coach, he
saw all the passengers sitting together without distinction. He could not
understand it till by-and-by they came to a hill, and the coach stopped, and the
driver called out, "First-class passengers keep their seats, second-class
passengers get out and walk, third-class passengers get behind and push." Now
in the Church we have no room for first-class passengers�people who think that
salvation means an easy ride all the way to heaven. We have no room for
second-class passengers - people who are carried most of the time, and who,
when they must work out their own salvation, go trudging on giving never a
thought to helping their fellows along. All church members ought to be third-
class passengers�ready to dismount and push all together, and push with a will.
That was John Wesley's definition of a church�"All at it, and always at it." (119)
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according to tiis gifts. Their congregations hadn't heard that they had to
have a superstar up front, so all believers worked together building up the
community of faith. Many ministers in each congregation. Like a body,
each part exercising its proper function. (1973:11 [emphasis in the
original])
In his book Radical Outreach: The Recovery ofApostolic Ministry &
Evangelism (2003), George G. Hunter III quotes a considerable portion of his
own book Church for the Unchurched (1996) in order to emphasize the
implementation of the priesthood of all believers in Wesley's movement and, of
course, to emphasize the importance of "apostolic ministry through an
empowered laity" (Hunter 2003:97).
John Wesley came to perceive that the Holy Spirit has gifted many
lay-people for all sorts of ministries. Within a year or two after his 1738
Aldersgate experience, Wesley had a movement on his hands, with much
need for outreach, teaching, ministry, and leadership�with virtually no
ordained clergy at his disposal. The only people available were gifted lay-
people.
Wesley did not stampede toward the lay solution, but he had
experiential warrant for considering it. As an impressionable boy, he had
observed for months the undeniable power of a growing Sunday evening
ministry of his own mother, Susanna, as up to 200 people assembled in,
and outside, her Epworth kitchen. She later influenced John to the
conclusion that Thomas Maxfield, and presumably other laypeople, [was]
called by God to preach. Early, he observed the blessing of God
attending the ministries and witness of many Methodist laypeople.
So Wesley evolved into the understanding that the Church's
ministry to Christians, and to non-Christians, is primarily entrusted to the
laity. While several other traditions, including the Church of England, had
some laity involved in some ministries and causes, Methodism quickly "out
laicized" the other denominations and became essentially a lay
movement.
Laypeople did virtually all the ministry that took place in, and out
from, every Methodist society. There were class leaders, and band
leaders, and other kinds of small group leaders, as well as local preachers
and those so-called "assistants" who took de facto charge of societies and
circuits�all laypersons. Other laypeople visited sick and hospitalized
people; others worked with children and their families; others visited poor
people, widows, and single parent families; still others engaged in
conversations with undiscipled people and started new classes for
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seekers.
Wesley did not leave to chance the organization of lay ministries.
Leaders selected people for various ministries with care. Each ministry
had a "job description." People were "developed" for various roles. Their
performance was observed and "coached." Moreover, in Methodism's
unique marriage of ministry and evangelism, everyone who ministered
also evangelized. Wesley knew what the church growth movement has
(re)discovered�that most of the Christians who regularly share their faith
are Christians involved in some ministry, and who experience God
working through their ministry. So, the priority objective of class leaders,
sick visitors and the other laity in ministry was to "save souls."
Of course, the early Methodist societies had preachers, but it would
be easy to exaggerate their status and importance. They served "circuits"
of several societies, and they itinerated every year or two; in any case, the
vast majority of them were nonordained lay preachers. It is true that, in
time, the preachers�through their annual conference�governed the
connection. The laity were not involved in high level ecclesiastical politics,
but their time and energy were thereby freed for ministries in societies and
communities.
Wesley believed in the movement's and the people's possibilities.
He challenged his leaders to read, learn, and develop, and he believed
they could be the agents for a great movement of the Spirit. Wesley may
have overestimated the gifts and capacities of his people; Gordon Rupp
once commented that "Wesley's geese were too often swans in his eyes."
But a lay movement Methodism was, a Protestant movement that went
quite beyond "priesthood of all believers" sloganeering and actually
entrusted virtually all the ministry that matters to laypeople. Methodism
was a "lay apostolate" before we knew what to call it. (2003:107-109)
One expects a similar, powerful "lay" movement in a unified Korea/Corea.
Hunter, however, gives his diagnosis of current Methodism in the West as
follows:
Methodism, as essentially a lay movement, thrived and grew in
many lands for more than a century. Then Methodism, at least in the
West, changed profoundly. Pastors started desiring education like the
Presbyterians and respect like the Episcopalians. In time, Methodism
abandoned its distinctive identity as a lay movement, ordained ministry
became a "profession," and more and more ministry (including
evangelism) shifted into the pastor's job description. The denomination's
churches slowly turned inward, toward caring for members and
maintaining the church. Methodist clergy and laity today are much more
likely to regard their parish as their world than the world as their parish!
Nevertheless, historic Methodism stands as one model, historically
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achieved and enduring for generations, of the ministry and mission of the
laity. (2003:109)
Unfortunately, Korean Methodism is in some ways not much different from that of
the West. A unified Korea/Corea presents a good opportunity for a fresh new
start.
Wesley seeks a middle way in between the Romanists and the
Protestants of his time in his 1785 sermon "On Obedience to Pastors." These
two models of leadership were one of two extremes. Either the clergy dominated
the laity or the laity controlled the clergy. Wesley notes of the Romanists: "Many
of them believe, an implicit faith is due to the doctrines delivered by those that
rule over them, and that implicit obedience ought to be paid to whatever
commands they give: and not much less has been insisted on by several eminent
men of the Church of England" {Works 3:374). How about Protestants of
Wesley's era? Wesley says, Protestants end up "allowing their pastors no
authority at all, but making them both the creatures and the servants of their
congregations. And very many there are of our own Church who agree with
them herein; supposing the Pastors to be altogether dependent upon the people,
who in their judgment, have a right to direct as well as to choose their Ministers"
{Works 3:374). After mentioning the two extremes, Wesley confidently suggests:
"If we set human laws out of the question, and simply attend to the oracles of
God, we may certainly discover a middle path in this matter" {Works 3:375).
What are the proper pastoral roles in that middle path? Wesley starts with
an explanation of the term "rule over." Wesley puts it: "But there is another
meaning of the Greek word which seems abundantly more proper: it means to
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'guide', as well as to rule. And thus, it seems, it should be taken here. The
direction then, when applied to our spiritual guides, is plain and pertinent" {Works
3:375). In short, the pastors are spiritual guides in Wesley's understanding.
Wesley, in his 1785 sermon "On Obedience to Pastors," makes an
important distinction between the term minister and the term pastor. Wesley
prefers the term pastor to the term minister and scoffs at his day's ministers: "I
dare not take a wolf for my shepherd, that has not so much as sheep's clothing;
that is a common swearer, an open drunkard, a notorious sabbath-breaker. And
such (the more is the shame, and the more the pity!) are many parochial
ministers at this day" {Works 3:377). Wesley, then, goes on to explain the role of
pastors:
Every one must give an account of himself to God. Therefore every man
must judge for himself; especially in a point of so deep importance as this
is, the choice of a guide for his soul.
4. But we may bring this matter to a short issue by recurring to the
very words of the text. They that have voluntarily connected themselves
with such a pastor as answers the description given therein; such as do in
fact watch over their souls, as they that shall give account; such as do
nourish them up with the words of eternal life; such as feed them as with
the pure milk of the word, and constantly apply it to them for doctrine, for
reproof, for correction, and for instruction in righteousness: all who have
found and chosen guides of this character, of this spirit and behaviour, are
undoubtedly required by the Apostle to 'obey and summit themselves' to
them. {Works 3:377-378)
In his 1789 sermon "Prophets and Priests," written two years before his death,
Wesley reveals his fundamental view on institutional ministers as the following:
8. Indeed, in that evil hour, when Constantine the Great called
himself 'a Christian,' and poured in honour and wealth upon Christians,
the case was widely altered. It soon grew common for one man to take
the whole charge of a congregation, in order to engross the whole pay.
Hence the same person acted as priest and prophet, as pastor and
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evangelist. And this gradually spread more and more throughout the
whole Christian church. (WorksAll)
To Wesley the "conversion" of Constantine was a tragic event for the
church. Wesley saw the Constantinian "emancipation" of Christianity as the fall
of the church. In his 1783 sermon "The Mystery of Iniquity," Wesley proclaims:
"Then, not the golden, but the iron age of the church commenced" {Works 2:463).
Wesley's criticisms are profound, especially his prophetic evaluations of post-
Constantinian Christianity.
Wesley's two main focal points of devaluation occurring with the
"conversion" of Constantine are the loss of extraordinary gifts of the Holy Spirit
and the removal of distinctions between the office of a prophet and the office of a
priest. To Wesley, the "conversion" of Constantine is just a starting point in the
loss of vitality in spiritual gifts and church offices (especially the role of prophet).
Wesley distinguishes the gifts of the Spirit as the extraordinary and the
ordinary. According to Wesley, from the "conversion" of Constantine on.
Christians have been failing to receive the extraordinary gifts of the Spirit. In his
1787 sermon "The More Excellent Way," Wesley criticizes:
2. It does not appear that these extraordinary gifts of the Holy
Ghost were common in the church for more than two or three centuries.
We seldom hear of them after that fatal period when the Emperor
Constantine called himself a Christian, and from a vain imagination of
promoting the Christian cause thereby heaped riches, and power, and
honour, upon the Christians in general; but in particular upon the Christian
clergy. {Works 3:263)
What are the extraordinary gifts of the Spirit in Wesley? Wesley lists the gifts:
"such as healing the sick, prophesying (in the proper sense of the word; that is,
foretelling things to come), speaking with strange tongues, such as the speaker
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had never learned, and the miraculous interpretation of tongues" {Works 3:263).
What are, and then, the ordinary gifts of the Spirit in Wesley? Wesley says:
3. However, I would not at present speak of these, of the
extraordinary gifts of the Holy Ghost, but of the ordinary; and these
likewise we may 'covet earnestly,' in order to be more useful in our
generation. With this view we may covet 'the gift of convincing speech,' in
order to 'sound the unbelieving heart'; and the gift of persuasion to move
the affections, as well as enlighten the understanding. We may covet
knowledge, both of the word and of the works of God, whether of
providence or grace. We may desire a measure of that faith which on
particular occasions, wherein the glory of God or the happiness of men is
nearly concerned, goes far beyond the power of natural causes. We may
desire an easy elocution, a pleasing address, with resignation to the will of
our Lord; yea, whatever would enable us, as we have opportunity, to be
useful wherever we are. These gifts we may innocently desire; but there
is a more excellent way.
4. The way of love, of loving all men for God's sake, of humble,
gentle, patient love, is that which the Apostle so admirably describes in the
ensuing chapter. {Works 3:264 [emphasis in the original])
In his 1787 sermon "The Signs of the Times," Wesley describes what
happened to Christianity after the "conversion" of Constantine: "For surely there
never was a time wherein Satan gained so fatal an advantage over the church of
Christ as when such a flood of riches, and honour, and power broke in upon it,
particularly on the clergy" {Works 2:529). To Wesley, the worst part of the
"conversion" of Constantine was the resultant inner corruption of Christianity.
Lamin Sanneh also sees Christians' status change as a result of the
"conversion" of Constantine: "The great turning point for Christians in the period
under review was undoubtedly the edict of toleration extended to the religion in
the fourth century by Constantine, a step that changed the church from being a
hard-pressed and disadvantaged society to becoming a privileged part of the
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empire" (1998:54). However, Sanneh does not mention the peril of privileged
status.
What is Wesley's radical view on ministry? It is revealed in his bold use of
"lay" preachers. To Wesley the "lay" preachers belong to the prophet and
evangelist category, not to the priest and pastor category. I refer to Wesley's
view of ministry as the "prophethood/evangelisthood of all believers" instead of
the priesthood of all believers. The "prophethood/evangelisthood of all believers"
may be better called the ministry of all believers {Manin Sayeog) in a unified
Korea/Corea.
To avoid a serious critique on the "lay" preacher's role, Wesley
emphasizes that "lay" preachers do not have a right to administer sacraments.
Wesley, in his 1789 sermon "Prophets and Priests," notes: "In 1744, all the
Methodist Preachers had their first Conference. But none of them dreamed, that
being called to preach gave them any right to administer sacraments" {Worl<s
4:79). Although Wesley could have gone further and allowed the "lay" preachers
to administer the sacraments, perhaps his attitude was a wise strategy at that
time. With the role distinctions of preacher and administrator of the sacraments,
Wesley could avoid an accusation of heresy and could extend his "connexion"
{Works 4:80). So, Wesley could confidently say: "Ye are a new phenomenon in
the earth, a body of people who, being of no sect or party, are friends to all
parties, and endeavour to forward all in heart religion, in the knowledge and love
of God and man" {Works 4:82).
The critical issue in the ministry of all believers appears to be the
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leadership issue. Hans Kung well states: "If we want a general term for all these
ministries [bishops, pastors, presbyters, deacons and so on], we might use
'ministry of leadership' or 'ministry of presiding' in the church, the holder of the
ministry being known as 'leader' or 'presider' (of the congregation, diocese or
national church and so on)" (1976:488).
Ogden makes an important proposal concerning abolishing the
problematic terms "clergy" and "laity." He suggests the following: "When we use
the term 'pastor' rather than 'minister' or 'clergy,' we have moved from positional
language to a description of what one does" (1990:73). Ogden's practical
suggestion of using the functional language (pastor for proclamation and
evangelism, pastor for youth, pastor for senior adults) rather than the hierarchical,
status language (senior, associate, and assistant) for pastors is helpful
(1 990: 1 77). How can we empower team ministry without losing the "senior
pastor's" authority? Ogden suggests two safety gears (internal and external) for
a shared leadership. The internal is the senior pastor's self-assurance:
"Servanthood, far from being the result of vacuous ego, is possible only when we
are absolutely secure about our worth and value" (1990:175). The external is the
senior pastor's personal security: "If ministry is shared with others who will
receive the spotlight, the senior pastor must not be easily threatened. Insecurity
about one's abilities in a leadership position leads to control of the other team
members" (1990:185).
Does the ministry of all believers mean equal leadership in the church?
"Why do pastors attend seminary and receive professional training?" (Ogden
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1990:1 14)^^ To use their leadership gifts properly, Snyder implies: "All spiritual
gifts should be stressed, not just the leadership gifts. But leadership gifts are
especially crucial, for their function biblically is precisely to awaken and prepare
the other gifts (Eph. 4:1 1)" (1996a: 171). Greg Ogden, in The New Reformation:
Returning the Ministry to the People of God, notes the pastor's role as "to build
teams of people to share the ministry in the different aspects of the pastor's
giftedness" (1990:115).
How can pastors enhance their role in the ministry of all believers? What
is the best description of the role or image of a pastor? Ogden has adopted
Elton Trueblood's suggestion and says: "The best modern image for pastor is
'player-coach.' I like it because it suggests an equipping model of ministry and
"�^ In his sermon, "Responding to the Calls of God," Jeffrey E. Greenway introduces four
different calls of God upon each one of Christian lives: "The call to follow Jesus," "the
call to be like Jesus," "the call to ministry," and "the call to full-time Christian ministry"
(2005:4-6). As the new president of Asbury Theological Seminary, he mentions the
fourth call: "While all believers in Jesus are called to ministry, some are called to be set
apart for full-time Christian service" (2005:6). His emphasis, however, is on the third
call:
Here is a truth: God has called and gifted every Christian to ministry. If you have
accepted Jesus as your Savior, you received the gift of the Holy Spirit, you have
received gifts for ministry, and you are gifted to serve. You are encouraged to
find what those gifts are and use them in the body of Christ. After all, Martin
Luther said that baptism is the ordination of every Christian. All of us who are
baptized into Christ are ordained into Christian ministry. . . .
In some congregations, the pastor serves as a block to the ministry of the
whole people of God. He or she is so concerned with being the "pastor-in-
charge" that they forget the scriptural model of the body of Christ with every
member as a vital functioning part with the crucial role in ministry to fill. . . .
In other congregations, the laity (the non-ordained clergy) has grown
comfortable with paying the pastor to be the dispenser of religious services.
They want enough "religion" to make them socially acceptable, but not so much
as to call them to a life of deep abiding discipleship and ministry. This ignores
the biblical model of the shared ministry of the whole people of God in the Body
of Christ. (2005:5-6)
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also describes the role of pastor as a member of a team. This image stresses
that there is one team with the pastor as an integral part of it. There are not two
teams of differing value" (1990:73). Ogden goes on: 'This image suggests
immediately that there is one team of which we are all a part, and the pastor has
the role of helping people know and develop their places on the team" (1990:116).
What should the pastor do as "player-coach," equipper? Ogden suggests three
things: (1 ) "Be willing to pay the price of change" (1 990: 1 1 7); (2) "Accept
limitations in giftedness as a blessing from God" (1990:121); and (3) "Trust God's
people as full partners in ministry" (1990:123).
The goal of equipping leaders, says Ogden, is for the purpose of "helping
the body reach its potential and arrive at its God-appointed destination"
(1990:158). Christian A. Schwarz puts it in this way: "Leaders of growing
churches concentrate on empowering other Christians for ministry. . . . These
pastors equip, support, motivate, and mentor individuals, enabling them to
become all that God wants them to be" (1996:22). Schwarz goes on: "The role of
church leadership is to help its members to identify their gifts and to integrate
them into appropriate ministries. When Christians serve in their area of
giftedness, they generally function less in their own strength and more in the
power of the Holy Spirit. Thus ordinary people can accomplish the extraordinary"
(1996:24). So, Schwarz emphasizes gift-oriented ministry: "Unfortunately, in
recent years some have misunderstood the gift-oriented approach as just
another passing church growth fad. But the discovery and use of spiritual gifts is
the only way to live out the Reformation watchword of the 'priesthood of all
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believers'" (1996:24). Kung also notes:
Paul�about wtiose congregations we tiave by far the most information�
sees a// these functions in the congregation (and not only certain "offices")
as gifts of the Spirit, as ways of sharing in the authority of the exalted Lord
of the church: each is a vocation given by God to a particular ministry in
the congregation�in a word, charism.
A charism therefore is
(i) not primarily an extraordinary, but an ordinary phenomenon;
(ii) not a uniform, but a pluriform phenomenon;
(iii) not limited to a particular group of persons, but an absolutely universal
phenomenon in the Church. (1976:485 [emphasis in the original])
What kind of leadership models do we have? Ogden says two models:
"we foster either a dependency (traditional) model of ministry or an
/nferdependency (equipping) model" (1990:85 [emphasis in the original]). Ogden
explains these two models as the following table:
The Institutional Model
Hierarchical (Centralized authority)
The Organism Model
Egalitarian (Decentralized authority)
Characteristics:
� Authority�Flows from top down
� Accountability�One way
� Roles�Determined by relative
position in hierarchy
Characteristics:
� Authority�Plural leadership
� Accountability�Mutual
� Roles�Determined by gifts and
call
Table 6. Ogden's two models (Ogden 1990:164,177)
Ogden suggests six principles of application of an organism-servant model of
leadership in the church today:
1 . People in the highest position of authority have the greatest obligation
to serve. Senior pastors exist to serve associates, the leadership board,
and ultimately the congregation. The upper echelon of denominational
structures exists for the purpose of enhancing the grass-roots ministry of
the local church.
2. Servant leadership is rooted in relationship, not coercion. . . .
3. Servant leadership naturally seeks to support, not to control. . . .
4. Servant leaders shine the spotlight of recognition on those with whom
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they share leadership. . . .
5. Servant leaders are embarrassed by titles and the trappings of status.
They will attempt to remove the hierarchical, status language of "senior,"
"associate," and "assistant" and to put in its place functional language that
simply describes what one does (e.g., "pastor for proclamation and
evangelism," "pastor for youth," "pastor for senior adults").
6. Servant leaders' authority is recognized on the basis of their character
in Christ, not on the position or office that is held. (1990:176-77)
The issue of leadership is inevitably related to the issue of authority.
Ogden notes: "I have painfully observed the tragedy connected to a person who
occupies the office of pastor but does not evoke the authority. Position cannot
create one's identity or provide authority. . . . When there is an evident
disjunction between person and position, chaos reigns in the body" (1990:143).
How can the pastor gain the authority? Ogden answers with the following
formula: "(1) Gifts/Call (Recognition) + (2) Character of Christ = Authority
(Leadership)" (1990:142). Kung also points out:
According to Paul, this means that every service which is de facto
(permanently or not) performed for the building up of the congregation is a
charism, is an ecclesial ministry: it deserves therefore to be recognized
and given its due place. Aiyf/7or/fy therefore belongs to every ministry in its
own way, whether official or not, if it is exercised in love for the benefit of
the congregation. (1976:485 [emphasis in the original])
Certainly there is authority in the church. But authority is legitimate
only if it is based on service and not on power brutally or subtly applied,
not on old or new prerogatives or privileges which themselves would
create an obligation to services. If we want to be exact in our theological
terminology, it would be better to speak, not of "office," but of "ministry" in
the church. (1976:486)
Snyder, in his 2000 booklet Coherence in Christ: The Larger Meaning of
Ecology, acknowledges hierarchical relationships in the Bible, especially in the
Old Testament. However, he affirms that "the Bible nowhere teaches hierarchy
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either as the nature of the cosmos or as the normative pattern for society or for
God's people" (2000:4-5). Snyder goes on:
The New Testament nowhere teaches hierarchy as the principle of
authority or organization in the church. Not long after the New Testament
era, some church leaders began advocating the vertical hierarchy of
bishop-priest-deacon, but the New Testament contains no hint that these
terms were originally understood hierarchically or even that they were
understood as "offices" in a technical sense. "Bishop" (episcopos) and
"elder" (from which we get the words "presbyter" and "priest") were flexible
terms in the New Testament and were at times used interchangeably (as
in Acts 20:28, 1 Peter 5:1-2). The "first apostles, second prophets, third
teachers" of 1 Corinthians 12:28 clearly is not a hierarchy; Paul's whole
point in the chapter is the organic relationships of the body, not the
hierarchical ones of the Roman legions. (2000:5)
Snyder analyzes:
What happened, then? Why do we so often read an approval of
hierarchy into these and other New Testament passages? Ttie answer is
fairly simple: the assumption of hierarchy was so firmly embedded in Indo-
European culture that it soon seeped into biblical interpretation and
ecclesiastical practice and ovenwhelmed the more radical, subversive New
Testament teaching. (2000:5)
Snyder also notes the hierarchical nature of Chinese culture (2000:8).
Korean cultures, both the South and the North, have been hierarchical because
of the cultural influence of China. Snyder teaches us what to do: "We must
regulate our lives, churches, communities, and economies in harmony with the
biblical principles of truth, justice, love, and organic interrelationship. We must
learn to think organically and ecologically in all areas, including our
understanding of the church as an organic community rather than as a
hierarchical institution" (2000:17).
Korea has long been an authoritarian society. A newly coined word,
"president Jung Hee Park syndrome," was in fashion when South Koreans
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suffered from economic crisis in 1997. Jung Hee Park was an assassinated
military dictator. Many Soutti Koreans missed his authoritarian leadership
because they believed that his authoritarian leadership was effective for the
economic development of Korea in 1960s and 1970s.
South Korean Christians may have the same view on pastoral leadership.
They may want authoritarian pastoral leadership. How can we communicate to
them the necessity of decentralized authority while they prefer centralized
authority? Should we wait till the fullness of the time as the proverb says: "Wine
and judgment mature with age"? What we must do is pull the future into the
present. At any rate, however, one important prior condition of the ministry of all
believers is that Christians must mature enough to not ignore others' spiritual
gifts.
Why are spiritual gifts so important? Snyder notes, "Spiritual gifts are not
'things' that God gives, like presents or bonuses. Rather they are manifestations
of tiis grace in the church. They are God's grace working through the
personalities of believers, preparing and enabling them for their particular
ministries" (1996a:133 [emphasis in the original]). Schwarz's following statement
on spiritual gifts illustrates well the nature of spiritual gifts for church growth and
renewal: "The greatest strength of each church is the treasure of spiritual gifts
that God has already given to the members. . . . We can't 'make' gifts, but we can
certainly release what God has already invested in Christians" (1996:1 16-17).
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Howard A. Snyder and Daniel V. Runyon, in their 1986 book The Divided
Flame: Wesleyans and the Charismatic Renewal, summarize ten major points of
the biblical teaching on spiritual gifts as follows:
1 . Gifts are given for the proper functioning of the church in all ages�for
its edification, integrity, and wholeness.
2. Every believer has at least one spiritual gift.
3. No believer has all the gifts.
4. No single gift should be expected or required of all believers.
5. Gifts are usually related to our personalities.
6. Most spiritual gifts can be counterfeited.
7. The gifts of the Spirit are to be accompanied by the fruit of the Spirit.
8. Gifts provide guidance for the church's ministry.
9. Faithfulness in exercising gifts leads to greater fruitfulness.
10. The equipping gifts (apostle, prophet, evangelist, pastor, teacher) are
given so all believers may be enabled to use their gifts in Christian
ministry. (101-105)
Snyder and Runyon then suggest seven steps of discovering our gifts: (1) Live in
total obedience to God; (2) Know about gifts and how they function in the church;
(3) Participate in small-group Bible study; (4) Examine your aspirations for
ministry and service; (5) Experiment with different kinds of ministry; (6) Evaluate
results and reactions; and (7) Expect the confirmation of the church (1986:106-
108).
In his chapter "Renewal View," in Evaluating the Church Growth
Movement: 5 Views, Snyder sums up the importance of the ministry of all
believers as follows:
One of the most remarkable and consistent marks of renewal movements
is the way they motivate and enlist all members in some form of ministry
that both cements their devotion to the movement and forwards its aims
and dynamics. This is a sociological observation, but the theological
principle is more fundamental: All believers are priests and workers in
God's vineyard. All members of the body have a function within the body.
The key biblical affirmations here are the gifts of the Spirit, the
priesthood of believers, and servanthood in following Jesus. All believers
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are called, and should be equipped and empowered, for ministry.
(2004b:228y^
Francis of Assisi and Weslev's Grassroots Ministry
In Korea, if one lives as a poor person although (s)he is in a respectful
social status, (s)he is highly respected by Koreans because of the Cheongbin
Sasang. The Cheongbin Sasang {^^^^M) is a compound of two thoughts.
The Cheongbin's (^'r ft) literal meaning is a pure poor, and the Sasang (MM)
indicates a doctrine. Therefore the Cheongbin Sasang {^n^^M) is a pure poor
doctrine.
A pure poor? A poor person can live as a pure person externally and
internally. Who were the pure poor {Cheongbinja: ft#) in church history? St.
Francis of Assisi and Wesley would be a good answer.
St. Francis of Assisi (1181/2-1226) and John Wesley (1703-91) have been
two popular, captivating and admirable figures in the history of Christianity. Their
influence is tremendous. Francis and Wesley's influence has provided a chance
for real change in people's lives. People have not only admired their stories from
afar. They have also literally followed these leaders, joining their visions of
Snyder spells out how to implement the ministry of all believers as follows:
As part of a renewal strategy, this emphasis calls for several things:
teaching on spiritual gifts and universal priesthood, modeling this in speech and
structure, providing training and opportunities for leadership development, and
affirming initial faltering steps at ministry or exercising gifts. The ministry of all
believers needs to be demonstrated visibly in the three areas of worship,
community, and witness. Perhaps most basically, this emphasis means
conceiving of the pastoral role essentially as one of equipping believers for
ministry (Eph. 4:11-12). This dovetails nicely with the use of small groups, which
are essential discipling and equipping structure. (2004b:228)
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Christian ministry. This section will attempt to investigate these two key Christian
figures and will also attempt to seek a commonality between them with regard to
their vision for ministry.
Although there is reason enough to proclaim the significant difference in
the respective historical context for each figure, there is also reason to think that
there is certain continuity between the two periods: 'The world of the early
thirteenth century was in many ways not unlike that of the eighteenth"
(Richardson 1938:218). In both centuries a new order was arising and a new
impetus had been given to commerce. On the one hand the results of the
Crusades were already being felt in the growing town movement that followed
the rapidly increasing trade with the East, and on the other hand the beginnings
of the Industrial Revolution were at work transforming a medieval England into a
modern one (Richardson 1938:218). Specifically, "Francis appeared on the eve
of the rise of the mercantile trade, and Wesley's day was witnessing the
beginnings of the new industrial economic order" (Logan 1982:5). Both
witnessed times "of great movements of population from the rural areas to the
cities, to which seeming economic opportunities attracted many among the rural
poor" (Gonzales 1987:306). Thus, in another fashion it can be said that the two
men ministered in times which had many similar circumstances.
As for the church, both figures witnessed the same phenomenon in which
"there was the same ecclesiastical corruption, the same outward form and
ceremony that lacked the spirit" (Richardson 1938:218). As Tralascia informs us,
it "is well known how the Latin Church lived in the twelfth century and the
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Anglican Church in the eighteenth century lived through a dangerous spiritual
crisis of destruction which claimed the immediate and energetic action of
providential apostles" (1926:927). Therefore, both figures entered into the same
historical situation hungry for revival in which the church needed to regain "their
heritage within the Church of Jesus Christ" (Burns 1900:54).
Another point of contact lies in their vocational callings, and the manner in
which these arose: "In both, the first sign with which this vocation reveals itself is
a vivid and bitter personal experience of sin together with an ardent desire for
deliverance. Both feel themselves sinners and lost, and they make the utmost
efforts to get out of that condition of misery" (Tralascia 1926:927-28). With both
figures, there was especially an initial, intense struggle with assurance. Each
became agitated and sad, and they each yearned for peace in their spirit. They
both tried to "meditate, pray, fast, and give themselves to all kinds of hardest and
most humiliating exercises of piety" (Tralascia 1926:927). Then, the way in
which their vocational calling becomes clear is wonderfully similar in both cases
(Tralascia 1926:927).
Another point of intersection with the two is with their character. Cameron
is the main proponent of this similarity, and he finds both men as having sensitive
consciences and humility. Though Francis was widely known for his humility,
Cameron also cites an occasion when Wesley did achieve some semblance of
"holy humility" (1954:273). They were however very different in personality.
Next, each man had a missionary spirit. In fact, both men possessed an
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"unrestrainable missionary spirit of proselytism" (Tralascia 1926:928). Francis
and Wesley "looked upon all ttie world as his parish. (Francis) had his Leo and
Brothers Minor just as Wesley had his Fletcher and 'the people called
Methodists'" (Cell 1935:349).
On a related point, both men supported an itinerant ministry among their
movement's preachers. Initially, both men first converted themselves to an
evangelical itinerant ministry which would have been "no easier for the staid
Anglican Wesley than for the moderately well-to-do Francis" (Logan 1982:6).
Then, their followers also accepted and practiced the new style of ministry.
Francis wanted "his followers to consider themselves as pilgrims and foreigners
in this world," and Wesley commanded "his followers not to be too long fixed in
one place; he therefore calls them itinerant ministers" (Tralascia 1926:928).
Though, in both cases, this itinerant style of ministry indiscriminately reaching out
with evangelical passion to all persons drew the criticism of church authorities
(Logan 1982:6). Cameron notes how there is "a genuine Franciscan ring in more
than one of the 'Rules of an Assistant' which Wesley drew up for the guidance of
lay Preachers at the first Conference" (1954:268).
Another similar aspect of their respective ministries was their strong
support of the common "laity" and their particular approaches in that support.
Both renewal movements were calls to the "laity" and both had a democratic
significance: "The annual Methodist Conferences were not unlike the Whitsun
gatherings at the Portiuncula, and the crowds that assembled to hear Saint
Francis bore many resemblances to the rough Kingswood colliers" (Richardson
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1938:218). In addition, both Francis and Wesley formed a rule, by which their
followers might deepen their individual religious life.
Ultimately, though, one cannot overlook the special affinity which both of
them had for the impoverished of their respective worlds. In fact, they had more
than this, for they focused their very lives and ministry on the poor. Both of their
renewal movements "were essentially roving apostolates to the poor, conducted
by men whose commendation lay not in their ecclesiastical status but in their
concern for sinners and in their own poverty" (Cameron 1954:267-68). For
Francis it was Christ in the form of poor lepers; forWesley it was the same Christ
in the form of poor miners and others of the lowest working class. They were all
persons for whom Christ "had been made poor" and for whom he died (Logan
1982:6). For Francis, the "incarnate action of God in Christ made such love for
the poor and outcasts an inescapable historical fact." For Wesley, it was
imperative for him to seek out the poor "if the gospel of Christ were to be served"
(Jennings 1994:142). Because Word was made flesh, Francis and Wesley would
love all of God's people, especially the poor.
As the two agreed on ministry with the poor, they also each objected to
excess wealth. Certainly, Francis objected to wealth from the very start when he
dramatically rejected every one of his last possessions in front of his father and
the bishop (Thomas of Celano 1988:142). As Thomas of Celano describes
Francis, he had "no love of money" and "could not be mislead by any aspect of
good in it" (1988:16). Indeed, even "Saint Francis' sensitive conscience
reproached him as a thief if he took more than he need in his begging" (Cameron
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1954:269). Wesley also objected to unnecessary opulence whicti was not
directed toward ttie poor. He warned the Methodists of the danger of wealth on
many occasions. In addition, Wesley was very well aware of an increasing
Methodist prosperity. In his 1786 article "Thoughts upon Methodism,"
Wesley notes as follows:
Is there no way to prevent this? This continual declension of pure
religion? We ought not to forbid people to be diligent and frugal. We must
exhort all Christians to gain all they can, and to save all they can�that is,
in effect to grow rich! What way then (I ask again) can we take that our
money may not sink us to the nethermost hell? There is one way, and
there is no other under heaven. If those who gain all they can, and save
all they can, will likewise give all they can, then the more they gain, the
more they will grow in grace, and the more treasure they will lay up in
heaven. {Works 9:530 [emphasis in the original])
Wesley knew the same ordering of God's kingdom that Francis knew, for he once
said, religion "must not go 'from the greatest to the least,' or the power would
'appear to be of men'" {Works 21 :466).
The two figures indeed had a certain joy in their privation. Cameron
claims that this may actually be the "most authentic echo of the Franciscan spirit"
in the Wesleyan movement (1954:269). With both men and their movements,
they had a gaiety in their poverty and made an effort in retaining their simplicity.
These renewal leaders' vision for ministry to and with the poor is the
greatest news to our contemporary situation. Today, we have the poor among us
just as Francis, Wesley, and Christ did. In fact, with increasing globalization and
with population growth, we are increasingly alongside more poverty-stricken
people every passing day. In fact, Maddox proclaims that indeed, "there is a
widening gap at present between the rich and poor in several nations, between
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developed (or overdeveloped!) nations and the developing nations, and between
the culturally elite and the culturally marginalized" (1994:35).
To acquire a unified vision for ministry between Francis and Wesley
ultimately requires us to look at the sum of their similarities. Here are some
important parameters for ministry as far as these two figures are concerned
based on what we have uncovered: (1) an age in which the church and world
seek to regain their heritage and rediscover their identity; (2) an original leader
with a strong vocational calling devoted to Jesus Christ and possessing humility
and sensitivity; (3) a dynamic ministerial movement with a missionary spirit, an
itinerant ministry for the ministers, support of "lay" persons in ministry, and strict
rule or accountability for all; and (4) a commitment to ministry to and with the
poor while joyously accepting this new life without the human benefits of excess
wealth. These four general parameters seem to be not only unified but also quite
workable and possible for future implementation.
Francis and Wesley would agree on a single, united vision for ministry. In
addition, this vision would be relevant and potentially directly employable in a
unified Korea/Corea. Francis and Wesley's renewal movements would offer a
solid foundation to survive and prosper in times and places of past difficulty and
an unknown future. Finally, in a time where everyone is called to be a minister
and the poor and marginalized suffer, this vision with its empowered "laity" and
active, practical ministry would be now more able than ever to conduct proper
servant ministry to and with those who suffer.
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Conclusion
Along with the peoplehood (the ministry of all believers), South Korean
Christians need to recover the brotherhood and sisterhood (not just mission for
and to the poor but accept the poor as coheirs of the kingdom of God). Francis
of Assisi and Wesley's vision for grassroots ministry resonates in the Korean
context where there is a need for both decentralized leadership and ministry to
and with the poor.
Creativity is a two-part process. The generating of an idea on a specific
vision is just the first part. The second and often more challenging and difficult
part is the implementation of the idea. Clearly, our challenge is before us. It is
my hope that we may come to know and act upon God's imperatives for ministry
and the urgency it requires.
CHAPTER 4
THE FLEXIBLE WESLEY AND THE POSSIBILITY OF
A CONTEXTUALIZED NORTH KOREAN CHURCH
One of the notable factors in Wesley's life as a renewal movement leader
was his flexible missiology. In this chapter, I refer to Wesley as the flexible
Wesley.
Weslev's Flexibility
George G. Hunter III points out the importance of flexibility: "Leaders of
historic Christian movements have adhered to this strategic flexibility in pursuing
their objectives" (1987:209). According to Hunter, John Wesley "could also make
strategic adjustments on the spot" (1987:53).
Everett M. Rogers states the importance of flexibility in diffusion of
innovation as follows: "Re-invention often is beneficial to the adopters of an
innovation. Flexibility in the process of adopting innovation may reduce mistakes
and encourage customization of the innovation to fit it more appropriately to local
situations or changing conditions" (1995:177). Since re-invention and
contextualization are inter related, I refer to Wesley as an innovator and a
contextualizer.
Robert J. Schreiter refers to contextual theology as approaches that
"concentrate more directly on the cultural context in which Christianity takes root
and receives expression. . . . contextual models [or theologies] begin their
reflection with the cultural context" (1997:12). Stephen B. Bevans writes similarly
of contextual theology: "There has never been a genuine theology that was
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articulated in an ivory tower withi no reference to or dependence on the events,
the thought forms, or the culture of its particular place and time" (1998:4). This is
probably overstated, though Bevans' point is valid. The point is that all good
theology takes carefully into consideration the context. Thus Bevans adds,
"Theology, in other words, is the way religion makes sense within a particular
culture" (1998:7).
Wesley showed flexibility and creativity in adapting the gospel to his
cultural context in order to transform it. Heitzenrater notes: "If current forms and
regulations interfered with his call to minister to those who had spiritual and
physical needs, . . . [Wesley] was willing to consider certain options to deviate,
innovate, or othenwise press the limits of normal propriety" (1995:319). Wesley in
effect practiced contextualization, using and transforming the context.
Heitzenrater notes that Wesley "is often seen as a pragmatic leader who could
perceive and respond to needs" (1995:322). Hunter, in his book To Spread the
Power: Church Growth in the Wesleyan Spirit, goes deeper:
From their pragmatic philosophy, the Wesley brothers developed
an "indigenous" approach to ministry more than a century before
anthropologists could tell us what to call it. Wesley knew that a people's
culture is the medium of God's revelation to them. He sensed that when
the cultural form of ministry "fits" the people, they have the best chance to
understand and respond. The Wesleys did not act on this principle
without kenosis, or self-emptying, of their own "Oxbridge" cultural tastes.
However, they felt called to reach the working peoples of England, who
never went to church, whom the established church had written off. The
Wesleys demonstrated that forms of outreach that "fit" a people make it
more possible for them to respond than do alien or "superior" cultural
forms.
So Wesley, and other Methodist preachers, typically engaged these
unreached pagans in the open air, on their turf�perhaps in a market
square, or a church yard, or a park, or a wide city street, or a crossroads.
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or beside a mine, or a natural amptiithieater. The approach became
known as "field preaching." (1987:53-54)
Wesley's flexibility seems to have been a trait acquired after his strict
upbringing within the Anglican church. In his 1789 article "Farther Thoughts on
Separation from the Church," Wesley reveals his inflexibility in the early stages of
his life and ministry:
1 . From a child I was taught to love and reverence the Scripture,
the oracles of God, and next to these to esteem the primitive Fathers, the
writers of the three first centuries. Next after the primitive Church I
esteemed our own, the Church of England, as the most scriptural national
church in the world. I therefore not only assented to all the doctrines, but
observed all the rubric[s] in the Liturgy, and that with all possible
exactness, even at the peril of my life.
2. In this judgment and with this spirit I went to America, strongly
attached to the Bible, the primitive Church, and the Church of England,
from which I would not vary in one jot or tittle on any account whatever.
{Works 9:538)
This self-evaluation suggests that a main cause ofWesley's seeming failure in
missionary service in North America was his strong attachment to the Anglican
Church and its interpretation of the Bible, its ecclesial practice, and the primitive
church. In other words, Wesley's "failure" in the mission field shows his earlier
lack of flexibility and contextualization. With such rigidity, Wesley could not be a
successful contextualizer in North America.
In his 1891 poem Methodism: a Retrospect and an Outlook, Charles
William Pearson depicts John Wesley as a missionary to America:
But where the leader of this little band [the Holy Club]?
His zeal has led him to a foreign strand.
Fain would he serve where there is greatest need,
Where deepest sorrows with his pity plead.
And so he leaves old England's pleasant fields.
And all the good his native country yields.
Its halls of learning and its bowers of ease,
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To brave the perils of the stormy seas,
To thread deep wilds, to teach a savage race.
Cheer the dark wigwam, light the stolid face.
In vain his zeal. War's jealousy prevents
His entrance to the wandering red-man's tents;
So turning thence, we see him next explore
Sparse settlements, and teach from door to door;
French, Germans, Spaniards are his brothers all;
In their own tongue he gives to each Christ's call.
The pastor also of an English band.
He guides with strong but not judicious hand;
A stiff High Churchman, each appointed rite
Is full of mystic virtue in his sight;
Inflexibly he follows every form.
Nor heeds the mutterings of the coming storm;
Misunderstandings grew, and foes increased.
Till home again fled back the harassed priest. (32 [emphasis in the
original])
The word "inflexibly" stands out here. John Wesley was not yet a flexible man.
W. Harrison Daniel acknowledges Wesley's inflexibility as one of several
contributing factors to Wesley's "failed" mission endeavor: "Yet the combination
of indifferent parishioners, politically resistant forces, and increasing isolation�
tied to some ofWesley's decisions and youthful headstrong nature�seriously
compromised Wesley's comprehensive mission in Savannah" (2000:454).
Wesley's missionary service was, however, not a complete failure. Daniel
notes: "IfWesleyan studies has taught us to see Wesley's return to England in
December 1737 as a failure (mainly due to his disastrous relationship with
parishioner Sophy Hawkins), mission history has often overlooked the models,
insights, and experiences that Wesley won in Savannah" (2000:454). Daniel
obsen/es:
The following insights which Wesley discovered and confirmed through
the Savannah period characterize central aspects of the Wesleyan
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mission movement, v^hicti have also achieved wider influence in the
modern missionary movement.
Wesley's experience in Savannah anticipates the following themes:
�The Salvation message of Christ is for all, particularly the
oppressed and the overlooked.
Wesley saw the message of Christ as inclusive of all races and
classes . . .
�There is a radical solidarity between missionary and hearer of the
Word of God.
. . . Both missionary and hearer expect to be taught by God as they
encounter each other around God's Word. . . .
�The key to understanding the good news is to be involved in
God's mission.
... In the encounter, all parties will discover God afresh in God's
mission.
�The world is our parish.
There should be no tension between parish and wider community
mission. Yet in Wesley's Savannah mission, the false dichotomy between
parish work and mission clearly raised itself. . . . Because of his later
reflection upon Savannah, the parish became a "mission field," and the
"mission field" became a parish. For Wesley and the later Methodists,
everywhere became a "mission field"� long before the phrase "mission in
six continents" was developed. Thereby, everywhere in the world has
become the central location of God's mission. (2000:454-455 [emphasis in
the original])
Wesley's seeming failure in Savannah was but a stepping-stone to his later
success in England.
In his 1979 article "The Wesleys in Georgia: An Evaluation," Warren
Thomas Smith assesses "the Georgia sojourn of the Wesleys" as follows:
Was it the ill-starred venture we customarily assume? Or is it to be
regarded as a major milestone�a necessary seasoning�for the brothers
soon to lead the evangelical revival? Has the propitious moment not
come to sound a new and positive note regarding Georgia, and shoud
that word not emanate from Georgia? In Georgia the Wesleys painfully
burned their fingers in the fire of reality, yet in the torturing experience,
they learned and matured. (1979:1)
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Smith points out that the Wesleys had to give up "the glories of Oxford's 'varieties
and luxuries'" (1979:11) in order to be missionaries to America. He adds: "The
Wesleys had made sacrifices in coming to Georgia; likewise they had gained
much" (1 979: 11). He elaborates:
Both brothers began to acquire a new understanding of people, an
empathy, which in turn, helped them see themselves. In their encounters
with blunt, forthright Georgia colonists, the two Oxonians had faced reality.
The American Indians, for the Wesleys, were no longer the stylized figures
imagined by writers of the Age of Reason, and Tomochichi and Mary
Musgrove tiad become part of their personal experience. The brothers
were introduced to the hardy, soul-searching piety of the Moravians, as
John learned German in order to engage in those never-to-be-forgotten
conversations with David Nitschmann and August Gottlieb Spangenberg.
The Wesleys eyes had been opened to the horrors of "that execrable
villa[i]ny"�the slave trade�with John's subsequent publication in 1774 of
Thoughts Upon Slavery and his prophetic letter to William Wilberforce in
1791. (1979:10)
Perhaps their tendency toward flexiblity and accomodation of people outside their
own class begin in their missionary service in America.
In his 1929 book History of Savannah Methodism: from John Wesley to
Silas Johnson, Haygood S. Bowden considers both aspects of John Wesley's
missionary service in Savannah:
His trip to Georgia was a failure in one respect but a big success to
himself personally as he afterward said it helped him to find himself.
College classics. High Church notions and strict methods of living found
no response from the red man of the wilderness. Liberated debtors and
strange conditions to be met, had little time and sympathy for prayer
meetings, Sunday Schools, and daily church ceremonies under moss
covered oaks fanned with breezes loaded with gnats and bedecked with
mosquitoes. The game of the forest and the fish of the streams appealed
from woodland altars on Sunday morning to the struggling communities
with stronger logic than did this young theologian fresh from the libraries
and classic halls of Oxford. (1929:24-25)
Bowden expounds why it was "a big success" to John Wesley:
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He learned two practical lessons wtiich proved to him of more value than
his degree from Oxford. He realized that he did not fit as a missionary to
the Indians and that Peter Bohler, the good Moravian, had the type and
kind of religion that he needed.
This visit to Georgia spurred him for a great success in London. He
began to preach where opportunity and necessity called. Crowds
thronged the streets to hear him, and offended the aristocratic taste of the
nobility of the Anglican Church, who wished to enjoy the easy hour in their
pew without being suffocated by the dense masses of the inrushing
population. (1929:25)
Henry Wheeler wrote somewhat similarly in his book One Thousand
Questions and Answers Conceming the Methodist Episcopal Church: Its History,
Government, Doctrines, and Usages Including the Origin, Polity, and Progress of
All OtherMethodist Bodies: "Wesley was himself greatly profited by the discipline
of trial and by the instruction of the Moravians." Wheeler claims that Wesley's
"two years in Georgia were among the most fruitful of his life" (1898:5). Perhaps
Wheeler evaluates too positively Wesley's experience in Georgia, yet his
observations contain some truth.
Wesley went through a sort of spiritual rite of passage in Georgia. His
missionary service marked the passage between the rigidity of his stern youth
and the mature flexibility of his later pastoral ministry. In Symbol and Ceremony:
Making Disciples across Cultures, Mathias Zahniser notes three phases of a rite
of passage:
The first phase, separation, involves the orchestration of symbols in
activities removing initiates from their state in society. . . .
The second phase is called liminality, from a Latin word meaning
"threshold," because it is transitional. This liminal phase provides initiates
with a chaotic limbo condition of transition "betwixt and between" the
clearly defined statuses and roles of childhood and adulthood in their
society. . . .
The last phase, reintegration, ritually reincorporates initiates into
society as full-fledged adults. (1997:92-93 [emphasis in the original])
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When Wesley "reincorporated" into England after a period of separation and
transition in Georgia, he was in "a liminal state ripe for learning and bonding to
community and to meaning" (Zahniser 1997:186). He was ready for
reintegration. Wesley of course went beyond mere reintegration. He changed
the society he reentered from Georgia by degrees. His reenternace eventually
changed English society as few other men have done.
A key turning point in Wesley's life and ministry was his first day of open-
air preaching on April 2, 1739.""* In his 1789 article "Farther Thoughts on
Separation from the Church," Wesley notes: "In this spirit I returned [from North
America], as regular a clergyman as any in the three kingdoms; till, after not
being permitted to preach in the churches, I was constrained to preach in the
open air. Here was my first irregularity" {Works 9:538 [emphasis in the original]).
From then on Wesley became a practicioner of what today we call
contextualization. Significantly, this occurred soon after his return from America.
We meet the flexible Wesley in his 1749 "Plain Account of the People called
Methodists:" "The Scripture, in most points, gives only general rules, and leaves
the pa/t/cu/ar circumstances to be adjusted by the common sense of mankind"
{Works 9:263 [emphasis in the original]).
Wesley's 1786 sermon "On Eternity" shows how Wesley's thinking had
changed: "All matter indeed is continually changing, and that into ten thousand
forms. But that it is changeable does in no wise imply that it is perishable. The
In his 1903 book The Roots ofMethodism, W. B. Fitzgerald highlights the importance
of the year 1739 in the Methodist movement: "The year 1739 was a year of origins. It
saw the first Methodist love-feast, the first field-preaching, the first dawn of the Class
Meeting, and the building of the first Methodist chapel" (93).
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substance may remain one and the same, though under innumerable forms"
{Works 2:362). Perhaps Wesley's flexibility was grounded in such a
philosophical outlook. And he did not confine the scope to physics: "Indeed
every creature under heaven does and must continually change its form" {Works
2:362).
Wesley was a strong leader but he was flexible enough to adapt new
forms for maintaining the momentum of the Methodist revival. In this connection
Leslie F. Church observes:
The spread of the Revival and the rapid growth of the Societies caused
him [Wesley] to extend and, sometimes, to modify and adapt his own
policy to the quickly-changing conditions. Later, he realized that the
people themselves were improvising and adapting his planning to their
local circumstances and newly discovered needs. (1949:212 [emphasis in
the original]).
Mildred Bangs Wynkoop also affirms Wesley's flexibility: "Wesley was not
afraid to alter his position when circumstances demanded it. . . . But he did not
fall into the trap of confusing the circumstance with the substance of truth"
(1972:65). She then observes, "We seek principles of interpretation derived from
Wesley himself, by which to understand him today. Could it not begin by noting
the very flexibility of his mind and heart, rooted in a sound sense of history?"
(1972:66)
Though Wesley has sometimes been depicted as a dictator, Snyder
observes, "Although Wesley exercised . . . overall control, [yet] often at the local
level, on a day-to-day basis, Methodism was very participatory and thus quite
democratic" (1999) In his 1750 sermon "Catholic Spirit," Wesley writes:
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9. And how shall we choose among so much variety? No man can
choose for or prescribe to another. But everyone must follow the dictates
of his own conscience in simplicity and godly sincerity. He must be fully
persuaded in his own mind, and then act according to the best light he has
Nor has any creature power to constrain another to walk by his own rule.
God has given no right to any of the children of men thus to lord it over the
conscience of his brethren. {Works 2:85)
This statement has considerable missiological implications. It should be an
encouragement to younger churches for their own contextualization.
David Hempton in Methodism: Empire of the Spirit explores the
importance of adaptability in the growth of Methodism across the North Atlantic,
employing the biological concepts of "Competition and Symbiosis" (2005:7).
Hempton shows "how Methodism forged a symbiotic relationship with its host
environments" (2005:7). He concludes: "The closer the environmental fit
between species and habitat, the faster and more sustained was the growth"
(2005:7). He argues:
Methodism survived as the fittest of the various brands of evangelical piety
in the first half of the eighteenth century, but its future growth depended
largely on how well it would adapt to dramatic environmental changes.
The changes from which Methodism stood to gain, or lose, show up in the
standard histories of the later eighteenth century: rapid demographic
expansion; population mobility, whether compulsory or voluntary,
especially to the New World; the development of proto-industrialization,
industrialization, and social class; the rise of domestic and international
markets; the growth of consumerism; the spread of the British Empire and
therefore of Anglicanism; the beginnings of revolutionary political
movements; and the transplanting of old European religious conflicts into
new soil in different parts of the world. (Hempton 2005:16-17)
Hempton adds:
These relatively concrete changes, which can be counted and reproduced
in maps and graphs, were accompanied by less utilitarian but equally
important changes in thought and culture involving the spread of
enlightenment and religious toleration, changes in gender relations and
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family structure, and subtle shifts in the construction of individual and
group identities. (2005:17)
All of this has relevance for the Korean context. Flexibility would be the
key in a unified Korea/Corea. Sun-tzu's observation is a reminder of the
importance of flexible contextualization in a unified Korea/Corea:
Now the army's disposition of force [hsing] is like water. Water's
configuration [hsing] avoids heights and races downward. . . . Water
configures [hsing] its flow in accord with the terrain . . . water has no
constant shape [hsing]. One who is able to change and transform in
accord with the enemy and wrest victory is termed spiritual! (Sawyer
1993:168)
The Possibility of a Contextualized North Korean Church
Juche has been a taboo word in South Korea since the 1980s. Many
South Koreans, mostly college students, who mentioned the Juche idea publicly
were cast into prison on a charge of treason. Yet the Juche idea was widely
known among South Koreans in the 1980s, because the main group of students
in the democratic movement used it as a means of advocating Korean unification
and anti-Americanism. South Korean radicals, then and now, see the Korean-
American relationship as a colonial one. Some of them see a hope of true
independence in the spirit of the Juche idea. Most ordinary South Koreans
appear to be indifferent to the Juche idea, however. Some are afraid of the
Juche idea. However no one so far has examined the Juche idea from a
missiological point of view.
Because of this political context, the Juche idea is a dangerous one to use
to contextualize the gospel. In the history of the church, however, there are good
examples of dangerous ideas that were adopted by the church, with good results.
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Kenneth Scott Latourette shows some examples In the early Christians' view of
Christ:
The early Christians, including those who had been his most
intimate companions, came to cherish very exalted views of Jesus. They
named him Messiah, Christ, the anointed one. They called him Kyrios
(Kupioa), "Lord." Indeed the only creedal affirmation which seems to have
been asked of the first converts was subscription to the declaration,
"Jesus is Lord." While to those reared in a Greek or a non-Jewish Oriental
background this term would bring to mind the many "lords" of the mystery
religions with the assurance of immorality through being joined in union
with the central figure of one or another of these cults, to those with a
Jewish heritage the word Kyrios was the Greek term employed for the
Hebrew Adonai, which meant God himself, or, in one passage from the
Psalms which Christians remembered, the Messiah as well as God. ... In
the even more famous passage at the outset of Tfie Gospel according to
John, Jesus is identified with the Logos (Aoyoa) or "Word.". . .
Scholars are by no means agreed as to the source from which the
term Logos came into this passage and, therefore, as to the precise
meaning which it had for the author. Some maintain that it was from a
strain in current Hellenistic thought to which several schools of Greek
philosophy contributed, and which in Judaism had its outstanding
exponent in Philo. (1953:140-141)
Latourette also suggests other examples in the early Christians' use of pagan
literature and language: "Should Christians study and teach the non-Christian
literature�the Greek and Roman philosophers, poets, and dramatists�held in
such high regard by the pagans about them, or were these writings so in contrast
with the Gospel that to read them would contaminate the faith of Christians"
(1953:249)? Latourette goes on:
One which was little short of revolutionary was the new meaning
which Christianity gave to certain words, some of them in familiar use. In
attempts to express their deepest conviction and central beliefs. Christians
sometimes coined new terms. Often, however, they took over existing
words, such as deus in Latin and theos (Osoa) in Greek, and endeavoured
to fill them with distinctively Christian content. They were not entirely
successful, for many of the terms carried over with them to those who
employed them something of their pre-Christian and even anti-Christian
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connotations. Yet in varying degrees Christians gave peculiarly Christian
meanings to the words which they adopted. (1953:250)
In North Korea there is Juche art, Juche literature, Juche drama, and
Juche music. One crucial thing is missing. There is no Juche church so far. The
Juche idea can be used as code for an indigenous church in the northern part of
a unified Korea/Corea. Exploring the possibility of a Juche (indigenous) church
in North Korea is one of the main goals of this study. That is, the Juche concept
could possibly be transformed to signify a truly indigenous North Korean church.
I am not of course promoting the Juche term or concept itself, but rather that
responsible missiological reflection, planning, and action in the South Korean
church require a missiological understanding of Juche culture and ideology.
Paul Tillich in his book Theology of Culture gives insight that is relevant to
the issue of why South Korean Christians have to consider the missiological
implications of the Juche idea. He writes, "Communication is a matter of
participation. Where there is no participation there is no communication. This is,
again, a limiting condition because our participation is inevitably limited. . . .
Participation means participation in f/7e/r existence, out of which the questions
come to which we are supposed to give the answer" (1959:204-205 [emphasis in
the original]). Although we South Korean Christians know our own limitations, we
have to participate in the existence of North Koreans in order to communicate the
Christian message. Tillich argues:
We can speak to people only if we participate in their concern, not
by condescension, but by sharing in it. We can point to the Christian
answer only if, on the other hand, we are not identical with them. And
thirdly, we can use these people and their ideas to awaken those among
our group who are still living in a secure tower. We can awaken them to
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the elements In themselves which are usually covered by an assumed
knowledge of all answers. So these three phases we must keep in mind.
We must participate but we must not be identical, and we must use this
double attitude to undercut the complacency of those who assume that
they know all answers and are not aware of their existential conflicts.
Our answers must have as many forms as there are questions, and
situations, individual and social. (1959:207-208)
Tillich maintains that "The Church and culture are within, not alongside,
each other. And the Kingdom of God includes both while transcending both"
(1959:51). This view is consistent with a Wesleyan model of theology and
practice.
Juche as a Chonja: The Juche idea is what can be called a Chongja in
this study. The theory of Chongja [A seed or a kernel] is very important to North
Korean writers and artists. Juche Art depicts Chongja as follows:
Chongja, in a nutshell, is the core of a work, the basic factor in deciding its
value. Only when a writer grasps the right chongja can he communicate
adequately his thoughts and aesthetic view and fill his work with
philosophic tone. The invention of chongja, a new conception in the
development of literature, is a great event in literary history which adorned
the great flower garden of our popular literature and art with brilliant
revolutionary works of lofty ideology, high artistry and profound philosophy.
(1976:7-8)
The Juche idea offers a Chongja on Christian mission in a unified Korea/Corea.
If there is Juche art, why could there not be a Juche church? There must be
such a thing as a Juche church. Yet no one seems to think that a North Korean
way of life (the Juche idea) would call for a Juche church. The missiological
issue here is one of contextualization.
In order to explore and understand issues of faithful contextualization in
North Korea, in this study, I use the writings of both II Sung Kim and Jong II Kim
insofar as they are relevant to the topic of Christian mission in a unified
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Korea/Corea. An affirmation of flexible contextualization is found in the following
statement of Jong II Kim:
The education of young people should be conducted in a variety of ways,
without sticking to any formula or set pattern. We should consistently
maintain the traditional forms and methods of education on the one hand,
on the other, develop them in depth ceaselessly as required by the reality
so as to apply them in a creative manner. (1993a: 17).
Jong II Kim emphasizes the importance of the party leadership: "Our Party
[The Workers' Party of Korea] equipped all our people fully with the Juche idea,
united them closely behind the leader [II Sung Kim] organizationally, ideologically
and morally, and thus made the revolutionary ranks a socio-political organism"
(1993c:3). Note two key phrases of Kim here: "The Juche idea" and "a socio
political organism." According to Kim, North Korea is a socio-political organism
nurtured by the Juche idea. Interestingly, Kim expresses a nation. North Korea,
as an organism. The party, apparently, is the nerve center of the organism. Kim
emphasizes: "Young people must follow the Party, believing in it as the shaper
and protector of their destiny, and should ensure that loyalty underlies their faith,
conscience, morality and everyday life" (1993a: 12).
If Christians committed to Christian mission in a unified Korea/Corea are
able to replace the role of the Workers' Party of Korea by a biblically faithful
Juche church, there could be great success. A Juche church, of course, has to
be a living organism in order to be fruitful. One thing we must remember is that
the life-giving nutrition of a Juche church comes not from the Juche idea but from
the global good news, the gospel.
Juche in North Korea: North Korea: A Country Study describes Juche as
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"the application of Marxism-Leninism to the North Korean experience. Based on
autonomy and self-reliance, chuch'e has been popularized since 1955 as an
official guideline for independence in politics, economics, national defense, and
foreign policy" (Savada 1994:324). Yet, soon Marxism itself was transformed. In
his chapter in North Korea: A Country Study, Bruce G. Cumings notes on Juche:
"By the 1970s, chuch'e had fundamentally triumphed over Marxism-Leninism as
the basic ideology of the regime, but the emphases were there from the
beginning. Chuch'e is the opaque core of North Korean national solipsism"
(Savada 1994:43). Jong II Kim, the current leader of North Korea, argues that
the Juche idea is different from Marxism-Leninism:
In his early years of revolutionary activities, the leader was well
versed in Marxism-Leninism. But he did not confine himself to applying
Marxism-Leninism to the Korean revolution but pioneered a new phase of
revolutionary theory from a steadfast Juche-based standpoint and
resolved the problems arising in the revolutionary practice from a unique
angle. (1982:7)
Jong II Kim proposes calling the Juche idea "Kim II Sungism." In his
chapter in North Korea: A Country Study, Donald M. Seekins comments on the
Juche idea as follows:
Chuch'e legitimizes cultural, economic, and political isolationism by
stressing the error of imitating foreign countries or of becoming
excessively "international." During the 1970s, Kim Jong II suggested that
chuch'e ideology be renamed Kim II Sung Chuui (Kim II Sungism). Kim II
Sungism, epitomizing chuch'e, is described as superior to all other
systems of human thought, including (apparently) Marxism.
. . . Moreover, chuch'e provides a "proper" standpoint from which to
create or judge art, literature, drama, and music, as well as a philosophical
underpinning for the country's educational system. (Savada 1994:69-70)
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In their propaganda book Do You Know about Korea?: 100 Questions and
Answers, the North Korean elites praise the role of Jong II Kim in establishing the
Juche idea as the guiding idea of North Korea:
In September 1973 Comrade Kim Jong II was elected Secretary of
the Party Central Committee, and in February 1974 he was elected a
Member of its Political Committee.
In order to ensure that the whole society is modeled on the Juche
idea, he has seen to it that the Party's monolithic ideological system has
become more firmly established throughout the Party and society and has
worked to strengthen the Party.
With a view to accomplishing the revolutionary cause of Juche
pioneered by the great leader Comrade Kim II Sung, he has directed great
efforts to carrying forward the glorious revolutionary traditions of the
Workers' Party of Korea.
In order to step up the modeling of the whole society on the Juche
idea, he has led with wisdom the struggle to intensify the ideological,
technical and cultural revolutions. (1989:9-10)
The book goes on to eulogize Jong II Kim:
He has acted with intelligence in organizing and guiding the efforts
to develop and bring about a great blossoming of socialist culture to meet
the requirement of making the Juche idea prevail throughout society.
He has fully incorporated the great leader Comrade Kim II Sung's
Juche-oriented thoughts on literature and art and so has set an original
policy on conducting a revolution in literature and art and, by splendidly
carrying out this policy, he has seen to it that a golden age of Juche art
has dawned. (1989:10)
At the Sixth Congress of the Workers' Party of Korea held in
October 1980, Comrade Kim Jong II was elected a Member of the
Presidium of the Political Bureau and Secretary of the Central Committee
of the Party and a Member of the Party Central Military Commission.
Since the Sixth Party Congress he has ensured that the Party base
was further strengthened with a view to making a great advance in
modeling the whole society on the Juche idea. (1 989: 10-11)
The book Do You Know about Korea?: 100 Questions and Answers, also
gives answers to the question of what the Juche idea is:
The respected leader Comrade Kim II Sung created the great
Juche idea having formed a clear perception of the requirements of the
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new era when the once oppressed and maltreated popular masses had
emerged as the masters of their own destiny and, in the course of the
Korean revolution, has perfected it to make it the guiding idea of the
revolution in our era.
In short, the Juche idea is the idea that the masters of the
revolution and construction are the popular masses and that the masses
are the motive force of the revolution and construction.
In other words, it is the idea that the master of one's destiny is
oneself and that the power to forge one's destiny also lies in oneself.
(1989:11-12)
The book reveals some key principles (the philosophical principle, socio-historical
principles, and guiding principles) of the Juche idea as follows:
The philosophical principle of the Juche idea is that man is the
master of everything and decides everything.
That man is the master of everything means that he is the master of
the world and of his own destiny; that man decides everything means that
he plays the decisive role in transforming the world and in shaping his own
destiny.
The philosophical principle of the Juche idea is a man-centered
philosophy which explains man's position and role in the world.
The socio-historical principles of the Juche idea are that the popular
masses are the subject of social history, that the history of human society
is the history of the struggle to realize and defend the Chajusong of the
popular masses, that socio-historical movement is the creative movement
of the popular masses to transform and alter nature and society and that
the people's consciousness of independence plays the decisive role in the
revolutionary struggle.
The socio-historical principles clarified by the Juche idea represent
a new view of social history, a Juche-orientated view of history.
The guiding principles of the Juche idea are to maintain an
independent stand, to apply creative methods and to place the main stress
on ideology.
The guiding principles of the Juche ideas are the guide for
establishing Juche in Party and state activities and in all spheres of the
revolution and construction. (1989:12-13)
The book gives answers to the question of why the Juche idea is the guiding idea
of North Korea:
First, the Government of the Republic works out and carries out all
its lines and policies on the basis of the Juche idea; secondly, proceeding
from the Juche idea, it defines the fundamental principles which must be
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adhered to in all fields of state activity and holds fast to them; thirdly, it
formulates the basic form and method of state activity and leads the
revolution and construction on the basis of the Juche idea.
Guided by the Juche idea, the Government of the Republic works
out all its lines and policies in accordance with the desires and interests of
our people and regards Juche in ideology, independence in politics, self-
sufficiency in the economy and self-reliance in national defence as the
fundamental principles of state activity. (1989:13)
The book emphasizes the meaning and importance of the modeling of the whole
society on the Juche idea as follows:
Modeling the whole society on the Juche idea means building a
communist society by keeping this idea as a constant guideline and
applying it fully in the revolution and construction. In other words, it
means capturing the ideological and material fortresses of communism by
remoulding ali the members of society into communist people of a Juche
type and transforming all aspects of social life as required by the Juche
idea.
That is why modeling the whole society on the Juche idea is the
overall task of our revolution, the aim of which is to build a communist
society. (1989:14)
As we have seen, the Juche idea is the core of North Korean culture. The
missiological challenge ahead of us is to find answers on the questions of ways
this idea can be used, or perhaps transformed, in positive ways for the sake of a
truly indigenous North Korean church.
Juche and Religious Sentiment: The Juche idea is a political ideology
rather than a religious system, although a religious sentiment can be found
among the Juche idea followers. Anthony F. C. Wallace makes a helpful
comment in understanding the common religious sentiment of communist
movements:
Communist movements are commonly asserted to have the quality of
religious movements, despite their failure to appeal to a supernatural
community, and such things as the development of a Marxist gospel with
elaborate exegesis, the embalming of Lenin, and the concern with
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conversion, confession, and mora! purity (as defined by ttie movement)
have the earmarks of religion. The Communist Revolution of 1917 in
Russia was almost typical in structure of religious revitalization
movements: there was a very sick society, prophets appealed to a revered
authority (Marx), apocalyptic and Utopian fantasies were preached, and
missionary fervor animated the leaders. Furthermore, many social and
political reform movements, while not atheistic, act through secular rather
than religious media and invoke religious sanction only in a perfunctory
way. (1956:277)
Surely, there are "the earmarks of religion" in the Juche idea. The Juche idea,
however, is not a religion, contrary to the title of Thomas J. Balke's book (1999),
Juche: A Christian Study ofNorth Korea's State Religion, claims.
Paul Tillich, in Theology of Culture, asserts that "Religion is not a special
function of the human spirit
"
(1959:6). According to Tillich, religion cannot find a
home at the moral function, the coginitive function, and the aesthetic function.
Religion is not a feeling either (1959:6-7). Tillich defines: "Religion, in the largest
and most basic sense of the word, is ultimate concern" (1959:7-8). North
Koreans do not regard the Juche idea as ultimate concern. The Juche idea does
not have the dimension of depth of the following: "Religious aspect points to that
which is ultimate, infinite, unconditional in man's spiritual life" (Tillich 1959:7).
Tillich points out both the glory and shame of religion. The glory of
religion is that "Religion opens up the depth of man's spiritual life which is usually
covered by the dust of our daily life and the noise of our secular work. It gives us
the experience of the Holy, of something which is untouchable, awe-inspiring, an
ultimate meaning, the source of ultimate courage" (Tillich 1959:9). The shame of
religion is that "It [religion] makes itself the ultimate and despises the secular
realm. It makes its myths and doctrines, its rites and laws into ultimates and
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persecutes those who do not subject themselves to it. It forgets that its own
existence is a result of man's tragic estrangement from his true being. It forgets
its own emergency character" (1959:9).
The Juche idea is the reverse of religion. The Juche idea focuses only on
"the dust of our daily life and the noise of our secular work" (Tillich 1959:9). The
Juche idea has been surely a source of courage to North Korean leaders, but not
the "ultimate" courage.
Tillich affirms that Marxism, that is "the genuine impulses in the thinking
and acting of Marx himself (1959:183), is "a movement of social justice against a
conservative system of political and ecclesiastical hierarchies which were
identical at the top and worked together on every level" (1959:183). Tillich
describes Marxism, especially the communist radicalism, as "a religion of social
justice in secular terms" (1959:183).
One sees a key to understanding what is going on in North Korea under
the banner of the Juche idea in Tillich's following description of Marxism of the
East:
Every revolution devours not only its own children but itself as well. In
order to preserve its results, the revolution must become conservative.
Sacramental or quasi-sacramental ideas, rites, institutions must be
established, actualized, and defended. New hierarchies develop;
traditions, especially national ones, are revived. Persons, words, and
institutions are consecrated. They become symbols of the ultimate
concern which permeates the whole society. But it is not simply a
restoration of the past that occurs in this stage of the development. Many
elements of the revolutionary period are preserved. The messianic
impetus survives and is turned towards the rest of the world. It creates a
permanent treat to other nations and calls forth their reactions to this
threat. The idea of social justice with which the attack on the sacramental
system was won are repeated, although the original situation no longer
exists. They have become slogans and tools of propaganda, inside and
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outside ttie system. The secular attitude and language is unchanged, but
it is combined in a peculiar way with a strong national mysticism.
(1959:184)
The Juche idea is the "quasi-sacramental idea" in North Korea. The Juche idea
has been "the idea of social justice." In the Juche idea, we can also easily find "a
strong national mysticism."
In his book Dimensions of the Sacred: An Anatomy of the World's Beliefs,
Ninian Smart identifies seven "dimensions" of religions and ideologies (1996).
The seven dimensions are: (1) the doctrinal or philosophical; (2) the ritual or
practical; (3) the mystic or narrative; (4) the experiential or emotional; (5) the
ethical or legal; (6) the social or organizational; and (7) the material or artistic
(1996:xv). In the book's glossary Smart defines the seven dimensions as
follows:
[1] Doctrinal or philosophical dimension: The aspect in which a religion
expresses itself in relatively abstract and philosophical terms, for example,
the doctrine of impermanence in Buddhism, or the Trinity doctrine in
Christianity. (1996:xv)
[2] Mythic dimension: The narrative or mythic aspect of religion�for
example, the story of Christ or the stories of Krishna. (1996:xxi)
[3] Ethical or legal dimension: The aspect of a belief, which incorporates
moral and legal values. (1996:xvi)
[4] Experiential dimension: The aspect of belief which involves emotion
and experience: e.g., the vision of Isaiah in the Temple, the Buddha's
Enlightenment. (1996:xvi)
[5] Ritual dimension: The aspect of belief manifested in rituals and other
practices, for example, the Eucharist, contemplative practice. (1996:xxiv)
[6] Social dimension: The aspect of belief which manifests itself in
society and social organizations (for example, through a Church or
Sangha). (1996:xxv)
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[7] Material dimension: Those aspects of religion exhibited in material
form, such as temples, paintings, special clothing and pilgrimage sites.
(1996:xx)
Smart however makes no mention of ideologies in the above definitions.
He does however deal with both religious and secular worldviews throughout the
book. He writes: "I do not here wish to affirm a definition [of religion] in the strict
sense. Moreover, I believe that there are sufficient affinities between religious
and secular worldviews (such as applied Marxism and nationalism) to include the
secular in the scope of this work" (1996:2). The scope of Smart's work therefore
is not just about the world's religions, but also about the world's ideologies, as
well. So he uses the term "beliefs" instead of religions in the subtitle of the book.
Dimensions of ttie Sacred: An Anatomy of ttie World's Beliefs.
Smart speaks of secular worldviews in his glossary as "Worldviews which
are not, by modern English usage, 'religious,' such as Marxism, humanism or
Fascism" (1996:xxv). The Juctie idea belongs to a secular worldview category.
The Juctie idea is a belief system, but not a religious system in the strict sense.
The seven identifiable dimensions of Smart can be used as a checklist of the
Juctie idea, an ideology but not a religion. If we regard the Juche idea as a
religion in the strict sense, there is not much room for a missiological use of it.
But seen as a worldview, it is missiologically useful.
The Juche idea may be described as a combination of Marxism and
nationalism. One finds breathing room in Smart's scheme of the "seven
dimensions" of religions and ideologies because Smart devotes considerable
attention to Marxism and nationalism. Smart comments: "The combination of
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nationalism and Marx could ttius express a very strong eschatology and sense of
national salvation" (Smart 1996:149). That is why we can find a strong religious
sentiment in the Juche idea.
Smart defines his approach as "a version of worldview analysis" (1996:2).
Smart provides a warrant for why we have to deal with the Juche idea, a
dominant worldview of North Koreans: "We may also, in having a clear picture of
human patterns of symbols and of the taxonomy of the sacred, clarify what the
major concerns are in the differing cultures of the human race" (1996:298).
Wallace's description of "mazeway reformulation" is a good indication of
the importance of contextualization in a revitalization movement: "Whether the
movement is religious or secular, the reformulation of the mazeway generally
seems to depend on a restructuring of elements and subsystems which have
already attained currency in the society and may even be in use, and which are
known to the person who is to become the prophet or leader" (1956:270). In this
study, the Juche idea is an element and subsystem, which can be restructured
for the contextualization of Christian mission in a unified Korea/Corea.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Employing Juche: Some may object to
the Juche idea because there is always a danger of syncretism in adapting
certain cultural aspects to Christianity. In his article "Syncretism" in Evangelical
Dictionary of World Missions, A. Scott Moreau defines syncretism as the
"Blending of one idea, practice, or attitude with another. Traditionally among
Christians it has been used of the replacement or dilution of the essential truths
of the gospel through the incorporation of non-Christian elements" (2000:924).
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"To examine practices for syncretistic tendencies," Moreau continues, "we must
first use a phenomenological approach in which we simply uncover what is
actually happening or being taught. Built on that, we use theological and cultural
analysis to understand what is happening. Finally, we evaluate what we have
discovered in light of biblical truth" (2000:924). Moreau does not forget to
mention methodology: "The means by which this is done are critical, and must be
culturally informed" (2000:924). This study promotes a discriminating approach
to the Juche idea to prevent South Korean missiological malpractitioners in a
united Korea/Corea. South Korean Christians have to study the Juche idea
critically, and "must be culturally informed" (Moreau 2000:924).
In addition to the danger of syncretism, there is the danger of
misconception, because a Juche church is a brand-new concept at least for the
church to use. In order to avoid such problems, it is wise to use a
phenomenological approach in studying the Juche idea. Ninian Smart defines
phenomenology as "the attempt at value-free descriptions in religion" (1973:21).
Smart goes on: "This should not blind us to the fact that such descriptions also
must be in a certain way value-rich, for they need to be evocative rather than flat,
though the evocations themselves are of course bracketed" (1973:21). In dealing
with the Juche idea, we should keep in mind Harold A. Netland's following
statement, which is in his article "Phenomenology of Religion" in Evangelical
Dictionary of World Missions:
Practitioners emphasize the importance of empathy or sympathetic
understanding, and try to avoid (at least in principle) making judgments of
value or truth about phenomena under investigation.
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... the Christian missionary can never be content merely with a
descriptive approach to religious phenomena. Questions of truth and
compatibility with biblical values must be addressed, and doing so will
involve going well beyond the phenomenology of religion. Evaluation of
the religious phenomena is inevitable and, when conducted properly, is an
essential part of engaging the culture in Christian witness. Evaluations
should be made, however, only after careful study of the phenomena on
their own terms and such assessment should be based on clear biblical
principles and values and not on one's own cultural biases. (2000:752)
Uli Brockmeyer and Fiete Tietjen, in their 1988 book Korea with our own
Eyes: Reports, Reportages, Letters, Documents from the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea, introduce an interview with pastor Gi Jun Ko, General
Secretary of the Korean Christian Federation. To the question of "Don't you find
yourselves in any contradiction with the Workers' Party of Korea?" Ko answers:
Well, the guiding principle of the WPK, the Juche idea, demands
that everything should serve the people, that man must be the centre in
everything. We Christians say that men should love their neighbours.
There is a common goal, if we understand the teachings of the Bible in
this way. This is why we are able to support the policy of the WPK. Of
course, there is a basic difference. The Juche idea says that men decide
everything, but we believe that God decides everything; that means that
we hold idealistic principles. But there is one important thing; if we
continue to speak mainly about differences, we will never come to an
agreement. I think it is more correct to look for and to find common things
and to develop the cooperation. One of our most important common goals
is the reunification of our country . . .
On the international scale there are more and more examples of a
constructive dialogue between Christians and communists, since the most
important theme of our times is peace, peace all over the world. (60)
If one focuses on the humanistic nature of the Juche idea, the ideology of North
Korea, one finds little missiological usefulness in it. However, if one sees it as an
independent spirit of North Koreans, it will be worth considering, particularly in
regard to the ideas of contextualization and indigenization.
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The most dangerous thing when we think of a Juche church is a
combination of nationalism and racism, a Korean nationalistic church. Karl
Barth's effort to save his country's church from the Nazis' attempt of making a
German nationalistic church is worth considering as we think of a Juche church
in a unified Korea/Corea.
There are advantages and disadvantages of employing the Juche idea as
the following table. But the positive reasons for using it greately outweigh the
negative ones.
Disadvantages Advantages
� A danger of syncretism
� A danger of misconception
� A danger of combining
nationalisim and racism
� Respecting North Koreans' need
for autonomy
� Providing a viable option for a
contextualized church
Table 7. The advantages and disadvantages of employing Juche
Karl Barth and the Volkskirche Approach: In Christian Mission in the
Twentieth Century, Timothy Yates introduces the German missions under the
title "Mission as the Church of a People {'Volkskirche') 1910-1920" (1994:34-56)
To understand Barth we have to understand the German missiological term
Volkskirche. The aim of the Volkskirche approach to mission is "to create the
church of a people, expressing the particular individuality of that race or ethnic
group" (Yates 1994:35). According to Yates, Bruno Gutmann (1876-1966) and
Christian Heysser (1877-1961) played significant roles in developing the
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Volkskirche approach. Later, this approach deeply influenced Donald McGavran,
the advocator of the homogeneous unit principle:
Donald McGavran, who is not likely to underplay conversion, writing in the
preface to the English translation of Keysser's book Eine Papuagemeinde
{A People Reborn) that 'the discovery . . . that group decisions, which
preserved the corporate life of the society and enabled men and women to
become Christians without social dislocation, was the route by which most
humans have moved to Christian faith and was a good route. (Yates
1994:55 [emphasis in the original])
The reason why Barth opposes the Volkskirche approach to mission is
related to the meaning of the German term Volk. In his book Hitler: a Study in
Tyranny, Alan Bullock defines the term as "a difficult term to translate: it
combines the idea of nationalism and that of race" (Yates 1994:36). Yates
shows the dangerous consequence of the term: "In the hands of the National
Socialists of the 1930s this was to include ideas of racial purity and anti-
Semitism: the German Volk was thought of as purely Aryan in extraction and as a
Herrenvolk, a master race" (1994:36). Yates explains Barth's context as follows:
Barth admitted that at first he had been unable to take the Nazis seriously
but before long he realised that the church in Germany was engaged in a
life and death struggle with a neo-paganism, all the more dangerous
because many churchmen seemed unaware of the issues at stake. This
was the time of the rise of the 'German Christians,' who identified with the
nationalism of the Nazis under Reichbischof Muller . . . This rejection of
natural theology and its capacity to draw on the created order for reflection
on God was both a theological bulwark against the Nazi doctrines of Volk,
Blut, Boden and of any understanding of God-given racial purity by way of
'orders of creation,' which would lead directly to anti-Semitism; and also
meant, inevitably, that Barth must look askance at Gutmann's views of
mission, which leaned so heavily on the God-givenness of the 'primal ties'
and the need to strengthen them through the gospel. (1994:49-50)
Barth clearly expresses the reasons for his refusal of "German Christian"
doctrines in the following:
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The Church preaches the Gospel in all the kingdoms of this world. She
preaches it also in the Third Reich, but not under it, nor in its spirit.
. . . Therefore, she must not widen the Creed to include the
National Socialists' 'world-view.'
. . . The fellowship of those belonging to the Church is not
determined by blood, therefore, not by race, but by the Holy Spirit and
Baptism. If the German Evangelical Church excludes Jewish-Christians,
or treats them as of a lower grade, she ceases to be a Christian Church.
(1933:52 [emphasis in the original])
Did Barth deny "a corporate approach to mission" (Yates 1994:55) when
he stood against the Voikskirche approach? Barth answers with the community:
"The whole Church is always 'where two or three are gathered together unto the
Name.' Repeat and affirm the Creed of the Church by word and deed, where the
Foe comes into sight in concrete form. Let it be repeated and affirmed also in the
community of the Churches when this community is truly one of faith and not the
community of a Church-political movement" (1933:78)1 Barth gives a definition of
church in the following: "the Church which is the Fellowship of the Called, the
Hearers, the Obedient, the Awakened, the Pray-ers, the Hopers and Hasteners"
(1933:79). The community and fellowship are the key words of Barth's
ecclesiology!
Yates sees Barth as a prophet:
Both Karl Barth and John the Baptist (to whom Barth often appealed as
the definitive portrait of the Christian witness, who points away from
himself to the Christ) provide examples of those who operate within a
given cultural tradition, trying to alert their contemporaries, in their different
ways, to the judgement of God on prevailing thought and life. (1994:5-6)
Barth prophetically asks:
Did no one particularly ask whether the imitating of a political method
could at least be very suspicious in itself within and by the Church? How
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sharp-eyed we were at one time in the persuasion that the establishment
and organisation of the monarchical Episcopate upon the soil of the
Ancient Church, corresponding to the Roman Empire, could be construed
as a symptom of the secularising of that Church! (1933:37)
Indeed, Barth himself had sharp eyes! With his sharp eyes Barth could see the
danger of "a copying of a definite 'Government pattern'" (1933:34) in the church
structure. In the above, Barth's prophetic voice teaches us the prerequisites of
being a prophet. To be a prophet one has to take a lesson from history in
addition to a calling from God. Studying history is a good way to understand the
present and the future as well as the past.^^
""^ Barth's focal criticism of his era is laid on artificial church reform in general, leadership
issue in particular. Barth asks: "Did the decision for this purpose and action issue from
the Church itself? Or, in other words, from the Word of God heard by the Church? Or,
was it a suggestion not inwardly necessary, but one arising from political scheming: a
decision not essentially of an ecclesiastical character, though embraced within and by
the Church" (1933:22 [emphasis in the original])? By the same token, Barth insists: "And
consequently, ought not Church Reform to issue forth from out of the life of the Church
itself, and thus be capable of becoming real reform of the Church" (1933:30 [emphasis in
the original])? Barth goes on:
And yet the Evangelical Church still possesses the Bible, and with it the promise
of reform, not by human, political and Church-political arbitrariness, but by means
of the Word of God. Where the Bible is allowed to be Master, theological
existence is present: and where theological existence lives, it is then possible for
Church reform to issue from the Church's life. (1933:30).
In the midst of erecting the reichs-bishop, Barth argues that:
It was actual occurrence in the case of Luther and Calvin. In their case it was not
in virtue of a special office�indeed, without their having later to become the
bearers of such a special office�but simply within their usual office as preachers
and professors in Wittenberg and Geneva that it was recognised, granted to
them, to lead very authoritatively, very spiritually but above all, very really. . . .
Leadership is only present when it is accomplished matter-of-fact. (1933:39
[emphasis in the original])
when men call out for the Church leader instead of themselves being leaders in
their appointed ministries; then all this crying out for a leader is as vain as the
howling of the priests of Baal on Carmel, 'Baal, hear us!' (1933:46 [emphasis in
the original])
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One needs to acknowledge that the Juche idea may or may not be
attractive to North Koreans after unification. According to Anthropology
Professor Michael A. Rynkiewich, after communism ended in Czechoslovakia
and Lithuania, "the people wanted nothing to do with Communism again"
(Committee meeting of this study: 4-27-05). Czechoslovakia and Lithuania were
forced into communism by Russia and were in effect colonies of Russia in the
Soviet system. Similarly, the possible negative feelings of North Koreans toward
communism and the Juche idea must be considered in preparations for a
contextualized North Korean church.
Juche and Minjung Theloqv: The contextualization of the gospel using the
Juche idea does not only raise questions of theological orthodoxy, but also
missiological effectiveness. How could Juche terminology appeal to those in
North Korea who have been severely oppressed by the Juche idea? Philip
Wogaman notes, "Theological truth must therefore be grounded in the concrete
experience of a particular people, especially an oppressed people for whom
liberation can be the deep word about God" (1993:253).
Liberation theology offers helpful conceptual approaches for this problem
of effectiveness. Liberation theology, Minjung theology in particular, could be a
compare-contrast model. Liberation theology and Minjung theology are both
answers to the oppressed people's different demands. William A. Dyrness puts it
this way: "The urgency of the situation demands that we take sides on behalf of
those who are oppressed, a response that is a prerequisite to any reflection on
One sees Barth's support of the ministry of all believers in the second part of the above
quotation. The value of the ministry of all believers is making all believers leaders "in
their appointed ministries."
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the gospel. Reflection on this concrete struggle in terms of Scripture leads one
to see that God's basic involvement in history is for liberation from all kinds of
oppression" (1990:26).
Minjung theology is a Korean counterpart of the Latin American liberation
theology. The era of the 1970s was important in the development of both Latin
American theology and Korean theology. Remarkably, very similar theologies
were developed simultaneously on the exact opposite sides of the earth. While
on the one side of the earth, in Latin America, liberation theology was developed,
on the other side of the earth, in Korea, Minjung theology arose. Sang-Bok Lee
puts it in this way:
Minjung theology arose during the 1970s in Korea against the background
of the political oppression of the dictatorial Park regime and the economic
deprivation of the urban workers and rural peasants (Se-Yoon Kim 1987).
Responding to this situation, in May 1973, a group of theologians and
ministers issued the 'Declaration of Korean Christians, 1973,' a document
affirming their commitment to follow Jesus in His fight for the poor and the
oppressed. (1996:14)
Though there are many similarities between liberation theology and
Minjung theology, there are also theological differences. There are differences in
the origin and emphasis in both theologies, even though they share similar
structures. The starting point of both theologies was similar in the discernment of
structural evil in each society, but there are differences in their analysis of
oppressive structures. Liberation theology's main target is economical
exploitation, while, on the other hand, Minjung theology's emphasis came from a
struggle with military dictators. So, liberation theology is based on an analysis of
economic structural evil, but Minjung theology is based on an analysis of political
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structural evil. However, as we know, the relationships between economics and
politics are indivisible. So, in spite of their different emphases, there is much
commonality in these theologies.
Minjung theologians emphasized their distinctive differences from the
liberation theologians. The reason why Minjung theologians wanted to separate
themselves from the liberation theology originated in the political setting of Korea.
Kwang-sun David Suh notes: "Minjung is a dangerous word . . . 'the people' (one
possible translation of minjung) is politically dangerous in anti-Communist Korea,
because it has become a Communist word" (1981:15-16). Liberation theology's
use of Marxist analysis is dangerous in South Korea. Suh adds: "If it is viewed
as an imported theology from Latin America, one can easily dismiss the theology
of Minjung as a Korean version of a Latin American revolutionary theology
inspired by Marxist ideology. Such a theology would be politically an anathema
in South Korea" (Suh 1981:16-17).
Furthermore, Yong-bock Kim says, "the idea of minjung is different from
the Maoist notion of inmin, for the Maoist notion upholds the supremacy and
dictatorship of the proletariat and it believes in total dictatorship" (1981:30).
Though Minjung theologians see people as the subjects of history, they
(especially, Nam-dong Suh and Young-bock Kim) tried to distinguish the
subjecthood of the Minjung from the idea of the dictatorship of the proletariat, for
in the Korean context the theme of the subjecthood of the people has generally
been viewed as belonging to the North Korean political ideology, the Juche idea.
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This is a central reason for Minjung theologians' decision to reject an
identification of Minjung theology with socialism. If one remembers Minjung
theologians' political setting, one will readily understand why they have made
unclear translations of the term Minjung instead of using the easy term proletariat.
Minjung theology is a Korean liberation theology. Sang-Bok Lee puts it in
this way:
Beginning in 1975, some progressive theologians referred to the poor and
oppressed as Minjung and developed a Korean version of liberation
theology. In February of the same year, Nam-Dong Suh proclaimed 'the
church of Minjung for Minjung' (Nam-Dong Suh 1976), and began to use
the term 'Minjung theology.' In March 1975, supporting Suh's terminology,
Byung-Moo Ahn used the word 'Minjung' in his address dealing with
releasing the Christians who were politically arrested (Na 1989). (1996:14)
In his article "The Religion of Ordinary People: Toward a North American Minjung
Theology," Harvey Cox sees Minjung theology within a framework of liberation
theology, so he did not distinguish between Minjung theology and liberation
theology.
What have we learned from liberation theology and Minjung theology?
William A. Dyrness puts it in this way: "Rather than dismissing liberation theology
as an aberration within Christianity, we must learn from it, even from its mistakes,
but above all we must build on its advances" (1990:119). Liberation theology is,
according to Adams, "an attempt to practice theology within the context of a
socially unjust world. The personal concepts of sin and salvation are broadened
to include corporate and social dimensions of reality" (1987:81). Stephen B.
Bevans positively evaluates on liberation theology: "It is generally acknowledged
as the most important development in theology in the latter half of the twentieth
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century" (1992:70). Robert J. Sctireiter puts it anottier way: "Liberation
ttieologies are a major force, if not ttie major force, in contextual models of
theologies today" (1985:15).
Minjung theology is a Korean contextual theology. Stephen B. Bevans'
five models and Robert J. Schreither's two approaches are good resources to
look at in order to answer to the question of what kind of contextual theology is
Minjung theology. Bevans indicates clearly that the praxis model is a proper
position for Minjung theology among his five models: "Black theology in the
United States and South Africa, feminist theology in the United States particularly,
but with growing power in all parts of the world, and 'Minjung' theology in Korea
are just a few variations of the many theologies that have liberation concerns and
take praxis seriously" (1992:71). What the praxis model focuses on is "the
identity of Christians within a culture as that culture is understood in terms of
social change" (Bevans 1992:63).
Schreiter states the difference of the two approaches: "If ethnographic
models look to issues of identity and continuity, liberation models concentrate on
social change and discontinuity" (1985:15). Minjung theology belongs to the
liberation model, because it focuses on social change. Schreiter's notes:
Liberation approaches concentrate especially upon the dynamics of social
change in human societies. ... it is not surprising that liberation
approaches are probably the most common form of contextual model in
the world today. They are associated especially with Latin America, but
they can be found wherever Christians are experiencing political,
economic, and social oppression. (1985:14).
To most Korean Christians, Minjung theology is not a Korean theology, but
the dominant Korean theology. Though Minjung theology has dominated
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theological fields in South Korea during the 1970-80s, it has failed to be a vital
part of the church, and even to be a leading ideology of the democratic
movement. Brown expressed a foreigner's expectation toward Minjung theology:
"Their further refinement, the creation of commentaries and text about them, is
not our task, and we will wait with eagerness as new expressions and
refinements of Minjung theology are developed and made available to us" (Lee
1988:40). However, Minjung theologians have not made much progress past this
point. Harvey Cox's comment also has value in the consideration: "There is also
a form of spirituality emerging from this movement" (Lee 1988:1 12). However,
unlike the social gospel movement, Minjung theology's spirituality has not been
embraced by many traditional church members.
How about in a democratic movement setting? The 1980s student
democratic movement's famous motto was so-called Smmin [three-M/ns]:
Minjung [the people in the grassroots], Minju [democracy], Minjol< [nationalism].
It indicates that Minjung was one of three aims of the student democratic
movement.
Minjung theology's initial attraction to South Koreans has passed, because
of the restoration of democracy in Korea in the 1990s. Since Minjung theology
arose in the context of political structural evil, with the changing of political
settings, Minjung theology's emphasis has lost its power in South Korea. With
the development of democracy in Korea Minjung theology lost its main target and
has declined in relevance.
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We cannot build a Hanless world through) democracy. So, Han still
maintains its light in the theological sky regardless of the decline of Minjung
theology. One sees Han as the rays of the declining sun, Minjung theology. One
sees the lingering glow of the sunset through the usefulness of Han in various
fields. We need to take care of people who have Han as Philip Hughes says:
"The importance of identifying with the poor and with those who are suffering has
been a fundamental theme in Christian traditions" (1984:257).
Han indicates accumulated feelings of insult, disregard, oppression,
isolation, sorrow, and pain, which have long been internalized and thus, have not
been expressed. Han is a heart-broken, ill feeling which can not be soothed, in
the midst of oppressive socio-political structures. Kwang-sun David Suh notes:
"The feeling of han is not just an individual feeling of repression. This is not just
a sickness that can be cured by psychotherapy. This is a collective feeling of the
oppressed. This sickness of han can be cured only when the total structure of
the oppressed society and culture is changed" (1981:25). Therefore he insists
that "han is the tenacity of life of the oppressed spirit; it is a tendency for social
revolution as expressed in the March First independent movement in 1919 and
the April 19*'' Student Revolution in 1960" (1981:26).
When Nam-dong Suh suggested Han as a theme of Minjung theology at
the Asian Theological Consultation in 1979, most of the discussions at the
consultation were around this word and its meaning (1981:24). One of the
successes of Minjung theology is its finding of the term Han which well
represents feelings of many Koreans in particular many oppressed people of the
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world in general. Han was, is, and will be the most important theme of Minjung
theology. Minjung theology, missiologically speaking, could be a theological
antidote for North Korean people who have been accumulating Han under the
North Korean regime in which the Juche idea is the leading ideology.
Conclusion
The Juche idea can be either a bridge or barrier, or a little of both, to
Christian mission in North Korea after unification. One has to be open-minded.
Perhaps some contextualized North Korean churches will incorporate the Juche
idea, while other contextualized North Korean churches will not. Nonetheless,
this dissertation proposes that the Juche idea should be a viable option as part of
the process of forming an indigenous church in North Korea. One of the most
important things regarding the Juche idea would be that South Korean Christians
have to respect North Koreans' need for autonomy, which is the core of the
Juche idea. South Korean Christians must remember to give North Koreans the
freedom to choose their own kind of church from a variety of options.
CHAPTER 5
FACING THE MISSIOLOGICAL CHALLENGE IN KOREA TODAY
For the first time in Korean history, a Korean summit was held in
Pyongyang, the capital of North Korea, June 2000. Reconciliation between the
two Koreas is in progress. A unified Korea demands a genuine reconciliation in
the near future. True reconciliation occurs when both sides of a conflict feel that
they are in winning positions. Creating a win/win situation is the starting point for
true reconciliation. Mutual interests should be felt among Koreans.
In his book Reconciliation: Mission and Ministry in a Changing Social
Order, Robert J. Schreiter asserts: "Reconciliation becomes more of an attitude
than an acquired skill; it becomes a stance assumed before a broken world
rather than a tool to repair that world. Or put in more theological terms,
reconciliation is more spirituality than strategy" (1992:26). Thus what we need
especially to focus on is not "a skill or know-how" (Schreiter 1992:26) but an
attitude. Flexibility is the most needed attitude of South Korean Christians in
their service of reconciliation.
Postunification will be the talk of both South and North Koreans in a
unified Korea/Corea. While the transition from modernity to postmodernity has
received a great deal of attention in the west, the shift from Christianity in a
divided Korea to Christianity in a unified Korea has not yet been fully explored.
South Korean Christians must respond realistically to the challenges and
opportunities awaiting us in a unified Korea/Corea. A new situation needing new
interpretation is coming in Korean history.
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In his 1969 book The Impact of the Future: Twenty Trends Affecting the
Church of Tomorrow, LyIe E. Schaller emphasizes the importance of looking into
the future. Church leaders "should develop a greater interest in the future and in
what the future may bring" (13). Schaller criticizes the lack of futuristic studies at
the transition period of the nineteenth century to the twentieth century:
A perusal of the periodicals published in the late 1890's and the
early years of this century reveals very few articles forecasting what life
would be like in the new century. Although the world was standing on the
front edge of a new century there appeared to be little interest in predicting
what life would be like in 1950 or 2000. The forecasts that were made
tended to follow a "more of the same, only bigger and better" theme. They
were limited largely to a projection of existing trends, and there was little
awareness of the changes that would sharply alter a simple straight-line
projection of existing trends. (13-14)
. . . The straight-line projection of past trends is now recognized as
an inadequate basis for predicting the future. (16-17)
I am interested in foreseeing, to the degree possible, what church life would or
could be like in a unified Korea/Corea.
In order to be good missionaries to their northern neighbors and
vanguards of a church renewal movement, what may South Korean Christians
learn from John Wesley's theology and practice? George G. Hunter, 111,
summarizes his study of "Church Growth in the Wesleyan Spirit" with six "Mega-
strategies" as follows: "1. Identifying receptive people to reach, 2. Reaching
across social networks to people, 3. Organizing new recruiting groups and ports
of entry, 4. Ministering to the needs of people, 5. Indigenizing ministries to fit the
culture of the people, and 6. Planning io achieve the future they intend" (1987:36
[emphasis in the original]). Although all these "Mega-strategies" are relevant for
mission in a unified Korean/Corean context, the sixth deserves particular
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emphasis. Korean Christians need to prepare a plan for Christian mission in
advance of a unified Korea/Corea.
One of these days, the churches in South Korea will experience the same
struggle that all the Korean people. North and South, will face in the coming
Korean unification. This approaching political change prompts the following
questions: What is the role and mission of the church in this radical political
change of Korean unification? What relevance John Wesley's theology and
practice have to this coming Korean challenge? This chapter explores links
between John Wesley and the life and mission of the churches in South Korea in
a unified Korea/Corea.
The German Precedent
What will happen to North Koreans after Korean unification? We have a
possible parallel to look at, the German unification which was finalized by political
settlement on October 3, 1990. I would say "possible parallel" because of the
great cultural differences. In his article "The Lessons of United Germany for
Divided Korea," Sung Chul Yang puts it this way: "Korea, still a divided land,
should maximize the so-called advantages of the latecomer by learning from the
German experiences and encounters" (Kihl 1994:261). What did happen to the
German people after unification? Yang notes:
The German people came to the realization soon into the postunification
period that in the short run at least, the cost of unification, both monetary
and mental, far outweighs its benefits. . . . Thus, preunification euphoria
has been quickly replaced by postunification dysphoria. The political and
economic union was relatively quick and easy, but what German President
Richard von Weisaecer called the "human union" will be harder to achieve.
Stephen Kinzer reported that when Germans talk of bringing the two sides
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of their country to economic equality, they speak in terms of years, but
when asked how long it will take to achieve "inner unity," they often speak
of generations. . . .There is the so-called mental disunity between East
and West Germans�the easterners' mental depression and feeling of
being second-class citizens in united Germany. As already noted, the
political and economic changes of reunification are insufficient to repair
the psychic damage done by forty years of socialism. According to one
report, nine of every ten easterners feel they have second-class status in
the united country. . . . West Germans are angry and weary of their
increasing monetary and social burden, and easterners are frustrated by
their relative misery and misfortunes. (Kihl 1994:265, 67)
David P. Conradt describes "the psychological aftermath" of German
unification as "the wall in people's heads":
Many citizens of the former East Germany perceive West Germans as rich,
arrogant know-it-alls (Besser-Wessis) who treat their former country like a
colony. East Germans also consider them selfish, materialistic, and
manipulative. Many feel that their condition was an accident of history,
and they have neither a sense of guilt nor a sense of responsibility for the
communist regime. According to polls conducted in 1997, 80 percent of
East Germans still feel they are second-class citizens. Two-thirds of East
Germans in another post-unification survey stated that this psychological
wall had grown since unification. (2001:37-38)
The psychological pressures of unification are stronger for
residents of the former GDR than they are for West Germans. The East
Germans lost their state and with it a part of their identity. Unlike West
Germans they must redefine themselves; abandon their old values,
beliefs, and verities; adapt to Western ways or become marginalized.
(2001:38)
Conradt adds: "Yet in spite of these difficulties, the great majority of East
Germans (over 80 percent) do not regret unification. Approximately one-half
believe they are doing better or much better than before unification, and less than
one-fourth state that their condition has gotten worse or much worse" (2001:39).
What should South Korean Christians do in a similar situation? South
Korean Christians have to keep in mind Conradt's description of East Germans'
wishes: "They want to live in a unified state, but they also want to be respected
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and appreciated by their Western cousins" (2001:39). Are South Korean
Christians mature enough to assist in filling the sense of emptiness of North
Koreans?
John Wesley's ministry to and with the poor can be a helpful model in
preventing the North Koreans from feeling like second-class citizens. The
emphasis is on the ministry of all believers can attract North Koreans who are
used to equality, at least ideologically, under communism and who will likely
suffer from feelings of inferiority. More generally, Wesley's flexible missiology
can be helpful in dealing with the Juche idea.
The Seobu Annual Conference of the Korean Methodist Church
and a Restorative Approach of Mission to North Korea
This dissertation does not focus on the method of restoration for Methodist
churches in North Korea, but rather focuses on what kind of churches should be
planted in North Korea after the unification. This dissertation argues for a fresh
start rather than the restorative approach of the Methodist denomination.
The two principal Methodist denominations in Korea, the Methodist
Episcopal Church and the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, were merged into
the Choson Methodist Church in 1930, nine years earlier than the merger of
these two major Methodist denominations in the USA. The Choson Methodist
Church at that time consisted of three Annual Conferences: the Dongbu Annual
Conference, the Jungbu Annual Conference, and the Seobu Annual Conference.
The Seobu Annual Conference, situated in the north, consisted of 388 churches
and 15 mission organizations. The colonial government of Japan in 1941 forcibly
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dissolved the three annual conferences. When Korea was freed from Japanese
colonial rule in 1945, the first restorative annual conference of the Seobu Annual
Conference was held in Pyongyang. As a result of the Korean War (1950-1953),
however, the Seobu Annual Conference ceased to function, once under the
communist North Korean government. The second restorative annual
conference of the Seobu Annual Conference was held in Seoul in 1994 by South
Korean Methodists (since it could not be held in the North) to prepare for
peaceful unification and mission work to North Korea.
Ever since this time, the Seobu Annual Conference representing North
Korean Methodists, has been the hub of the South Korean Methodists' effort for
peaceful unification and mission to North Korea. All the mission efforts of the
Korean Methodist Church are connected to the Seobu Annual Conference. The
focal mission efforts of the Seojbu Annual Conference are: (1) studying and
developing short- and long-term strategies for peaceful unification and mission to
North Korea; (2) developing and implementing concrete mission projects for each
church member of the Korean Methodist Church; (3) leading Korean Methodists
to a better understanding of peaceful unification; (4) raising funds; and (5)
interchanging and sharing the love of Christ (http://www.sbac.or.kr/sbac_main.
html).
The Seobu Annual Conference functions as a sort of "shadow cabinet" in
a way similar to the British political system. When Korean unification occurs,
under the leadership of one bishop, a group of twenty-two district
superintendents will constitute the leadership of the conference. The
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denomination would then have the power to restore the church in North Korea,
leading to at least one church in each of the 570 administrative regions (26 Si, 57
Guyeog, 109 Gun, 144 Eub, and 234 Nodongjagu). In preparation, these twenty-
two superintendents and one bishop are elected every other year and are serving
in the Seobu Annual Conference. I identify this as a "restorative approach" of
mission to North Korea. Some might object to this and say it could have the feel
of an outside army occupying the land.
There are merits in the Korean Methodist Church's restorative approach of
mission to North Korea. By having designated twenty-two districts in advance for
North Korea, Methodists can avoid unnecessary mission competition among
themselves. In addition to their fund-raising functions, the pre-organized districts
have been helpful in spreading hope among South Korean Methodists for the
restoration of the church in North Korea.
One blind spot of the Korean Methodist Church's restorative approach of
mission to North Korea, however, is the assumption that it can replicate the
South Korean church in North Korea. Is it possible to have merely an extension
of South Korean Methodist churches in North Korea after unification? Is it
healthy, even if possible?
Korea has been a largely homogenous nation throughout history, as
Feffer notes:
Despite the invasions, Korea claims a remarkably high degree of ethnic
homogeneity. Indeed, Korea has maintained so many centuries of more
or less sovereign rule because of this principle of tanil minjol<, or "one
people, one blood." To be Korean, whether in the north or the south, is an
ethnic assertion, not a civic one, for there are very few citizens of either
Korea who cannot boast of a family lineage on the peninsula that goes
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back hundreds of years. This sense of "Koreanness," formed of equal
parts culture and nationalism, gives han some of its distinctive power, for
all citizens share in the national tragedies of colonization and division.
(2003:21)
One needs to acknowledge that in a sense both are true, that Korea is
one but has also become separated in culture. There are differences now due to
separation that have formed two sub-cultures out of one culture. As a result of
the total separation over the past sixty years, the two Koreas have become quite
different. The difference is greater than the regional differences that have
existed between Southerners and Northerners throughout history. There have
been some regional differences in these areas: Geography, climate, industry,
food, clothing, housing, dialect, disposition, and so on.^� Therefore the gospel
''^ For instance, Namnam-Buknyeo (W^^tii:) has been a famous idiomatic expression
in both Koreas to mean, "The best men are found in the South and the best women in
the North." This is a good example of the regional differences that have historically
existed in Korea. The focus of the proverbial saying is the cultural differences between
the South and North, not gender differences. Socio-Cultural Comparison between South
and North Korea, published by the Research Center for Peace and Unification of South
Korea in 1975, spells out the huge socio-culturai differences between South and North
Korea:
Up until 1945, Korea was one of the most homogeneous countries in the
world sharing a same culture and tradition. However, during the thirty years of
division, an extreme cultural polarization set into the two part of Korea. (23)
The various differences that have evolved between South and North
Korea in 30 years of division have become vast and deep. The ideological
polarization of both parts of the peninsula is now almost unbridgeable. Not only
has this ideological antagonism made the task of peaceful unification of South
and North more difficult but the 5000 year old homogeneous tradition and culture
of the Korean race is even in grave danger of eroding beyond repair. (3)
In South Korea, Christianity's love,' Buddhism's 'mercy' and
Confucianism's 'benevolence' all contribute to the establishment of a pluralistic
society in which the humanistic value-system is revered by the majority and
respected by all. In North Korea, however, freedom of religion does not exist and
religion itself, is tarred with the Party's brush as 'the opium of the people.' In its
place, materialistic Communism has been substituted. And, in North Korea, this
has been narrowed and particularized to mean and to be, 'Kim II Sung-monism.'
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must be contextualized for ttie North Koreans.
South Korean Methodists need to have "the cross-cultural perspective"�
in the words of Craig Storti, "the ability to interpret the behaviors of other people
not from your own point of view, but from theirs" (1999:153). Storti asserts: "Yes,
it may be rougher going at times in a multicultural world than in a monocultural
one, but isn't it better, all and all, to see the world the way it is? It may be
comforting to believe that other people are basically just like you, but it's neither
wise nor safe" (1999:161). South Korean Methodists need to regard North Korea
as a cross-cultural mission field. North Korea is not their backyard.
The Korean Methodist Church has prepared its method for restoration of
the Methodist Church in North Korea. So far, however, there is no substantial
theological discussion of what kind of church to restore in North Korea among the
publications of the Seobu Annual Conference. Although this is a speculative or
hypothetical projection, the research is an essential study for the life and mission
of the Korean Methodist Church as we anticipate a unified Korea/Corea. This
dissertation proposes that it is necessary for the Korean Methodists to have an
ecclesiological vision based on Wesley's theology and practice.
Church Renewal According to Snvder
In his article "The Babylonian Captivity of Wesleyan Theology," Snyder
gives insights that show how Wesleyan theology can be helpful for the life and
As a result, this belief in a dialectical theory, lacking the vitality of religious faith,
has produced a heartless and value-absent society. (66-67)
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mission of the church in South Korea anticipating a unified Korea/Corea. Snyder
notes on the conjunctive Wesley:
John Wesley's theology was much more holistic, comprehensive,
and conjunctive than that of the dominant theologies of his day. In fact,
Wesley's own theology was much more dynamically holistic than are
Wesleyan, Pentecostal, or Evangelical theologies today. Viewed in the
long tradition of Christian doctrine, Wesley's theology to a significant
degree overcame in fact, and certainly overcomes in tendency, the
dualism of both the Eastern and Western traditions.
An unbiblical spirit/matter dichotomy is deeply embedded in
contemporary Evangelical and Pentecostal theology, piety, and hymnody.
(2004a:16)
Here Wesley's worldview is more Hebraic and biblical than Greek or
Platonic; more ecological, "both/and," than is most Reformed theology. In
his mature theology especially, Wesley did not make a sharp break
between the physical and the spiritual realms. It was no theological
embarrassment to him to see the interpenetration of the material and the
spiritual worlds, and to affirm the working of God's Spirit in both,
interactively. This provides (in part) the theological basis for recognizing
that salvation has to do not only with human experience but also with the
restoration of the whole created order (another key theme in Wesley).
I would not claim that Wesley himself (and certainly not his heirs)
fully overcame the spirit/matter dualism of classical Christian theology. He
did not. But he points us in the right direction with his oft-repeated stress
on "all inward and outward holiness"; in his key theme of "justice, mercy,
and truth"; and in his sensitivity to the created order, concern for physical
healing and well-being, compassion for animals, even in his interest in
gardens and gardening. Especially does Wesley point us in the right
direction in his vision for the restoration of the created order. (2004a:21
[emphasis in the original])
Snyder notes regarding Wesley's grassroots ministry:
This clergy/laity elitism has always crippled Wesleyan theology and
practice. Though Methodist movements have occasionally broken through
this barrier for rather brief periods of time, this heresy has been a constant
drag on Wesleyan theology, pulling understanding and practice down well
below what Wesley�to say nothing of Jesus� intended. . . .
The Solution: Pentecostal Grace. Wesley's own theology
contains the dynamite to blast these elitist shackles to bits. Wesley
carried through the logic of God's love and of Christ's atonement to his
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understanding of Christian experience and ongoing discipleship. God's
grace is "free for all and free in all." (2004a: 13 [emphasis in the original])
This understanding of Pentecostal grace is a key seed idea for
Wesley�more radical than is usually comprehended. Wesley argues that
the grace of God is fully available to all people, in all places, through all
history. This is the gospel dispensation. This is gracious good news.
Theologically, it strikes a fourfold blow at the root of all spiritual elitism, for
Pentecostal grace means that: (1) through Jesus the grace of salvation is
available to all people; (2) every believer, without exception, may be filled
with the Spirit; (3) every believer, without exception, receives graces and
gifts for ministry; and (4) this is good news especially for the poor, since in
God's economy the "order" is always "from the least to the greatest ... not
first to the greatest, and then to the least." (2004a: 15 [emphasis in the
original])
Snyder adds: "Wesley emphasized Christian life in the world, creating and
promoting a spirituality and discipleship for the masses, the poor, the common
people" (2004a: 12).
Snyder emphasizes:
We need to be clear that by "social holiness" Wesley meant the
experience and demonstration of the character of Jesus Christ in Ctiristian
community, the church. For Wesley, "social holiness" does not mean
social justice or the social witness of the church. That witness grows out
of the "social holiness" that is the character of the church itself. The
church's role in society might better be called "kingdom witness" or
something similar. Wesley was making a very specific and essential (and
often neglected) point in using the term "social holiness": Holiness (the
character of Christ) is not solitary or lone or individualistic sanctity but a
social (that is, relational) experience based on our relationship with God
the Trinity and experienced, refined, and lived out jointly in Christian
community. (2004a:30 [emphasis in the original])
One finds hope for church renewal movements in a unified Korea/Corea in
the following statement by Snyder:
Dry bones can live again. How does this happen? Through the
prayer and fasting of a remnant, and most often through a key prophetic
figure whom God uses to bring about a renewal or revival that starts our
looking more like a resurrection. God works through a Luther, a Spener, a
Wesley, a Francis, or a Clare to spark a renewal. Somehow the dry
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deadness of the church turns into tinder for a fresh conflagration. Often
such renewal comes also, in part, in response to need or crises or
tensions in the larger society, what anthropologist Anthony F. 0.
Wallace called "cultural distortion." (2004b:216)
The church in North Korea seems dead. Korean unification will be "cultural
distortion." Political crises will offer opportunities for church renewals and
revivals, if Korean Christians respond well.
Snyder distills ten "vital growth-and-renewal insights" from church history:
1 . Begin with life. Renewal begins with recognizing the sparks of
life already present in the church and then fanning those sparks into flame.
The principle is basic and self-evident: life begets life.
2. Let dead or dysfunctional structures and patterns lie for the time
being, rather than seeking to dismantle or change them. Better to bypass
unhelpful patterns and structures than to provoke controversy and
opposition by attacking them.
3. Seek to nurture all the people. . . . Careful strategy does require
investing especially in those most open to renewal, as Jesus did. But it
also means not neglecting anyone, and particularly not shutting anyone
out.
4. Build a balanced ecology ofworship, community, and witness.
The church is a living organism, and the major elements of its life are
worship, community, and witness.
5. Develop an infrastructure of accountable, face-to-face
community. ... A pragmatic renewal strategy will use some form of small
group or sub community as a basic structure in congregational life, not as
an optional add-on.
6. Affirm and facilitate the ministry of all believers. This is
absolutely key.
7. Develop some form of shared or team leadership. . . . Renewal
becomes deeper and longer-lasting as a congregation increasingly
implements biblical patterns of shared or team leadership.
8. Help the congregation discover its own identity as body of Christ
and servant of God's reign. . . . This means pastors are key catalysts in
helping a congregation discover its own unique identity and mission within
the framework of the biblical gospel of the kingdom. This is part of the
discipling, equipping work.
9. Work to ensure that financial stewardship authentically reflects
the church's mission and self-identity. . . . Often in this process some
major redirection may be necessary, a shifting of priorities from property
and program toward people and ministry.
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10. Help the church catch a kingdom vision. This is ultimately the
most important thing and reinforces all the above points. (2004b:226-230
[emphasis in the original])
Snyder's insights are relevant primarily to the issue of the vitality of the church in
South Korea, not so much to the North Korean situation, because Snyder's
strategy assumes there already are churches and pastors.
The Missiological Heritage of the Korean Church
In addition to the resources of John Wesley's theology and practice, we
have the Korean church's heritage from which to draw missiological insights; one
is from the Nevius Plan of Presbyterian churches in Korea and the other is from
Hempton's evaluation of the successful factors of the early history of the Korean
Methodist Church.
The Nevius Plan: In his 1937 book The Nevius Plan for Mission Work in
Korea, Charles Allen Clark points to the Nevius Plan as the biggest contributing
factor for the exceptional growth of Presbyterian churches in Korea. Clark
describes a brief history of the Nevius Plan:
Everyone knows about the author of this plan. Dr. John L. Nevius of
the Northern Presbyterian Mission in Shantung, China. Dr. Nevius worked
out his ideas in the decade preceding 1890 and offered them first to the
people of his own Mission. They were rejected there ... (17)
Dr. Nevius published certain articles upon his plan in the Chinese
Recorder in Shanghai in 189[8]5. Those articles caught the eye of some
of the young missionaries who were just getting started in Korea across
the bay from Shantung. They sent and asked Dr. Nevius to visit them,
and, in 1890, he came and spent two weeks with them studying their
situation and making suggestions as to meeting it. Since Dr. Nevius' time,
a great many improvements have been made in his plan, but those
The two largest denominations in Korea are Presbyterian. The Korean Methodist
Church is the third largest denomination.
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improvements tiave all followed along the general line of his principles.
(17-18)
After mentioning the fourteen factors of Presbyterian Church growth in
Korea (The Chinese-Japanese war, the weakening of the old religions, the
docility of the Koreans, Koreans' readiness to accept missionary leadership, a
longing for relief, the king's favour, the status of women, love of the homeland,
something new, secular education, literacy as a prime factor, days of darkness,
the effect of fetish-worship, and the desire for peace) (1937:255-265), Clark
concludes: "The principles of the Nevius plan seem, humanly speaking, to have
been the most important reason for the outstanding results" (1937:274).
The influence of the Nevius Plan on the development of the early Korean
churches was immense. Stephen Neill, in his book A History of Christian
Missions, states:
Korean Christians look back to the visit to Korea in 1890 of Dr John
L. Nevius of Chefoo, China, as one of the turning-points of Christian work
in their country. Dr Nevius was far ahead of his time in believing in the
possibilities of an independent younger Church under the guidance of the
Holy Spirit. (1964:290)
Neill summarizes the four principles of the Nevius Plan as follows:
1 . Each Christian should 'abide in the calling wherein he was found,'
support himself by his own work, and be a witness for Christ by life and
word in his own neighbourhood.
2. Church methods and machinery should be developed only in so far as
the Korean Church was able to take responsibility for the same.
3. The Church itself should call out for whole-time work those who seemed
best qualified for it, and whom the Church was able to support.
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4. Churches were to be built in native style, and by the Christians
themselves from their own resources. (1964:291)^
The Nevius Plan was the principle, motive, and supplying power of the
independent Korean churches. The churches in Korea have been self-
supporting from the beginning.
Hempton's Insights: David Hempton describes the spectacular growth of
Methodism in Korea in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries:
Methodism was first introduced into Korea by American missionaries in
the mid-1 880s. Although the religion was initially restricted to educational
and medical work, the traditional Methodist pattern of itinerant preaching,
class meetings, hymn singing, literature distribution, disciplined spirituality,
and liturgical innovation soon produced striking growth rates, which were
given an additional boost by the "great revival" of 1903-7. (2005:136)
He analyzes the external and internal circumstances of the success:
As with the outbreak of Methodist revivals in other parts of the world,
explanations of revival need to take into account both external and internal
circumstances. The years following the Sino-Japanese War (1894-95)
and the Russo-Japanese War (1903-4) were ones of considerable anxiety
and internal strife in Korean society, made worse by a partial Japanese
occupation that occasioned popular protests. But revival also arose out of
In his article "Indigenous Churches" in Evangelical Dictionary of World Missions, John
Mark Terry summarizes the Nevius Plan as follows:
John L. Nevius (1829-93), a Presbyterian missionary to China, built on Venn and
Anderson's indigenous principles in his classic work. Planting and Development
of Missionary Churches. Nevius developed a set of principles that came to be
called "The Nevius Plan": (1) Christians should continue to live in their
neighborhoods and pursue their occupations, being self-supporting and
witnessing to their co-workers and neighbors. (2) Missions should only develop
programs and institutions that the national church desired and could support. (3)
The national churches should call out and support their own pastors. (4)
Churches should be built in the native style with money and materials given by
the church members. (5) Intensive biblical and doctrinal instruction should be
provided for church leaders every year. In his writing Nevius criticized the
heavily subsidized work that most missions carried on in China. Nevius's
[Nevius'] principles had little impact in China, but when the American
Presbyterians began their work in Korea, the new missionaries invited Nevius to
advise them. They adopted his plan and enjoyed great success. (2000:484)
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a sense of expectancy generated by prayer meetings, Bible studies, and
testimonies to direct and paranormal experiences of ttie Holy Spirit.
(Hempton 2005:136)
He concludes:
It is tiard to resist the conclusion that one important factor accounting for
the spread of Korean Methodism is the parallelism between Methodist
emphasis on entire sanctification, disciplined self-control, hymn singing,
and corporate prayer, and the Confucian emphasis on self-ordering and
personal and communal discipline. In that respect, Methodism could be
regarded as a profoundly Christianized Confucianism made capable of
mass realization by suitably amended Methodist liturgical devices. As with
Methodist success among African Americans, structural affinities of belief
and practice between Methodism and ancient religions allowed for
surprisingly successful Methodist cultures far removed from the original
epicenters of the movement. (Hempton 2005:136-37)^^
Paul C. Andrus gives a good list of the factors in growth of the Methodist movement in
light of church growth principles. Although Andrus had gathered the factors beyond
John Wesley's era, it is worth noting:
(1) Extensive use of lay leadership.
(2) The primacy of evangelism as over against mere social work.
(3) In-service training.
(4) Direct confrontation with evil powers (referred to as "the power encounter" by
A. R. Tippett).
(5) The mobility of the missionary as opposed to the "gathered community"
concept. The work developed around the mission compound in some instances
but the Wesleyan concept of itinerancy was often carried over to the mission field.
(6) Mastery of the language of the adopted country by the missionary.
(7) Identification with indigenous cultural patterns where moral principles were
not violated.
(8) Attention to the "Three Selves." Missionary John Kilner writing from Ceylon
as early as 1847 says, "Self-support, self-government, self-propagation now
became part of the vocabulary and the ideals of the native churches (14:117)."
(9) Mission resources distributed according to the receptivity of peoples. Coke's
diversion of missionaries from Nova Scotia to the West Indies was based on the
readiness of the West Indians for the Gospel.
(10) A proper emphasis on the needs of the whole man. Coke, and later Bunting
and Watson, were in the vanguard of the abolitionist movement both at home
and abroad.
(11) The encouragement of multi-individual conversions. John Baxter writing
from Antigua reports, 'Multitudes of pagans have at such times given up their
idols at once; at Murray-town the missionary's piazza has been filled with them,
and more than fifty idolaters have been baptized on a single day. '(1980:93)
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The Nevius Plan of Presbyterian churches in Korea and Hempton's
evaluation of the successful factors of the early history of the Korean Methodist
Church could be essential ingredients for effective mission of the South Korean
churches to North Korea. Wesley's conjunctive theology, grassroots ministry,
and flexible missiology are, of course, complementary.
The Missiological Contribution of this Study
This study contributes both to Wesley studies and to missiology. Putting
church into practice is what mission is all about. Missiology is indeed a "practical
divinity." Wesley can be seen properly only when we use both the "how-eye" and
the "why-eye." As a student ofWesley studies and of missiology, I try to interpret
Wesley through a missiological point of view in relation to the contemporary
Korean context. So, I term my approach as "a Korean's missiological
hermeneutics ofWesley."
The dissertation makes a contribution both to missiological theory and to
missiological knowledge. My exploration of what Juche really is, and why it is
missiologically important for South Korean Christians to fully comprehend its
importance, is a key part of the contribution. The research aims to help South
Korean Christians understand how different North Korea has become from the
South and the missiological importance of this. The following is my main line of
argument: Two possible options confronting the church in North Korea after
unification are (1) to develop a nationalistic church based on the existing Juche
culture, or (2) to adopt South Korean models of church life. Both these options
are problematic. Better than either of these options would be to develop a truly
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indigenous, contextual church in North Korea that will be sensitive to North
Korean history over the past sixty years and will also develop close relationships
with the church in South Korea.
I argue that the resources ofWesleyan theology can be very helpful to this
end. Thus drawing out missiological insights from John Wesley is potentially
another key part of my contribution.
My two main concerns then, are the missiological relevance ofWesleyan
theology, and the need for a missiological understanding of North Korea, within
which the Juche idea is a key matter to be understood. The two major concerns
are not Wesleyan theology in itself, and the Juche idea in itself, but rather
Wesleyan theology and the North Korean reality, within which the Juche idea is a
key element. And while the Juche idea is a key element, it is not the only critical
component needed for a missiological understanding of the North Korean
context.
CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Korean unification eventually will come. Ttie division is not permanent,
but temporary. Thus many South Korean Christian denominations including the
Korean Methodist Church are prepared to recover their former North Korean
congregations. South Korean church growth is deeply indebted to North Korean
Christians as Stephen Neill states: "In South Korea the refugees from the North
and then the growth of the Churches produced an astonishing increase in the
number of Christians" (1964:434). The day of unification of the Koreas will be a
day for South Korean churches to pay off many old debts. South Korean
Christians can potentially be the best missionaries for North Koreans. Thankfully,
many young South Korean Christians are ready to enter North Korea when the
door swings open.
Missiological Strategies
The Korean Methodist Church's restorative approach of mission to North
Korea is a prototypical, stereotypical Methodist approach to plant churches. But
that doesn't work in many countries. Having one church in each of the 570
administrative regions might not be the best approach in terms of strategy; there
might be strategic reasons (some areas may have more need of church because
of population density or other factors) that would indicate a somewhat different
strategy.
South Korean Christians must focus on the poor in North Korea not only
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for theological reasons, but for strategic reasons as well. We must give attention
to the fact that most North Koreans are primarily poor, and that this ecomnomic
reality may be more important for them than the ideological one regarding Juche.
On top of these, the dissertation offers at least two more points of
strategic relevance: the importance of reciprocity and strategic flexibility. If North
Korean Christians in a unified Korea/Corea were to do mission their way, what
would it look like? Are new strategies, structures, and methodologies needed, or
can existing structures be changed to allow the North Korean way of doing
mission to exist alongside South Korean Methodist ways of doing mission?
Suggestions for Further Research
This study is, at the theology of mission level, a contingency plan of what
could be done if unification takes place. The strategic response by the South
Korean church might need to be different, depending on which contingency
actually occurs. One can think of several contingencies: What if both Koreas
remain separate for many more years? What if they remain separate but
become open similar to the breakdown of the Soviet Union? What if communist
North Korea unifies both Koreas by force?
This dissertation assumes that Korean unification will occur peacefully and
democratically. If it does not, other strategic responses would become
necessary. For example, if a unified Korea/Corea were to end up under a
totalitarian regime, how would the church need to response? This is an area in
need of additional study.
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Another area for further study would be a fuller study of what would need
to be taken into consideration in developing a fully contextualized church in North
Korea. This presumably would include items such as indigenous music, art,
architecture, local dialects or customs, etc.
Missiological Recommendations
In addition to German unification, there is another possible example of
Korean unification, the EU (European Union) case. In his article, "Establishing
Supranational Institutions: European Lessons for a Unified Korea," Seong-chang
Cheong proposes to learn from the EU case, because he believes that it offers
"useful guidelines for developing South Korea's unification plans" (2004:73).
Although he is aware of the possibility of rapid unification, "Should speedy
unification become inevitable due to a sudden collapse of the North Korean
regime, it would be important to utilize the opportunity well," (2004:95) Cheong
prefers the gradual EU case to the rapid German case, because "The German
unification clearly illustrates the side effects that ensue when two long-divided
states unify suddenly" (2004:94). The following is Cheong's reasoning:
European integration shows that it is possible to separate political
integration from economic integration and that, unlike the German case,
economic integration can take place in phases. Moreover, political
integration does not have to come all at once, but can take place by first
establishing a supranational institution, and then delegating powers to the
institution in phases. The South Korea[n] government should not
approach the Korean commonwealth plan with a complete model from the
beginning; rather it should first form a low-level integration and gradually
work towards high-level integration.
The South Korean government should learn from the European case and
recognize the importance of supranational institutions in the integration
process. However, both the Roh Tae-woo and the Kim Young-sam
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administrations failed to take ttiis into account in ttieir plans for
establistiing a Korean commonwealth). The same failure is apparent in
President Kim Dae-jung's unification theory. Considering ways to promote
mutual interests by establishing supranational institutions and expanding
their authority is linked directly to achieving greater integration of the two
Koreas. Taking the radical position that favors sweeping unification by
enacting a unification constitution, instead of working on gradual
integration at the commonwealth level, would only alarm North Korea and
force it into a confrontational stance, since the North would interpret the
move as the South's design to absorb North Korea. (2004:95)
Cheong sees the dawn of hope as follows:
Unlike member states of the EU, the two Koreas have irreconcilable
ideological and political systems as well as a significant gap in their
economic power. Yet, since the 2000 inter-Korean summit. North Korea
has eased its hostilities against the South and has become more open to
undertaking economic reforms. . . . North Korea, now on the verge of
bankrup[t]cy, hopes to attract South Korean investments as well as foreign
capital into the Kaesong industrial complex and the Shinuiju special
economic zone as part of its effort to rebuild the crumbling economy.
South Korea, on the other hand, is setting up factories in China and
Southeast Asia in search of cheap labor to cut production costs. If South
Korea could utilize the relatively cheap labor of the North, it could lead to a
model of economic cooperation that would benefit both Koreas. Until
recently, inter-Korean economic cooperation was hindered by differences
in economic mechanisms; however, a major obstacle was removed with
North Korea's partial adoption of a quasi-capitalistic price mechanism in
July 2002. (2004:93-94)
Cheong's proposal of a supranational institution as a necessary step to
Korean unification leads me to the idea of "the supra-denominational church
movement" in North Korea. By Juche church, we can think of two different
models of church in North Korea. One is "the government-led supra-
denominational church movement," and the other is "the grassroots-led house
church movement." Both models of church can be found in China. The Three-
Self Patriotic Movement (TSPM) of China can be viewed as a good source of
inspiration to the supra-denominational church movement. Of course, the
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Chinese house church movement can be duplicated in North Korea. The
designation "Juche church" would be most attractive to the North Korean ruling
elite. Both models of a Juche church can be implemented in North Korea during
the process of Korean unification, even before the actual unification.
South Korean Christians may encourage their political leaders to ensure
freedom of religion in North Korea in their unification negotiations. The North
Korean government has been advocating the existence of house churches in
North Korea. Therefore, it is better to recommend the supra-denominational
church movement for use in North Korea as proof of freedom of religion during
the process of Korean unification.
In his article "Three-Self Movement (China)" in the Evangelical Dictionary
of World Missions, Arthur F Glasser summarizes the history of the Chinese
Three-Self Movement as follows:
After the People's Republic of China (PRC) was established (1949), a
group of 40 Chinese Christian leaders met in Beijing in July 1950 to draft a
manifesto calling for the end of all Chinese church ties witti Western
denominations and mission agencies. A year later (April 1951) about 150
representatives of China's larger denominations met in Beijing and formed
the Chinese Christian Three-Self Reform Committee. The designation
"Three-Self was taken from Rufus Anderson's definition of the aim of
missions as "the planting of churches which would be self-governing, self-
supporting, and self-propagating.". . . In 1954, with the official
endorsement of the government the committee formed the Chinese
Christian Three-Self Patriotic movement (TSPM) to represent Chinese
Protestantism before the PRC authorities. By 1958 this organization had
established branches in every province under the direct control of the
national Religious Affairs Bureau. . . . Then followed the Cultural
Revolution; madness overtook the nation, and Christians suffered
unbelievably. Fortunately, the coming of Den Xiaoping to national
leadership and his stress on "New Realism" eventually brought political
relaxation. The TSPM reappeared and began to encourage and oversee
By 1990 more than 6,000 churches were functioning, and over 15,000
other meeting points were registered for religious use. At least fourteen
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TSPM seminaries reopened and renewed former patterns of pastoral and
lay biblical training, alttioughi no deviation was permitted from a pro-
government political posture. (2000:960)
Glasser ttien acknowledges ttie contribution of the Chinese Three-Self
Movement as follows: "Even so, during those most difficult years, a growing
'Christianity fever' throughout the countryside was widely admitted by both
political and TSPM authorities. This brought into being a 'house church'
movement that functions beyond TSPM control" (2000:960). The government-
led supra-national church movement would reignite this Christian fever
throughout North Korea.
In light of these insights, my recommendations are:
(1) Korean Christians should consider the EU case as well as the German
experience of unification in order to be prepared for faithful and effective mission
in a unified Korea/Corea.
(2) A restorative approach of mission to North Korea via the Seobu Annual
Conference of the Korean Methodist Church should be accompanied by a fresh
start approach.
(3) Korean Christians should cherish Wesley's conjunctive theology,
grassroots ministry, and flexible missiology along with Eastern philosophies.
(4) Korean Christians should understand the Juche idea, respect North
Koreans' way of life and their need for autonomy, give North Koreans the
freedom to choose their own kind of church, help them to grow fully in Christ, be
ready to learn from them, and be coworkers of the kingdom of God.
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(5) A truly contextualized ctiurcti should be the goal of Christian mission in
a unified Korea/Corea.
Conclusions
This dissertation has studied the question of a contextual expression of
the Christian faith in Korea (or more precisely, in an eventually unified Korea).
This study has pursued four research objectives: (1) to investigate the ways in
which Wesley's theology, which was conjunctive in approach, methodology, and
content, may have particular relevance for the contemporary Korean context; (2)
to inquire into the relevance ofWesley's effective ministry in reaching the
common people as a model for the context of a unified Korea/Corea; (3) to
discover whether Wesley's understanding and practice of mission exhibits an
adaptive flexibility relevant to the Korean context today; and (4) to employ
Howard A. Snyder's diagnosis of "four shackles" affecting the application of
Wesleyan theology and Anthony F.C. Wallace's framework of revitalization
movements to interpret the missiological challenge of a unified Korea/Corea.
Throughout this study, I have tried to suggest an infrastructure of Korean
Wesleyan mission. The Webster's Collegiate Dictionary defines the term
"infrastructure" as: "(1) the underlying foundation or basic framework (as of a
system or organization); and (2) the system of public works of a country, state, or
region; also: the resources (as personnel, buildings, or equipment) required for
an activity" (2001:599 [emphasis in the original]). The combination of the first
and the second is what I mean by "infrastructure of mission." I have emphasized
some "underlying foundations or basic frameworks" of mission in a context of a
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unified Korea/Corea. I have inquired into the ways in which the theology,
ministry, and missiology of John Wesley can provide good "resources required
for [missionary activities]" in a unified Korea/Corea.
The term infrastructure is already in use among missiologists. Howard A.
Snyder and Daniel V. Runyon suggest building "an effective infrastructure of
accountable small groups" (2002:93) as a key principle of their threefold ecology:
a healthy balance of worship, community, and witness. A vital church's "worship
life is animated and deeply authentic, its social infrastructure works to build and
advance accountable discipleship, and its witness makes an impact on the world
through a combination of evangelistic, servant, and justice ministries" (2002:91).
Referring to Phil Butler's citation of "a completely new missions/evangelism
infrastructure" (Snyder and Runyon 2002:162), they imply that the usage of
infrastructure can be expanded into the whole area of missiology. Wesley's
conjunctive theology, grassroots ministry, and flexible missiology provide an
effective infrastructure of mission in a unified Korea/Corea.
I have attempted to convince South Korean Christians of their potential to
reach a unified Korea/Corea. The more I study Wesley's theology and practice,
the more I have confidence that East Asians' ways of thinking fit Wesley and are
useful in mission, especially in a unified Korea/Corea. In addition, if South
Korean Christians realize that Wesley's conjunctive theology and flexible
missiology fit East Asian mentality, we will participate in the evangelization and
discipleship of North Korea with confidence. Wesley's grassroots ministry will be
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well suited for Nortti Koreans because of ttieir suffering of poverty and merely
nominal equality in a divided Korea.
Soutti Korean Ctiristians may be able to teacti some insights on church
and mission to North Korean Christians. However South Korean Christians may
learn fresh ways of being the church and engaging in mission from North Korean
Christians in a unified Korea/Corea as well.
What might a Juche church look like? In his article "Form and Meaning in
the Contextualization of the Gospel," Paul G. Hiebert argues that the two main
fields of contextualization are: (1) communication in using local forms such as
drama, bardic narratives, traditional story-telling forms, native melodies, dance,
marriage and funeral ceremonies, ancestor veneration rites, and important
festivals, and (2) theology in using local thought patterns (1989:104-105). A
contextualized church in a unified Korea/Corea would critically use North Korean
cultural forms and thought patterns. These would be employed in "opinion,"
"worship," and "congregation" {Works 2:94), the three main controversial areas of
the church in Wesley's era and presumably our era as well.
If a church renewal movement arises in a unified Korea/Corea, how can
we keep it going? I have argued that when the church loses its conjunctiveness
and flexibility it will lose its momentum; that unless the church becomes the
church of the poor it will lose its momentum; and unless there is active
involvement of the common people in ministry it will lose its momentum. When
we lose sight of mission we lose sight of the vision.
An old Chinese poem well sums up the focus of this study:
Go to the people,
Live among them.
Leam from them.
Start with what they know.
Build on what they have:
But of the best of leaders,
When their task is accomplished.
Their work is done.
The people all remark
'We have done it ourselves.' (Grigg 2004:v)
What valuable lessons for South Korean missionaries-to-be to North Korea
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